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.~bBtract
The results of a numerical investigation of the Haylaigh·-H:l:tz
method for the approxi.mate solution of two-point boundary value
problems in ordinary differential equations are presented.
Theoretical results are developed which indicate that the observed
behaviour ie typical of the method in more general applications.
In particular9 a number of choices of co-ord:i.natefunctions for
certain second order equations are considerede A new algorit~~ for
the efficient evaluation of an established sequence of functions
related to the Legendre polynomials is desoribed, and the sequence
is compared in use with a similar sequence related to the Chebyshev
polynomials. Algebraic properties of the Rayleigh ••R1tz equations
tor these and other co-ordinate systems are discussede The
Chebyshev system is shown to lead to equations with oonvenient
computational and theoretical properties, and the latter are used to
characterize the asymptotic convergence of the approximations for
linear equationse These results are subsequently extended to a
certain type of non-linear equatione
An orthonormalization approach to the solution ot the R~leigh-
Ritz equations which has been suggested in the literature is compa.red
in practice with more usual methods, and it is shown that the
properties of the resulting approximations are not improvedo Since
it is knoWli.that the method requires more work than established ones
it cannot be recommendedo
Quadrature approximations of elements of the ~leigh-Ritz matrices
a.reinvestigated, and known results for a restricted class ot quadra·t';.re
approximation are extended towards the more general case.
In a final chapter extensions of the material of earlier chapters
to partial differential equations are described, and new forms of the
'finite element' and 'extended Kantorovich' methods are proposed. A
summary of the conclusions discerned from the investigation is given.
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Chapter One
Variational Calculus; Problems and Methods
101 A Historical Introductiono
In 1696, at a time when the stu~ of the maxima and minima ot
functions of a finite number of variables had already pl~ed, as Courant(l)
s~s, a decisive role in the development ot ditterential and integral
calculus, John Bernoulli suggested the tollowing problem:
"Among all paths joining the points A and B, find that path along
which a mass particle, subject only to the influence of gravity, will
travel tram A to B in the shortest possible time".
Fig.l
This problem, known as the brachistochrone, was novel in that it
involved an infinite number of variables, the position of all points
on the curve ABo The mathematical expre.sion for,T, the time taken,
is straighttorward and is given by
T •
The time T is therefore a tunction of the curve y, which must satisfy
yeO) • 0
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Other problems came to be expressed in this form. One important
problem which can be so e.xpressed is the determination of the path of
l:ightthrough a medf.um, Fermata principle states that light travels
between two points so that the time taken is a minimum with respect to
times taken on other possible paths. This is clearly closely related
to the brachistochrone, and can be expressed mathematically in the
following manner.
Given two points A(~~Yl) and B(x2'Y2)' in a medium for which the
velocity of light v at any point (x,y) is given by v = v(x,y),
determine a curve y - y(x) joining A and B such that
T -
is a minimum.
Another class of variational problema which arose were the
isoperimetric problems, of which the classical example is
'Determine the equation of the closed curve of fixed length which...encloses the maximum area' 0
It is straightforward to see that the curve must be convex, and
we may assume that it is symmetric about some axis, which we shall
assume to be the x axis
o
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The problem can be expressed
Minimize A
r\t
2 \ y(x)d.x
J o
subject to Xo
2 1 ;-;-:-;,-2 dx = L , a constant
0
y(o) = y(xo) 0and
Notice that in this problem the upper limit Xo of each integration is
not fixed~ but varies with the curve y, subject to the restriction on
the length of Yo
Problems such as these were formulated and solved by such
mathematicians as the Bernoulli's and Euler, using methods whioh were
specific to the particular problem, and often very ingeniouso A
general approaoh wa.sdeveloped later by Lagrange, who reduced the
general problem to the solution of a differential equation with
auxiliary conditions, usually two point boundary oonditions. The
equivalence of the variational and differential formulations of
particular problems was used by many mathematicians, including Gauss,
to prove the existence of solutions of certain types of differential
equation.
Euler expressed the laws of meohanios in variational terms, and
formulations suoh as this~ including those invoked by Hamilton in the
theory of optics, became popular in the p~sioal scienceso A simple
example of such a formulation 1s the principle that the equilibrium
positions of a mechanical system are stationar,y points ot the
expression for the potential energy of the system, and that a position
of stable equilibrium is one which not only is a stationar,r pOint ot
the potential energy, but aleo makes that energy a minimumo As a
- 4 -
particular example, consider the case of a string of length 1 f'ixed
at x ""0 and x '"'"1~ under- the action of an external force f'(x) acting
in a direction per~endicular to the x axis. Then if'we let y(x)
denote the coniigl.lrationof the string) and assume that 1'(x) is "small"
f'orall x~ we obtain an e~ression for the total reduced potential
energy of the system as
1
r-
I(y) - j (y' (x)2 + y(x) .f(>:») dx
o
(101)
The position of'equilibrium of'the string is then obtained by minimiziTl,g
I(y) over the set of functions Y co t y(x):1'(O) • 1'(1) - 0, r is
continuous in (O?l)} Q
Integrands of this type, in which we have a combination of
homogeneous quadratic and linear expressions, are very important in the
caloulus of var1ations~ because they occur so frequently in ph1sica1
situations. More examples can be found in Courant (1,po13l-2).
The use of'variational formulations of problems to obtain numerioal
approximations to their solution stems largely from the work of
RayleighQs most important oontribution
was the use of particula.r trial functions for ,..(x)in integrands related
to (1.1) above to obtain estimates of the frequenoy of'vibrations of
mechanical systems, whilst Ritz provided the systematio approach to the
substitution of trial functions which now forms the basis of the
Rayleigh-Ritz methodo Using this systematic approach Ritz waB able to
give the first satisfactory explanation of the nodal lines on a
vibrating clamped plateo For an account of the contributions of
Rayleigh and Ritz, and a review of Ritz's work by Rayleigh, see Gould(l).
An important development shortly following the work of Ritz waB the
Ga1erk1n method (eogo Kantorovich and Kry10v (1», derived in 19150
Although this is not a v~I'iatj.orla.l method , and if:! wider in application
than the Rayleigh-,Ritz method ~ in 08r·~;a.incircumstances the two methods
are identical and ii is impc·rtant for thi.s r-eason, Kantorovich
proposed a variant of' the Rayleigh-Ritz method , (lCantorovich and Krylov
(1); for recent extensi0na see Kerr (1) as applied to variational
problems in which the fu.m~tj.on y is a function of more than one
variableo The finite elem'E'nt metuc,d (eogo ZiGnkiewtcz and Cheung (1»,
is closely related to the Raylei.gh-Ritz method , and has a distinguished
practical history" Practical use of the Ra.yleigh-Ritz method is
particularly important in t.he works of engi neer-a such as Timoshenko(l)
and Von Karman (Von Karman and Biot(l»). During the mid 1930's an
extensive study ot existence theory fol'v'ariational problems was
undertaken by Bliss (1) and co-workers at Chicagoo
The development of high=speed computation facilities has
emphasised two of the problems which Courant(2) saW in 1949; the first,
the selection of suitable trial functions tor y(x) bas been examined by
Mikhlin (Mikhlln (1)~(4)1 Mikhlin and Smclitskiy(l) ), and will concern
us at 80me length~ and the ee;,ond, the problem of erl"or estimates and
bounds has been tackled recently by Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga(l)o
These workers, and others have also investigated the use of piecewise
continuous functions as t~ial functionB9 and provided a closer
connection between the Rayleigh-Ritz and the finite element method.
Th.iswork will also be 'thoroughly dtseussed in a later ohaptero
102 The simplest problem of variational calculus
The problema of variational calculus whi~h will concern us Can be
expressed in general terme as follows:
Let n be a region of n dimensional space with boundary ~n.
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Let ! = ty(.!») be a set of functions of points .!~x € such that
I{y} ,..
exists~ and assume that there exists at least one Yo(1£) €. Y such that
I( ) ,e:' L"£ ~YQ .d,
and that there exists an M '> = .,.Q; such that
I(y) '> M for all y ~ Y.
Determine a fu.nction y(;) " Y such that I(y) ~ ICy) for all y E YQ
Additional conditions, in the form of boundary conditions, are usually
imposed on the eet Yo Theae take the form
The set Y must be such that the integral (102) e.rists, and we
give the following specification of the set Y ~ which is the most
restrictive we shall require
y satisfies
( Yk-l). 0gi. x~y,yU c 00 on
y (' Ck-1 (ill) implies that y has k-l con.tinuous derivatives in n
and that y(k) = ~ 1s square-summable in 1~ 0
dff
This problem, the so-called 'simplest problemQ of variational
calculus, includes most of the problems we have so far encounteredo
An exception is the iso-perimetric problem~ in which the condition
imposed on the boundary is not a simple closed expression in y(.!).
We consider only the simplest problem and its mult1~,dimensional
extensions in the rest of this worko
As has been indicated~ even amongst the simplest problems of
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variational calculus there are a number of important divisions. We
have already noted the distinction between integrals of combinations
of homogeneous quadratic and linear forms, such as those occurring in
the problem of the vibrating string, and the more general integral of
problem. such a8 ~he brachistochrone. The former are the most
important, and most tractable problem for the methods of variational
calculus. We shall d.fer discussion of all but the 'simple quadratic'
int.gral., and some closely r.lated typ•• , until Chapter Six.
Anoth.r distinc~ion can be made with regard to the dimension ot
the space ~, that is, the dimension ot the vector ~. One
dimensional probl.ms, in which y(x) i. a tunc~ion ot a scalar arguman~,
are an 1mpor~an~ .ub••t ot the ••t of simple varia~ional probl.ms, and
•• shall b. primarily conc.rn.d with prac~ical probl.ma ot this type •
•one~hel ••• , ma~ results are applicabl. to the one dimensional and
multi-dimensional c...s, and parts ct the th.or,y will be developed
without r.fer.no. to the dimension ot the probl.m.
A third distinction, the distincticn ot the ord.r ot p~,y,y, •••,k),
Which is k, the ord.r ot the highest derivative ot yt!) occurring in "
will b. ot no importanc. in the .ubs.quent discussion.
1.3 Belat.d Problem.
Probl.ma which can b. .xpr ••••d in the torm ot the simpl ••t problem
ot the calculus ot variations can ott.n b. .xpr.ssed in ma~ oth.r
torms. P.rhap. the relation.hip with oertain type. ot difterential
equations i. mo.t w.ll known, and tor our purpo ••• it i•• 0 t.por~&D~
that w. devote paragraph 1.4 and sub.equent paragraph. to it.
di.cussion. Here we wish to 1ndica~e brietly connections with two
other important ar.a. of mathe ..tioal .t~, the field. ot dJDamio
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programming and optimal control.
In 1921 Hadamard (1) said, discussing t·he 'brachistochrone problem
A
~-\-~
lA' \ !
I \
j \1
I M.'I 1-
M.~
B'
"<, B
"For the line considered to be the br-achi.atochrone between A and E!,
it is necessary that the whole arc ,AiBi of thi,a~.ine (Bee Figola) be the
brachistochrone between A' and BI 0 It is this principle which,
applied to the amall section M1_l Mi+l provides us with a solutiono
It is clear that this ie general and that it will recurr in all sim.1.lar
This principle, expressed by Hadamard~ haa been taken up recently
8S the gPrinoiple of Optimality' of dynamic programming as applied to
disCI'ete c;ptimiz.a.tionproblems (Bellman (IL :Bellman and Dreyfus (1»
and extended to continuous problems by Dreyfus (1)0 A full discussion
of the connections between dynamic programming and variational calculus
is given by Dreyfus (1)0
The equivalence of certain problems in optimal control and
variaUonal problema is established by Heatenea(l), (see also
Gumowski and Mira (1»0 As an example of thta equivalence we give
the optimal control formulation of the brachistcehroneo Reoal1 that
as a variational problem we had
- 9 -
y(:x:) f; Y!I
f y{x): y E.Y =
such that
I(Y) 5. ICy) =
Vy E. Y
rJ~~2
o
dy
For an optimal control f.o:::mulationwe describe the system
parametrically. Let t, the time, be the independent variable, and let
x(t), yet) denote the position of the particle at time to Let u(t) be
the gradient of the curve joining (0,0) and (Xo,y~) (see Figol)o We
refer to (;\ aB the state vector and u(t) as the controL x(t),
yet) satisfy the differential equations of motion
0 j 2~-x - oos u
c J2i3 sinr - u
with the initial condi'tions (x) = (g)
y tao
Define terminal conditions of the form
f1(x,y,t) • 0 ~ f2(x,y~t) ~ 0
In this case we have
f1 (x,y,t) - x-~
f2 (x,y,t) - Y-Yo
and let t • To be the first time for which these conditions hold.
Define a criterion function g(x(To)~y(~),T6). In this case
g(x(To),y(To)9To) • To·
Determine the control u(t) such that the criterion function g is
minimizedo
104 Differential Equations
The work of Euler and Lagrange on the solution of the problems of
~ 10 -
variational calculus produced a very ct ose inter~relaticr;,<:L'.ipbetween
certain types of differential equation and these problemsu Because of
the wide understanding of the principles of differential equatd.ons , and
methods of deriving their solution, this 1.'elationship has provided the
most usual method of solution of variational problemso We now develop
this connectiono
Solutions of the problem of determining a minimizing function y(x)
fcr the integral (102) m~ be considered to be of two typeso If y(x)
is such that
~ I(y) for all y (;. Y such that
Iy(x) - y(x)1 <: E , x ( ..0
and
cr-.·-l 1..., J",lo0 .k
then y(x) 1s said to afford a minimum of I(y) in a 'weak neighbourhood'
of i·tself9 or briefly, to be a 0 weak solution U of the probl.em, It the
conditions (103) may be omitted, then y(x) is said to afford a m1ni.mUlll
of I(y) in a Ustrong neighbourhood' or to be a 'strong solution' of the
problemo It is apparent that any strong solution is also a weak
solutiono
The Euler-Lagrar~ method of solution of a variational problem
exploits a neoessary condition for a function y(x) to be a weak solutiono
This condition.., be stated as
k
( ~ F/)),.(.) )
~
(_1)8 dB 0 000(104)""dxlil6.0
where the partial derivatives ~F/~y(s) are obtained by oonsidering
F a funotion of k+2 independent variables x,y,y~ kas 000 y
Derivations ot this condition are to be found in ma~ texts on
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Variational Ca.lculus~ of which we may mention Bliss (1), E.i.sgolc(1),
Fox (1) and Bo'l aa (2). The boundary cord i.tdons imposed on the
d:~fferential equatd cns are the conditions
(
I k-l) r I')gi x,y 91 •• Y = 0 on 6.1 l i
imposed on the variationa.l problem~ together pos91bly wHh certain
additional boundary conditions, called natural boundary conditions, of
whioh we shall say more later in this section"
The differential equation (1.4) assumes a simple and important
form when F(x~y~l° 00 yk) is a simple quadratic integrand, that is,
where k
F(X,7,7' •• ' .J<) - ~ p.(x) (~. y(x») 2
since then we have
k
(_l)t
+2f(x) oy(x)
B (x) )
+ f(x) '" 0
which is a linear differential equation.
Similarly, if
k
F(x9YtYo 0 •• yk) '" ~
a-O
ps(l:)(::. y(x») 2
y(x)
+2J f(x'1)d~ •••(107)
o
which ie the case in certain physical systems which include a non-linear
forcing term, the differential equation becomes
••• (1.8)
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which equation is linear in derivatives of Yti although rlc.;:i",linearin y"
Problems of this type are known as mildly-nan-linear differential
equations~ and will be discussed in Chapter Four.
The equations (106) and (108) can be written in the forme
L(y(x» + f(x) = 0
and
L(y(x) + f(x,y) = 0
respeotively, where L is a linear differential operator of order 2k
k
Ly(,.)' :£<-1)" ~" (P.(x) ~" y(x) )
s...O
The operator L i& not only linear but also, when subject to
certain boundar.y conditions, self-adjoint. (For definitions and a
discussion of adjoint and self adjoint operators see eoge Lanczos (2),
p.179 et seq.).
The knowledge that the Euler equation of a simple quadratic
variational problem corresponds to a self adjoint linear diff'erential
equation 1s perhafs more useful when considered in reverse; that to
every self adjoint differential equation there corresponds a simple
quadratic var.iational problem which, from the relations above9 can be
easily written downo For example Bolza (refo Collatz ( 1, p.208)has
shown that, in theory at least, any second order (non-singular)
differential equation may be written in self-adjoint form. In practice
the transformation to self-·adjoint form may require the solution of a
partial differential equation and m&f not be so easily achievedo
However, equations of the form
p(x)y" + r(x)y' + q(x)y + f(x) ; 0
may be expressed as the Euler equation of a simple quadratic variational
~ 13 -
problem by first multiplying throughout by
x
t!f.x) - up ( \
o
when they can be reduced to the form
1
~
(_l)S dS ( )t,. dS ( ')) + r'x) 0= - p'(x) :::dxs s dxs y,x ,i
SaO
provided that the integral J
o
rC' )-p' (')
p(--ry )
d~ existso
105 The relationship between variational and differential boundary
conditions:
The determination of a particular solution of a differential equation
of order 2k requires, in generalj 2k bourdary cotlditionso The
equivalent variational problem, where one exists~ will sometimes require
2k boundary conditions9 but sometimes the quadratic and linear forms
occurring in the variational formulation ot the problem are auch that a~
function y(x) which minimizes I(y) will automatically satisfy certain
conditions, and the number of conditions which it is necessary to impose
will be less than 2ko Conditions which are automatically required of
a solution by the form of the integral I(y) are said to be 'natural
conditions' of the variational problemo
As an example we take the following problem~ discussed by Courant (1),
po139.
Consider a homogeneous string whioh is elastioally tied at both ends
by forces of intensity mo per unit displacement at x=O, and ml per unit
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displacement at )(::::1,and subject to an external force f(.:.,,-.) 0 Determine
the equilibrium position of the systemo
mo ~
,l_______ . __
x-O x=1.
As a differential problem, we have the following equation for U(X)9
the equilibrium position of the system:-
o « x c 1
subject to the boundary conditions
mo u(O) • uo(O)
mo u(l) • -ut(l)
x • 0
x. 1
The total energy of the system is given by
1
leu) ,.. 1"{H~)2+ toll d>iJ
o
+ m u2(O)
o
+ m1u
2(l)
We can consider the function Uo which minimiz&s the functional
leu) as one member of a class of functions of one parameter £ ~
h(x) • 0
where h is required only to possess sufficient contimlity properties
such that I(v€ ) is definedo Then the statement I(uo) ~ I(vt: ) for
all functions v£ implies the following condition
dI'v, to - 0d£
We have
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=
I(uO+£h)
1
jH« +E h,)2 +
o
fo(uo +fh)1 dx + mo(uo(O)+ €h(O»2
+m1(uo(l)+f. h(1»2
I(v~ ) ...
and
dI(Ve. ) =
dE.
1
~ lU~h' + f.h 1dx + mo Uo (O).h(O) + m1 Uo(l).h(l)
o
Integrating the first term by parts, and taking minus signs throughout
we obtain
...
1
J
o
ho(U~' - f) <U - (m1uo(1) + u~(l»Lh(})
-(mouo(O) - u~(O»)oh(O)
- 0
We recall that this condition 1s satisfied by any function Uo
which minimizes l(u), and that this must be true irrespective of the
function ho(x) , subject only to hex) ~ 0 0 Selecting io turn
a) h(e) = h(l) ~ e
b) h(e) = e , h(l) I 0
c) h(O), 0 , h(l) - 0
we obtain the Euler equation
u! ' - f = 0o
with the conditions
u'(l) + mlu(l). 0
u,(O) - mou(O) - 0
which must be satisfied by Uo 0
We have shown that if Uo minimizes I(u) then Uo must satisfy
the differential conditions (1010) and (1011)0 We have not ebcwn~
howev'er, that for mo ' m1 fin1 te, we need not impose these conditiona on
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the functions with which we attempt to minimize
ml infinite, ccr-respondfng to the fixed boundary cond:t.tJon;e'
u(o) '"' u( i ) = 0
this condition must be imposed on trial functions" To do this we note
that we implicitly require the potential energy of the system to be finite,
and if m 4 00 then I(u) 4 00 for all u not satisfying u(O) = 0o
and hence this conditions and Similarly the condition u( 1 ) '"' 0 when
m ~ 00 s have to be imposed 01
Given a self adjoint differential equation of order 2k ~
Ly - f
and 2k boundary conditions of the form
i ~1 o. 2k
there is a simple criterion for determining whether gi is a natural or
essential boundary condition for the corresponding variational problema
If ti ~ k - 1 then the boundary cordition gi is essential,
otherwise it is natural.
106 The Ritz and Galerkin methods.
The fundamental method for the solution of variational problems
other than that of reduction to the Euler equation, is the method of
minimizing 8equenceso Let Yn(x) be a sequence of functions complete
in the spaoe Y of admissible function8n Then Yn is a minimizing
sequence for the functional I(y) if and only if
for all n
and Lim
n-+ao
I(Yn) exists, say Lim
~IIO
I(Yn) ,. T"'0
Then 10 = in! I(y) , y £ Y
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and
lim
n-':><iO
Yn = Yo is the solution of the yariational problemo
The Ritz method is one method of constructirAg such a sf!quencei there
are many others, examples of which are giv'en in Mikhhn and Smolitskiy (1)
and Gumowski and Mira (1). The basis of the Ritz method ls t.o seleet
a finite sequence of functions ¢l 00. ¢n(X) which form a basis of a
subspace Yn of the space Y of admissible trial functions; thatis~
¢i must satisfy the essential boundary conditions of the probleD'l1and
be sufficien~ly differentiable for I(¢i) to be definedo
solution
Then a trial
n
'"n - f. 0( i fIJi (x)
1=1
is computedj where the coefficients o(i are determined from the necessary
condition for a m1nimum of I(Yn) in the subspace Yn ~ ioeo
= 0 i ...1 .eo n
A sequence of suoh approximate solutions Yn constitutes, subject
to certain oondi tiona ooncerning the convergence of the sequence of
subspaoes, and similar problems (see eogo Hilbert (1 »~ a minimizing
sequenoe for the variational problema More detailed disoussions of the
approximation and convergence theory will be given "throughout this thesis,
partioularly in Chapter Twoo
In the particular case of simple quadratic problems~ where
I(y) · f [~
o seQ
the equations (1.12) assume the partioularly simple linear form
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where
A = (a .. )l.J
b - (bi)
1 kr <aij • J ps(X)<,
0 8=0
i,j =: 1 000 n
i = 1 00. n
d:x
1r f(x) o¢i (x) dx
IIo
whilst ror mild.ly non-linear- problems with integrands of the fo!'m (8)
the equations are
A ot. + g(Cli. ) .. 0 0 •• (1.15)
where A = (aij) , i,j ...1 000 n is defined by (1014)
and 1 n
gl (c::6 ) = I t(x, <;: 01. ~ ¢j(X»O ¢i(X) dx<... oj.....
0 j=l i • 1 c· 0 0 n
The Galerkin method is not a variational meth,;)d~and can be
successfully applied to manT differential equations whioh will not admit
a variational treatment. However, in the ~ase of differential
problems corresponding to variational problems with integrands of types
(105) or (L7),that is the problems (106) or (108) the Ritz and Galerkin
methods produce identical systems of linear or mildly non-linear
equations. The Galerkin method can be desoribed as follows.
in a region n
be the given differential equation, with boundary conditiona
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( t-l)gi X,y,yi 0°0 Y = ° on
i = 1 000 t
Let Y, the domain of existence of G ,be the set !..if all
functions sati6fyingU~1) for which the differential operator
G(X,y,y9 • yt) is defined. Select in Y a set of n linearly
independent functions ¢l(x) ••• ¢n(x) , defining a subspace Yn of Y
Define
y ..n
i=1
to be an approximate solution of (1.16), (1017) if the residual
G(x,,. ,y~ .... s t )n n n
is orthogonal in the scalar product ot some ~ace containing Y to
the functions J6 ~ ¢ .. 0 ¢ 01 2 n
/fhe Galerkin method is normally applied in this forma If the
residual is made orthogonal to a Bet of n linearly independent functions
~i(x) y i-I •••n, ~1(X) ~ ¢1(x) , the method i9 referred to as the
°method of project10nso - see Collatz (117.
When the Galerkin method is applied to differential eqaa+Lons of the
type of (1.6) the resulting equations are (assuming an integral norm)
1 2k nJ [~ (-l}B ~
o
+ f(x)1 c ¢.(x)dx •• ~(1018)J ,J
whilst tor equations ot the form (1.8) we have
f [ ~ (-l}B
o
n
+ t(x9 i ~i¢i(X») } 0
1=1
~x)dx .0(1019)
If we assume homogeneous boundary conditions
..
= °
s=O,l••k-l
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then the terms
1
f (-1)"
o
¢. (x)
1.
o ¢.(x) dx
J
occurring in (1018) and (1.19) can be expressed as
1
I ¢j (x) d:x: .". (1021)
o
and the equations (1018) and (1019) reduce to the forUlegiven Ln (1013)
and (1.15).
If'the dif'ferential equation does not have boundary conditione of
the form (1~20) then the integration by parts performed to derive (1021)
produces boundary terms eimilar to those occurring in the expression
(109) 01' Courant's example (po14).
The equivalence of variational problems with certain differential
equations extends in this way to encompass methods which when applied to
these particular problems are equivalento It is possible, therefore))
to make theoretical deductions conceming the Ritz method from a.
theoretical knowledge of'the Galerkin method, whilst properties of the
Ritz method may (though not neoessarily) imply the same properties for
the Galerk1n methode It is the case, however, that theoretical stud¥
of the Ritz method has provided more specific theoretical 1'9sults than
those available for the more general Galerkin methodll and so the former
approach has not been necessary 0 Conversely, the genera,li.ty of the
Galerkin method is such that implications of variational theory have not,
in general~ been shown to hold for all oases of the Galerkin methodo
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Chapter Two
Variational Theory for Differential Equations
We are concerned fOl' most of this chapter with var'lational problems
involving integrand.s of the type (1.5) and the correspondir.g differential
problems (1.6) 0 Integrands such as (107) and their «.~orI'esponding
prob1em~are considered in seotion 208.
2.1 Energy
The physical concept of energy, which was useful jn Chapt,9l·One for
the discussion of Courant's example, can be expressed in abstract
mathematical terms. In this seotion we develop some of the thf:j~l'Yof
this abstraction, and show how the application of energy principles to
linear differential operators of certa.in types leads to a formal accounf
of the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Much of the treatment of this seeticn will
follow the works of Mikhlin (1,293) and Mikhlin and SmoUtekiy (1)0
Let H be an arbitrary Hilbert space, with scalar produot (uov)
and associated norm II~I a (uou}i. Let L be an arbitrary linear
operator acting on H. Then the domain of existence of L, denoted
D(L), the set of all functions u ~H such that ~ is defined, satisfies
D(L) ~ H 0 D(L} may be strictly within H, for example, let
, the set of square integrable functions
on [0,1] ,
and
L .. d
2/dx2 0
Then D(L) = Jt~ to, 11 , the set of functions on [O,~ having
square-integrable second derivatives, and clearly
DeL} c; J2 [0,11 a H.
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An operator L a.e symmetric if and only if, for any :f'ur.c tione
u , v € D(L) we have the identity (u.Lv)::; (Lu.v ) ~
A symmetric operator L is positive if and only if, for any
u E.. D(L), the relation (Lu.u) ~ 0 holds and (Luou) ..,0 if u == 00
A symmetrio operator L is positive definite if and only if
~. real cons t, CS I- 0 c
If an operator' L is positive er posit.ive definite then (Lu.v)
is a scalar product for certain functions u,v in some spaceo We
denote (Lu.v) by (uev)L and refer to it as the energy product; t,he
corresponding Hilbert space ia denoted by ~ and referr'ed to as the
energy space of the operaior L. Associated with the energy product
is the energy norm II ull L ' defined by II u II L" (LuoUr~ .. (UoU)Li
If L is a positive definite operator then Hl ~ H , if L is
only positive then this need not be BOo To investigate this we
consider the case where L ie a linear differential operator~ aince
this is the particular case of interest to USc The distinction is
ma':e in terms of generalized, derivatives of' a fun~tion~ "hioh we !i,C)W
introduce. In a sense these generalized. derivatives allow the
extension of the method of integration by parts~ a.nd as a result of
this the scalar product (UeV)L can. be a.pplied to functions u9v which
do not satisfy u~v €. D(L) 0
Letn be a finite region of m dimensional space ~ with boundary
S11 and let 11 .. 11 + cS.!1 0 By a bounded strip of width E..
in.fl we mean the set of all points x '-fl such that for a
particular € > 0 there exists a point x c:. ~n satisfying
Ilx - i lin < £
denotes some norm in the space ~ • Denote by
Jfk the set of all fUnctions which are k times differentiable in 1lL
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and zero in scms bounded strip o.f' wi.dth t '?,: 0 in J't 0
k'"
If ¢ {. j~ ~ then for any function u (_ C .( J 1. ) we have the relation
j"',u \,:k d t) ( ~,kill' rI.o 2:: dJ~ y: ~ ,,_oJ.) 'P.n ~xil' • , Xik :·'1'i.
which we can verify by integra.tion by parts"
Now consade r a fu~",';'t,ir.mv C ;[ ') (.fl ) 0
L.
'\kCl~ __
6Xilo" xik
If there eJd.ats a
,
function w c 12 (.n ) such that for any ¢ e. ik
Cv. ~ . r \\ d .d.~~ = \ ¢cw d .n..k
J('\ 6x; U 0 0 X,ik n
~J\ to ~~'l· ~liL
then we say w is the kth genoraliz,ed derivative of v :
we have
(Note:d 1""1 le
The kth generalized deriva"'ive~ z(x) , of the function v ia
denoted
as are the convens ronal deruvat Lves ,
As an (Jx~'mpl~of a posi tlYe det1ni te operator and its c:orresponding
anergy space we c.a.. take 'the example given above, where the Hilbert
L '1 dt; 2space H = 2 tO~1] and the operator L '"' / dx acts on tuno·tiona
y(x) satisfying the differentiabilHy conditione imposed by 1 and
y(o) ~ Y(l) = 0 0
Then
H .. .p iro III~ 2 L I _I , D(L) t: Q 1 (0,1] .
1
Jo v •
2d u~-~ d'W'2 .....
dx
Clearly (u~v)L is defined for functions u9v possessing square-summable
.~ire; ~ generalized. deri.vatives, that is, the energy space HL is given
by
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where w~ t.flJ is the Sobolev space of fun.ctions bav:5.ng «,::.1 kth
r\generalized derivatives which are p-swnmable inj, L , and the functions
themselves are p-summable in 11. We note that clearly
and also that
The condition D(L) ~ HL is a neoessary condition for an energy space
and the corresponding domain of existence of an operator; we have for a
positive definite operator L
D(L) ~ HL S;; H.
(HL ~ H was first proved by Friedrichs (1».
To show ihat these relations need not hold ifL is only positive,
we consider the following examples of the Laplacian operator in three
dimensions, taken from Mikhlin (3, ppo16 & 17)0
Let S(R) denote the sphere
222 2
~+x2+x3 -R
and let fl. be the exterior of S(I) 0 Again we take H - l2 rll-] 0
Let M c H be the set of functions u in H eatiefyir~
a) u is twice oontinuously differentiable in .~~ + S(l)
b) u = 0 on S(l)
0) J
S(R)
- du
u dn ~ 0 as
d) u €. )( -> 6u € i.2(.fl) , where b denotes the three-
dimensional Laplacian operator.
Then - ~ is positive (but not positive def.inite) on M, and
so we have an inner product
(u,v)_6 - Ii
ni-I
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and the associa.ted energy space H_ b. •
The problem
u - 0 on SCI)
has the solution
'"u .. 1/2(l/R2 _ l/R) ,
-a ~ L2(n )so that
and therefore
FUrthermore, the problem
~ u ...1/4 R-5/2 In R u • 0 on S(l)
has the solution
~ .. -c1/2 In R, and
u t. H - 12(fl) ~AU ,,+ H'? -6'
The Energy Problem
We consider the linear equation ~ - f where L is a positive
operator defined on a Hilbert space Hand t 1s defined on an
arbitrary Hilbert space. Define
The following theorem is given by MlkhIin and SmoI1tsk1y (1).
Let L be a positive operatoro It the equation Ly = f has a
solution then this solution strictly minimizes I(y) 0
Conversely, it there exists an element which minimizes I(y) 9
this element sati~ies the equation ~. f ~
1\
Since we have already noted that I(y) is defined for certain
functions for which ~ is not, it is important to clarify the wording
of this theoremo For the oase with whioh we are primarily concerned,
where L is a seoond order differential operator and 1 a function of
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one variable, this clarification may be obtained from thE!..oJ,bois,=Ra.ymond
lemma or from Hilbert's derivation of the Euler equatd on (Bolza (2,p022» ~
both of which show that in this case , even if the functi,on Yo
minimizing 1(1') has only a continuous first deri.vative "thenit must
satisfy the Euler equaUon Ly '"f. Addi tionally ~ the HilbeZ''tderivation
implies the existence of a second derivative of Yo for all values of x
for which (using the notation of ~ 102, ~ 104)
d2 F(x,yo(x),yo'(x» ~ 0
dy'dy'
Mikhlin (3) points out that this result does not extend to multi-
dimensional variational problemso Instead, for these general problems,
we have to assume that Yo (o!) ¢. D(L), Yo (o!) c ~ and it can be
shown (Kikhlin and Smolitskiy (1), po156) that Yo~) satisfies an
equation related to the equation Lf - f , and such solutions are said
to be generalized solutions of ~ - f 0
If the operator L is positive, but not positive definite, then
the equation ~. f has a solution iff the scalar produ~t (Yof) of
I(y) is bounded above for all y e ~ 9 since then1 by the Reisz
theorem, there exists a function Yo €. HL Sot. (Yof) '"(Yo1'.)L and
Yo is a solution of the minimization problem for 1(1') ? and a solution
in Bome sense of the problem t,. f 0
The problema-
Given a positive or positive definite operator L ~ find l' sucho
that
I(yo) ~ I(y) •
VyE-Hr,
1s referred to as the energy problem, or sometimes as the energy methodo
The phrase 'energy problem' is preferred throughout this thesis.
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!ethods of Solution of the Energy Problem
The meth.ods of minimizing sequences, mentioned in ~ L6r are the
moat important methods of solution of the energy problemo We are
concerned with the Rayleigh-Ritz method? and we give now a more formal
description than that of ~ 1060
The ~leigh-Ritz method produces a sequence of app~cximate
solutions of the energy problemo The nth ~leigh-Ritz approJd~tion9
denoted by y (x) , is of the formn
n
Yn(x) .. ~ an(i)¢i
i-I
where ¢i E. HL, i-loo n are linearly independent, and the
constants a (i) are determined fromn
n
- o j ...loooD
the necessary condition for a minimum of the function of the n
variables an(1) 0
Substituting for I the expression (20l) we have the equations
n
~ an(i)(L ¢i'¢j} - (t .¢j) - 0
,i-l
j .. loon,
written in matrix torm as
A~ .. In
where An" f aij , aij ..(L¢1·¢j) .. (¢iO¢j)L
£n .. ftj fj ..(t.¢j) ,
000(202)
i,j .. Loon 1
j - Lon J
The functions ¢i are referred to as co-ordinate functions or
basis functions and the matrix.A. is the G:i'w.D matrix of thesen
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functions in the space HL 0
202 Theoretical criteria for the selection of co<-ordinaie ~·stem.§!.o
Though the selection of co-ordinate systems is of considerable
importance in the practical computational use of the Rayleigh-,Ritz
method, the criteria imposed by the analytic theory are of a simple
natureo It is necessary that the funotions ¢i satisfy the following
¢i ' i=lo. oD form a oomplete system in Ht
¢i are linearly independent for all n y since
otherwise the Gramm matrix An is singular and equations (2.2)have no
unique solutiono
The partioular energy problem with whioh we are concerned is that
for which the equation
11 - t
takes the torm (trom (105»
- rex)
e-O
subjeot to bouudar,y oonditions
dr yeO) _ dr y(l) • 0 ,
ur ur
raO, L ok-l
000(204)
that is, problems tor which
rlr ~I(y) - <o saO
subjeot to boundar,y oonditions (204)
tor which Hr, - f y(x)s r ~ C k-l t0911 ,
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Basis fun.}ti,ons in use for problems of this type, anc for the
similar problem given by (107) are of two br-oad types, disting' ..ri.shed
in terms of the concept of 'the ~S".lppo.r"(;~ of a runoti on, A function
¢(x) is said to be a global basis fl..l1M.;ti,on on io~1') :'ff ¢(x) .. 0 at
only a finite number of points on [0,,1'10 A function 1s said to have
compact support iff th",re exist two numbers c4. , ~ such that
0 :! 01_ ,( ~ -: 1 and ~;(, 0 --=') i~1 ~ 1, or ~,. 1 d)d_ f °=
and ¢(x) is a global funrt.icn on tc.l ~ r.l , ¢(x) :t 0 on \o,ci.) 9
( s , 1] 0
Global basis f'uncUcfls have been considered theoretically by
Kantorovicb. and KrylQv (lL Mikhlin (1~2~:;I), Mikhlin and Smolitskiy (1),
and extensively used in practlce. Fur.l.ctionswith compact support have
been the underlying basis for finite difference and finite element
methods, and are considered theoretically in a variational setting in
papers by Ciar19t~ Schultz~ Varga~ a,nd ethers.
we conaider examples of fllnc'tions wi th cGmplete and compact support
ref.lpectivelyc
203 Basis tunction~ with cO!p~ete_!uppor~
Co-ordinate syst~mswitnt~is prcperty were used for mar~ years
to the exclusion ef an crtb.e,ra~,and as SchuHz says, (1,po303)~ 11' i't
were not ot importance computationally for A to possess oertain
faaturee, basis functions of thie type would always be ueedo The
most f'req'~ently used systems for problem (205) are the following
1x 0 k=l( )k=lx 1--%
and
sin (i 'U1 x)
or oertain weightings and combinations of thes90 Important for our
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purposes in this context are the fun~~tions
(H1 )i+1 / ii
(k~l in
0.0(208)
(205»
and Ji"fir
.-v
si n '1 ~\ :x. 0(.(209)
(k;:;l in (205»
Ciarlet~ Schultz and Varga (1) use the functions
xr\ Pi-I (2L-l)dt
Jo
where P. 1(x) lathe Legendre polynomial ef degree i-1 on l-l ~1-1 ,
1-
and we shall alao examine the functions
and
where T
i
_
1
ex) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree i~l on t-l~ll0
These three c~~ord1nate systems vl11 be shewn to poseess oomputationally
convenient prl.lpertleso
The wide vari~t;y r:;rr )Ji~ccewise pr,;,lYllomial and epli.ne bads functions
which have been int!'\)du.ced by Ciarlet ~ Schultz and Va.ria (1) 9 and their
'oollabol'ators may be c~msid.el"adas fcllQWS <
XN+l1 be a partition of the interval t0911
auch that xo" c, XN+l.:::; 1, I.i. <: :1;'+1 ,i = 0 000 N. Then the
approximate solution Yn (:I.) of the equati.ons (202) 9 where the basis
¢i(x) , i-I 000 n~ is a piecewieo polynomial or spline basis defined
on TIN' will be a. function :"n the space Qome TTN) of tuncUons q(x)
having the properties q(x) ... v1(x) on each in'i;erval tXi~xi+11 ~
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i = 0 00 N where vi(x) are polynomials of degree 2m-l in x where
x e: (xi' xi+l) ••(2013).
v,(x) si:ll 0 oco N are such that q{x)c et tO~l] ~ t; ~ m"~l , (this
l.
implies contin~1ty properties at the nodes xi of the mesh iIN)' 0. (2014)
v (0) = 0 ,o
The particular type of piecewise polynomial or spHne representation
for Yn is determined by the continuity properties implied in (2014) 0
The following examples are given to indicate the differences, Other
types may be found in Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1) and Schultz and
Varga (1)0
Hermite piecewise-continuous polynomials -~
At each point Xi' i ...0 •• 1+1 of the partition '\~oon6ider
that there are m interpolation parameters diS , 0 ~ s ~ m~l ,
o s i S N+1. Then in each interval [xi ~xi+ll there ia a unique
interpolating polynomial vi(x) of degree 2m-1 such that
Clearly a function q{x)
satisties q{x) £. Cm-1
o f s ~ k.-l
defined as above ie terms of these v.(x), J.
to,11 , and taking -: - ~:l'" 0 we can
satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem~ ioeo (204)0 There
remain m(N+2) - 2k interpola t10n parameters to be determined by the
Ritz prooedureo
Spline pieoewise oontinuous basis functions 000(2017)
These are the funotions which satisfy (2013) .,.(2015), with
t ~ 2m-2 in (2013). As suoh they may be considered as Hermite
piecewise continuous polynomials satisfying additional continl1ity
..,.32 -
requirements so that q(x) '- C2m-2 lO,11 . To do this wo,::onside:r' as
parameters the quantities dB
o '
s
~+l s = 0,1 m~l
rv
and d~ • j, "" 1... . N.
The values diB, i = 10. N, s = 1 m-I are then determined in terms
of the parameters so that q(x} , defined by
q(x) .. vi(x}
2m-2 1satisfies q(x)~ C to,l .• There are then n + 2(m·,k) parameters,
since the 2k values dos. 0, a;+l - 0, s - 0,1 00 k-l ar~ prescribed by
the boundary conditions.
These piecewise continuous basis functions~ and others considered
by Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1) are special cases of the Lrapline
functions (not necessarily polynomial functions) defined by Schultz and
Varga (l), and Perrin, Price and Varga (1). The ccmplexity of a.
general treatment of such basis functions is such that we avoid a
sumnar;y of ito In praotice only particular cases, such as those given
above, seem useful because of the difficulty of determining the
functions vi(x) in the more general cases. In %2 u5, where
convergence results given for the piecewise contLnuous functions
detined above can be strengthened tor the more general class of
L-spline functions this is indicated.
In passing we comment that in practice a turther distin.ction
exists between Rayleigh~tz approximations computed using 'basis
functions such as (206)u(2o12) and those computed using (2,,16),
That is that the sequence index n of the approx.imat5.on
n
Yn - ~ an(i) ¢i (x) is determined by the two parameters m and
i..l
N ot the respective subspaces, and thus the sequence tYn) should
more properly be considered as (Ym,N 1 0
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Convergence of the Rayleigh-Ritz Method
There are two approaches to the convergence problem for'the Rayle~.gh
Ritz method, which may be conceived as the problem of conver-gence of the
coefficients of the approximation, and the pr-cbrem of conver-gence (~fthe
function approximation defined by these coefficients a~d the sequence of
basis functionso We look at each separatelyo
2.5 The convergence of Rayleigh Ritz coefficients
Not only is it important to discover under what cir0umstances the
Rayleigh Ritz coefficients converge at all, but also it is convenient tr·
have some estimate of the rate of convergence of the coefficients for
different expansion sets, so as to estimate the number of terms likely t')
be required in the expansion of a particular Rayleigh-Ritz approximation,
and indeed~ to determine the computational feasibility of such an
approximation. After some initial convergence results, taken from
Mikhlin (1),(4), we examine the work of Delves and Mead (1),(2) on the
estimation of convergence rates from simple properties ef the ~leigh-
Ritz matrix. The theorems of Mikhlin rely on concepts which we find j,t
more convenient to introduce fully in ~ 301; we briefly indicate them
here.
C)O
A sequenoe of functions [¢i 1i-l is minimal in a Hilbert spa..ce H
if the space ~ formed by linear combinations of ¢l' ¢2 "'0 ¢k-l' ¢k+lo•o
is a proper subspaoe of H 0
A sequence of functions [¢i1 ~"'l is s·tronglyminimal in H if
the Gramm matrix An of [ ¢1} : ...1 in H is positive definite for all n 0
The following results describe the convergence of the sequence of
Rayleigh-Ritz coefficient vector elements a (i)
+n i=l 00 n, n=l 00 aD
Theorem:
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If l¢ 1 ,'0 U? m~nLmal it: HL) t.hen tbero? e:Jt:tst :;cu"ltantsi ~i~l .
k = 1 'c <;:iJ such tha.t
hm
n ..~.
limit p:rceess is uniform in k 0
Theorem
If [¢i1:1 is str:.mgly roi.nimal in HL then
lim
n.-) til.l
Ii a - Gi
I -n o
where 0,( is the vector ( 'o(k k ""1 o q c ~'XJ ) defined a.bove and
r ~oo IX(i) I 2 ] 1II ~,i11 2",_.
2 Li = 1
We can consider the.t the cons tants O£-k defined a.n (2018)are
generalized Fourier coefficients of' y(x} in terms of the ~o-ordina.te
system [ 1 co¢ SO that we may takei i",,1 I'
k..l
where y satiefies 1,y~' f 0
The Rayleigh-Ritz a.pproxima.tion given by the solution of equa.tions
n
Yn (x) = '2:"
k,..l
clearly has an error
E (x)~ Y (x)~ y (x)n n
ni (c.<f- an(i»¢i(x)
1=1
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Since the variational eolutiol1 yn ex) is invariant urd er- a rlC'n-singular
, - f -- ~L t th f" r ¢1smear trans ormar ; or. , we may as sume L'Ja. .ne uric ~O(lS l i are
orthonormal with r eapec t t.o some 8:a1a1' pr-oduc-t ~ so that
11£ (x)I!2
11 00
./ \2 ,-
.
2
'"' ~> (c'{ i Ii"(j) ) + > eX'in ,. ..........." •.. ...,.
i=>l i=-n+l
and thus the convergence rate of the variational prceess tie-pendson
the rates at which ~ _:;;. 0 as i, -=:' cCl (Fourier convergence},i
lex. - an (1) I _.). 0 as ::l ...... 00 (horizontal convergence)1
and laL. - a.(i)1 -;> 0 as i ~ co (diagonal convergence )
l. ~
Rates of convergence are given by Delves and Mead (1) ~(2), and these
lead to practical criteria by which co..vrd1nate systems may be judged,
at least from the viewpoint of analytic computat1ono The terms
'horizontal' and 'diagonalO convergence were introduced by Delves and
Mead and refer to a triangular array of ~he coefficients of Buccessive
Rayleigh-Ritz approximationso
a, 0.) a2(1) a3(1) an(l)
0(
.!. 1
a,_, (2) a3(2) . So (2) 0 . . 0(2z, n'
t , ) ~ an (3) .. . .cl,a,)d • 3
"Horizen-tal"
Convergence
an (n ) ~ .>
"Diagonal"
Convergence ~ Fourier~ Convergence
~1
o
In certain circumstances not all convergence probLerne ;na;'( be present
in a problem, for example, if the basis functions ~¢J:~l are
orthogonal with respect to the energy nOrnl1 then the matrix An of (202)
is diagonal and the solutions of (202) are the Fourier cceff,:,cientsof
Yn(x); the horizontal and diagonal convergence prob Leme are net present 0
This is a somewhat artificial case, and from a general viewpoint all three
are importanto The convergence of Fourier appro:x:imatior~may be
determined from the data of the problem, i.eo from the forms of Land
f of the equation Ly::llf , and this problem, for one dlrr.enslonal
problems, haa been considered recently by Delves a.nd Mead (3).
We concentrate now on information concerning the ,~om·6rgenceproblem
derived from the forms of the matrix An
equation (202).
and free terme bn of
The important definition ia the following
A matrix A is asymptotically diagonal of debTe~ p if for fixed
J and all i
C. i-P
J
where C. and p are positive oonstantso
J
A matrix A is unifol'Dilyasymptotically diagonal of degI'ee p if
(2019) holds and there exists a constant C; 0 « C c: 00 such tha't
Cj < C for all j 0
With these definitions, the following results of Delvef~ and Mead (2)
are the moat important for our purposeso
Theorem (Delves and Mead (2), Thm. 0)
If the operator L: H ~ H and the sequence t¢i1 is orthonormal
in H, then the matrix A, &ij: (¢i'¢j)L is asymptotically diagonal
of degree p ~ 1/2 provided IA(1,1)1 ~ C > 0 for all i.
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LNote that A is the infinite matrix formed frcm A(L,:)
i, j = 1. ••• d.lJ.
aj . ,.J
We recall the definition of the energy functional of the problem
Ly ~ f , that is
I(y) = (Ly,y) -- 2(y f)
Then we have
Theorem (Delves and Mead (2), Thm.5)
Let L be a positive symmetric (HermHian) operators and define
min I(y) .. I(yo)
yE-HL
Also, let the matrix A I A(i,j) = (¢i'¢j)L be uniformly asymptotically
diagonal of degree p > 1/2 , let Aii - 1 , and let
where A and b are the (infinite) matrix and vector of (202)0 Then
if p + 2q > 2 the inequality
holds, ( ~l' ~2 constants > 0 )
We note that weaker results applicable to general algebraic
problems 1n whioh uniformly asymptotically diagonal matrices oocur are
also given by Delves and Mead (2) •
In the above theorem we have a dependepce on the rate at which the
unknown Fourier coefficients decrease. The following theorem provides
an estimate of this rate
Theorem (Delves and Mead (2), Thm.6)
Let A satisfy the conditions of the above theorem, and assume
b(i) • -rci r ~ 1 o
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Then there exisis a constant D such that
s = min (p~r)
fer all integers i 0
This theorem describes the Fourier convergence problem ef the
basis functionso Delves and Mead (2) give the fo:.lowingresu.ltfor
the variational convergence problemo
Theorem (Delves and Mead (2), Thm.7)
With the assumptions of the above theorem
-(2p-·I) -.(r·-I) _qVDln i + D2 n
i = 1 00 n
where q' ~ min (p+~·l, 2p-l, 2p+r-2) and Dl, D2 are constants.
It is clear from the last two theorems that the Fourier ccnvergence
problem is generally dominant. In (1), Delves and Mead pursue an
approach which leads not only to estimates of the Fourier convergence
rate but which also may have considerable significance in the
determination of an initial approximation from which equations (202)
may be solved iterativelyo
Theorem (Delves and Mead (1), p.212)
Let the matrix A be asymptotically diagonal ef degree p, and,
assuming CL (a ) -! 0 for any i, let
D -q3 i q "> 1 •
Then the coefficients a9(i) defined by
n
~
j=l
decrease asymptotically at the same rate as the Fourier coefficients Cl(1)
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provided p> q+L •
If p is sufficiently large~ the coefficients
" A (i,i) a"(i) = b(i)nan
also have this propertyo
These convergence results are important in praA~t.ical computational
terms. We can contrast them with results on the conver-gence of the
approximation Yn(x) and its derivatives to those of the solution
y(x) 0 We continue now to examine results of this type"
206 Convergence of the Ralleigh-Ritz approximation
The results ef this section are primarily those of Ciarlet, Schultz
and Varga, for basis functions which are trigonometric func t iona , or
polynomials, both continuous and piecewise continuous. A discl.1saion
of the most general result of Rayleigh-Ritz convergence, i.e. Ciarlet,
Schultz and Varga (1), Thm. 4, is deferred until we consider mildly
non-linear differential problema in ~ 208,
We give first the appropriate theorems for global basts functions.
Polynomial functions of degree n satisfying the bounda.I'y
conditions given in (?o4) are of the form
n-2k 1+ an_2k x J
11so that each polynomial is an element of a eubspaee Po ef HL with
d:irnension n-2k+l 0 For representations in this space of functions we
quote the following ~heorem without proof.
Theorem (Cia.rlet, Schultz, Varga (1), Thmo5~ po403)
for r ~ 0,1 u • k-1 , then there exists a sequenoe of polynomials of
degree n, { Pn(x) J :w with w .. max (t, 2k-l) such that Pn(x) €.. P~
and
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dr (y - Pn) I (' n~k )K \.L- d ':tv - • .111..dxr (n-k )t-k dxt ,00
0 z, r <.. k
where W (u , ~ ) is the modulus of continuity of u defined by
W(u, cS)
As a consequence of th:l.stheorem we can establish the following.
Theorem (Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1), Thmc6, po405)
Let YV(x) be the solution of the differential problem (~3).
Then r (x) E_ Ct [0,11 , t:2; 2k: 0 Let ~n (x) be the function in P:
which minimizes the corresponding energy functional (2.~~ where n ~ t G
Then there exists a constant M dependent on t and n such that
L M
(n_k)t-k
We remark that, since ~ is assumed to be a classical solution of
(2.,3) then If' €. D(L) and Pn E. D(L) • ~ThuB Pn' the unique minimizing
element of P n for the energy functional I(y) 0 0 (2.5) satisfies
o
where y is the function whioh minimizes I(y) over ~ 0
It follows at once that the sequence of Rq1eigh-Ritz approximations
v ,. 1,2 o 0 0 converges with order at least equal to k f ioeo if
(lJ r:. C2k [0,11, III j. 2k:T ~ ..,,. C +1 [0,11 then t·_ k ...k •
These results are proved in Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1) for mildly
non-linear problems of the form (1.8) which we shall consider in section
2.8, provided that certain assumptions are made concerning the coefficients
ps(x) , s = 0 0 0 k ani the right hand side f(x,y). We shall detail
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these requirements and their relevance to these theorems i:\ seotion 2080
Weaker results than (2021) and (2022) concerning polynomial
approximation and the Rayleigh-Ritz method are give"t: by Mikhlin (4,po129),
(5) 0 These results include, however, ccnve rgence r-eau'l t,e for approximation
in more than one dimension as well as convergence :in certain Sobolev norms ,.
including derivatives, giving results comparahle to results of a later'
secti,on obtained by Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (p 048).
Results similar to (2021), (2.22) can be established when the
approximation is a trigonometric polynomial if the solution y(x} is known
to be periodic or if periodic boundary conditions are pr~~cribed. Such
results are given by Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (2); and B.1rkhoff and
Fix (1) 0
Convergence theorems of the above types are developed by Ciarlet,
Schultz, Varga (1), Shultz and Varga (1), Perrin, Price and Varga (1),
for piecewise continuous basis functions such ae (2016) and (2017)<
The strongest of these results are those developed by Schultz and Varga
(1)9 using the generality of L- spline theory; however the following
theorems are of more practical importance and indicate the types of result
which can be derived :for specific piecewise convmuoue basis funotions
in practical useo
Theorem (Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1), ThmolO, pp0409-~lO)0
Let If' (x), the solution of (203), (204) be o:fclass et lo,ll
with t,~ 2m?!' 2k ,let II be any parUtion cf rO~l]) and let q(x)
be the unique function which minimizes I(y) (205) ov-erthe space
H m (iT) defined by (2016).o
independent of 11 1 such that
Then there exists a co~~tant M
K II~: r eo (1i<TI»2m-k
xi e. II
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We note the comment in Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1) tbC1~., the exponent
of h( II ) ~ 2m-k , is in a sense the best possible"
For elements of the space Sp'm (TT) defined by (2,,17) we haveo.
Theorem (Ciarlet, Schultz9 Varga (l)~ T~~o169po4l6)
Let \jl (x), the solution of (203)~(2o4) be of class et to,ll with
t ~ 2m ~ 2k ~ let [TI'i'l: ..1 be a.~ sequence of parti tiona of lO,11 with
lim
i
h( 'tTi) = 0 , and let ri (x) be the unique function which minimizes
(37)over Sp~ \T'.) 0 Then there exists a constant M, independent ofo 1-
the sequence IIi i ' such that
II ri (x) - If (x)11 !4 d
2m
dx2m r II ·co (h( \1.) )2m-l-k1
Unlike the result above it appears that the exponent 2m-l-k could
be improved to 2m-k. See Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (l~ po417)o
207 Convergence of the Residual
We have seen that the function y(x) whj,chminimizes I(y)-
(~,y) - 2(y,f) does not necessarily l1e in the domain of existence
D(L), and it is therefore not possible for such functions that the
approximations Yn(x) satisfy
lim ~n(x) - f
n';'oo
under general assumptionso ~Under what comitions this oonvergence can'
r:WI""
be e~ablished is a problem which has been considered by Mikhlin, Vainikko
~nd.others; see Mikhlin (4, p.108)p and Vain1kko (1). The following
theorem, from Mikhlin, characterizes the situation for the Rayleigh-Ritz
method; it is a particular oase of the theorem established by Vainikko
for general projection methods (including least squares, Galerkin, and
the method of moments).
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Let L and M be positive definite operators defined on a
separable Hilbert space H ~ satisfying D(L); D(M). Assume that the
eigen values of M are discrete, and let the corresponding eigenfunctions
be the sequence 1¢i (x) 1:1' If this sequence of functions are used
as co·-ordinatefunctions for 'theRayleigh-Ritz method, and
n
i=1
is the resul'tingapproximation, where!n satisfies (22) then
as n ~ 0<)
The operators L and M are said to be &imilar: see % 301.
For the differential equation
where PI(x) > 0 , Po(x) ~ 0 , with the boundary conditions y(O) ..0
Y(l) = 0 , a similar operator is
d2y... 2
dx
M(y)
with the same boundar,yoondit1onso Thus if the basis
i • 1
is used for problem (2023) then the residual will converge to zer'~o The
role of the normalization factor Ci with respect to practical computation
will be considered in Chapter Tbree.
An alternative stuqy of the convergence of the residual for
projeotion methods is that given by Kantorovich (1), which is somewhat
less restrictive than the results of M1khlin~ given abovoo
Let L : D(L) ~ R(L) , and let D(L) III HI ' R(L) • H2 Let
HI (n) be a finite dimensional subspace of HI for each n. In the
Rayleigh Ri.tz method this wUl 1'.'9 the subspace spanned b;V ~¢" ~ n
'- .i. ,j i:::1
Assume that for arb; trary \'~. H,
s:
Ii v ~!~ v ~~ ~ 0·t'1E (iT I "' ,ir.'1
n v t HC n)
n 1.
Let 'Ain) ,A' ~n) be the sma11eet and. largeB"': 8igenvalues of the
n
Gramm'matrix of [¢;J i""l 0 'Then it can be shown that
if
E (y) -~>' 0 as n -~ .'>i)n 0 •• (2.26)
The pJ:'actical limitation of this resul t is that the problem of
determining a suitable subspace for whach (2025) holde; theresuH of
Mikhlin above provides such a subspace in terms of the eigenfunctions of
a similar operatoro On the other hand, these eigenfunctions may not
permi t rapid convergence of the Rayleigh-oRitz solution. For example ~
the basis (2.24) will net provide rapidly 1,r.:nverg1ngapproxtmataons to
the solution of (?'023) unless 'this sollJtion is periodic, ani a polynomial
basis would be pref'erable in the general caae 0 Weshall examine the
usefulness of these respe<e;tive critSJ.:'la in Chapters Three and Fou:r,
wi th reference to a.paoific possibl-e co"·~rdinate systemso
We consider now differential aquations of the fo~
i
~
B=O
subject to
yeo) = Y(1) 0 0
for which the functional of the energy TToblem aasumee the form
ICy)
1 k
I -II ->2 -c;..........
0
8=0
y(x}
I
\ 2 I £("'('/ )d''11 dx.:is~ \P (.x ) , I +s , d S\ x II 0
The differential problem (202'0 (2025) wU.l be termed a. mHdly
non-linear pr-obLem, since j:~ i.s linear an derivatives of y but
non-linear in y 0 The pl'obh1rn;S (203) and (205) are easily seen to be
special cases of (202'7) and (2029)" In orde:!' that the problems (2027)
and (2029) have unique solutions it is necessary that we make expb.cit
a number of assumptions which have been :i.mplici t or unneoeasary in our
treatment of linear differential problemso In doing this we are again
following the work of CiaI'let, Schultz and Varga (1), and their
collaboratorso We shall not ct\mment .further on two extensions of this
work, in which Gladwell (1) considers differen·tial equations of the form
(1) (i)r (x." \i· ~tl I
where
(') (i)' i)
f'i (x,y ). ) ie the i th ieriV'ative cf a fUT.cticn of x and y\ ,
b1.'.t ifJ independent of a.ny othel' d~.r~.,\fative ef y, or y itBelf, subject
to linear homogeneous es:sential bO\l.ndaxycc:r.di ti<ms, and n,clU··linear natural
bOllr.1if.:..ry conditions, and C:'arlets. Schultz and Va.l"ga (5) treat a wider class
of differential equa.tions by the Galer-ki.nmethod, using monotone operator
Under the following asoumptions it can be F.lhownthat there 1s a
unique solution of' the energy pr'oblemt- V.inim:'ze (2021) subject to (2022)0
The8e are given by Ciarlet~ Schultz and Varga (1, ~ 8). To introduce
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them we must define
1\= in!¢€.S r io s=O p (x) (eLS_e dxs ¢(x) ) 2
Under the assumptions Pj(X) E: Cj Ic.r] and that t:o.el€e:x:,ist
constants ~ and K such that
sup
x E.to, i1
ps(x) (~ ¢(x) r +
~ (¢(x)) 2} dxT12
0" o (2030)
then A >-- 00 (c,S,V (1, po396, Lemma 1».
We require the assumption on f(x,y) that there exists a constarrt~
such that
f(x,u) - f(x,v)
u.-v
>-
and - ot) "u, V ~ oD , ulv.
This condition is implied by
~ '> - J\
The condition (2031) can be replaced in certain circumstances9 (see
CeS.V. (1), p04l9, 8.3), but only by requiring oertain other~ and very
specific properties of the problem, for example that the solution y of
(2027), (2028) is positive in (0,1)0 Similarly~ the coefficients
ps(x), e=O •• k , m~ be assumed only piecewise continuous; again
restrictions are implied on the solut1ono With the conditions (2030),
(2031) and provided Pj(x) E cj [0,11 , C1arlet, Schultz and Varga. show
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that the functional I(y) ••• (2.29) has a unique mi.rrimum a·jd that this
is achieved for the function y = y/(x) where ~ (x) is a classical
solution of (2027), (2028).
The role of the assumptions (2e30) and (2031) or (2032) is no~
immediately clearo Their importance lies in the pre of ef
I( If!) S I(y) for all r I \f'
Lf3tting y(x) = l..jI(x)+ £ (x) we obtain by int.egrating l:ly parts, and
using the boundary conditions
j ..0 00 k-: ,
I(y) = I( lV) + 1/2
1 kt~ dBP (x) - ( E (x) )S dx.8 2 dx
1 ~+E.
+ r {J. t(x. '"7 )-f(x,y)
o ~
Then using (2.31) or (2.32) we have
and using (2030)
k
(dS )2<: p (x) - (£ (x»<, s dxssaO
JI £ 2(X) dxo
so that
Bt;r definition, and hence I( f) ~ I(y) for all y
for which I(y) is defined and which satisfy the boundary !~onditions (2028).
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Under conditions (2030), (2031), (2.32) all the theorerr.sconcerni.ng
the convergence of the Rayleigh-Ritz approximation to the soluticn ~(:x:)
holdo In order to ensure convergence to derivatives of 141 (x) H is
necessary to replace (2030) with the stronger assl~ption
[1 k ~ (¢(z)z} d>:l ~dl ¢t ~
K t f.~ps(>:) (dan 2 •dxl dx J
or
dl+l~
~ K 0:{~ ps(>:) (~r+ fl (¢(x»2}Ii>}dxl+l
2
(see Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1, po395».
We have now outlined the theory of convergence of Rayleigh-Ritz
approximation for variational problems related to certain. linear and mJ.ldly
non-linear problems, when the appro:x1mating functions are chosen in a number
of ways. Throughout, we have assumed that coefficients In the approximat:lon
are evaluated analytically, and it remains to be seen whether certain
choices of basis function are more expedient when these coefficients are
evaluated numericallyo We look at this problem iu Chapter Thr~eo
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Chap tor Three
Numerical Considerations in the A~lication ef the
Rayleigh-Ri tz method to Lineal.'Differential 1'1~
Although the ponvergence results of Chapter Two, with t~:eexception
of those concernang asymptotically diagonal ma'tra.ces, depend only on "the
choice of the sequence of subspaces in which to ohta.inan approximate
solution, and not on the selection of co-ordinate functi,:me forming a.
basis for this subspace, the correct ehoioe of the cc~ordinat~ funotions
is essential in order to perform the R~leigh-Ritz method numeri~allyo
In this chapter we shall use examples to indicate the properties wh:b:::h
it is desirable that a co-ordinate system should posseaso
this kind are given in many of the works of ~khlin~ particularly (1),
(4)0 :Many of these criteria are relevant to other function expansion
methods, such as least squares (Andersenn (1), Dshisbkariani (1), the
method of moments, and Galerkin's methodo
Other approaches to the problems arising when the Rayleigh-Ritz
method is applied numerically have been given in the literatureo
Delves (1) describes a method in which the effects of rounding errors
in the numerical processes are min1mized~ whilst Babuska9 Prager and
Vitasek (1) report the results of a numerioal study in whi,eh errora of
a known magnitude are introduoed into the Rayle1gh-Rit~ equations and
the effect on the solution analysed.
301 Computational Results for Simple Quadratic Problems.
The variational problems considered in thi.s sg~tion are of the
form
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min I(y) =
subject 1;0 yeo) a y(l) = 0 .
For the sequence of co-ordinate functions r '\ n~nI,~,_
l.""::_ : '0::,1...tl .... thl~ leads to
the system of Rayleigh-Ritz equations (202)
=
and the nth Rayleigh-Ritz approximate solution
When the Rayleigh-Ritz me~hod is applied numericaHy, the solution
of equations (302) is affected by errors introdu::;edat two stager:!o First,
numerical representation of the elements of the matrix An and vec+oz- b-n
introduces errors into the values of these elements, and second9 numerioal
methods of solution of the equations, for example Gaussian elimination or
triangular decomposition, introduce further errors. If E n denotes the
matrix of errors in the elements of An ~ and ~ the veztol' of errc,",:s
in !n ' then we can define ~ and y(x) in the following manner"
Let a' denote the algebraio solution of the equations-n
(A + E. ) a Q • ~ + -n~n n -n -L~.,
and define
n
Yn (x).. ~ '!"n (i) ¢i (x)
i:o:l
We also define ~ , Yn (x) by the followingo Let a" denote
+n
the vector solution obtained when equations (304) are solved n'lIOerical1y;
then
where
(An + E HA" + ~ a) - b + Sn n -n -n-n
~ a • a' - aft-n -n -n
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and
n
Yn(x) = £.. ~ (i) ¢i (x)
i=l
We remark that a realistic numerical solution .i a of the f'orm (3"6),,
The numerical experiments which follow were perfomed (;11 an I., B,M,
360/67 using either single word length or double wee-d 18r~gth precisiono
These represent either 7 or 15 significant figures.
of An and.:2n were computed using a 20 point· Gaussian quadrature
formula, so that for arbitrary [¢i 1~=l
errors tn and ~ repre8~nt quadrature errors and rC:lnding .!:lrrors;
this presents no complicationo For certain exampl.e a, where t ¢;)t~""l '
po(X)' PI (x}, f(x) are polynomials, the quadrature formu.J.aeare exact
for acme subsystem {¢il ~.1 of the co-ordinate system, and the &rl'ors
1n these cases are exclusively due to rounding erroro
The equations were solved using the method ot Gauasd ar, ElirninaUcn
with row interchanges, for n. 2,3 000 20. This dc-es not taka advantage
of the symmetry of the equations, nor does it readily admJ.,tthe add1.tion
of the single row and column which are introduced in the progr~saj,on from
a Rayleigh-Ritz system of siza n to a system ef size n+l v Bcth these
advantages are obtained if the equations (302) are solved us:tng 'triangular
decomposition~ and particularly the Cholesky decompositionu M"re
efficient, but not necessarily more accurate, computation could be
achieved in this wayo
The approximation Yn(x) was computed in a straightforward manner
from (306). No attempts to transform these series into othors pl'i.)l' tel
evaluation of the solution are considered. As an estimate of the La()
.~ .error norm of the
-en ;:, max
X=Xot
where x. •
k = 20 0
error in ;(x) we take the measur-e
I ;(x) - y(x) I
o£.h , 0(: 0 .. ,k } h - 11k fo:: some k 9 usually
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A.s simple test examples we consider the foll()wing:-
Problem Ll.
min I(y) ...
1
) [y' 2 _ y2 _ 2xy!dx
o
s~bject to yeO) a y(l) = 0 ,
which has the solution
y(x) a sin (x) / sin (1) - x
The corresponding differential equation is
y" + y + x = 0
with the boundary conditions (308).
This example is also considered by Kantorovich and.Krylov (ly po269)o
Problem L2.
I(y). (f y,2 + 4i + 8 cosh(l) Y] dx
subject to yeO) - y(l) • 0
min
with the solution
y(x) = cosh (2x-l) - cosh(l)
The corresponding differential equation is
ytf ... 4y + 4 cosh (1)
subject to (3010)0 This example is considered by Ciarlet, SchlJ.1t'Z:and
Varga (1, po426).
Problem L3.
min I(y) = ~
~
subject to yeO) ...y(l) ...0
with solution
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This example is obtained from the Bessel differentia.l eQua.~.(·"
t2z" + tzO + (t2 ••1)z .. 0
with the boundary conditions
z(l) = 1, z(2) "" 2
by the transformations
z = y+t t = x+1
and division by x+1 , giving the differential equaticn
(x+l)yll + x(x+2) y + (x+l)2 "" 0
x+l
with boundary cond1tiona (3011). This example, in which the.:.oeffidents
Po (x) , PI (x) are not so simple as in problems L1 and L2,Ls consxdez-ed
by Kantorovich and Krylov (1,p.270). Evaluation of Y(1:) for. this
problem utilizes the values for the Bessel funct.ions J1(x) and Y1(x)
from the tables of Abramowitz and Stegun (1).
We consider first the solution of these probllima in terms of ·t.he
basis functions
... i4 sin (1" x)
and
These functions are used extensively in examples of the application of
the Rayleigh-Ritz method in the literature; see eogo MikhUn (4).
Mikhlin and Smolitskiy (1), Kantoroylch and Krylov (1). In Table9 I and
II we give en and the coe~ficients a" (1)n for problem 11 and the
bases (3012) and (3013) respectively, for certain adjacent pairs of values
of n 0 Similar tables for problems L2 and L3 may be found in
Appendix Ao In addition, in Table I, the exact valuis of the Raylflligh-
Ritz coefficients are also given; this is straightforward since the
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matrix A is diagcnal for problem Ll and the basis (301:'::) v
n
Al se gi ven
is the estimate of the maximum error in the Ra.yleigh=·R~.l1;z ap pr-cxxma ti (':1
Yn (x) , given by
= ::~ I Yn (x) - y(xl I
where the points Xot are thosliused in the application of (307).
More precisely, we have
=
-- .~cos i II x cos j " x - 1-i . ,.,.""""""!J:, "- sin x 0
sin j 'Ii' x dx
·c 1 i • j1 ~ j
and 1
)
I"V
x sin i \\x
o
BO that
and
n
sin - 2 2 ~iUx /«1 If ~l):i~~)
A number of points of note emerge from Tables I and IIu In Table I
the error en decreases smoothly as n increases. Further, the values
of the coefficients a~ (i) do not vary greatly with n, and we note
also that the coefficients a" (i) become smaller as i increaees~ forn
fixed n 0 This apparent convergence, and other featt<re,'ldisplayed in
this Table are those generally required of a reliable numerical met.hodo
The situation in Table II is not so encouragingo Here we have a
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pelynom;'al basis and constant or polynomial cceffic.i.er.ts~se ·that tel:!
errors in An and b-n are caused only by roundlng ir:::cr~ a.ndnot by the
generally more severe effects of quadrature appro'"(imationo HOWeVel"5 the
coefficients a"(1)n do not tend to a limi t as &i theI- i.
nor does the error reduce smoothly. This basis has gen8rated a
nu!nerical approximation with few desirable propertit3so Only or-a feature
of this Table provides any redemption for this method; a.ll of the
resul ts obtained using the polynomial basis :functions (3013) fOl'
n = 1,2,3 •••20 are more accurate than any of the results obtained. uair.g
the trigonometric basis (3.12)0
It can be seen from the corresponding double precision reE!'.l.J.tsfor
this problem given as e~ inl'ab1es 1 and II that the above
remarks hold equally in that case.
There is an immediate explanation for the greater accara':;3 obtained
with the basis (3.13) rather than that obtained using (3012)" The
solution (3.9) of problem Ll is not periodic, and this is reflected in
a slow rate of convergence when the func'Uon is approJd.Dlahd by periodic
functions.
We must recognise the two important problems illustrated by the
results of Tables I and 110 The fundamental aim of cur app~.lcation
of the Rayleigh-Ritz method is to produce an approl:imatd.olOll'1;0 tb.e
~
solution of the variational probl,mJ an approximating func·Uon whi(!h
agre~s closely with the true solution. It is necessarYQ howevery to
recognise a good approximate solution in some W~1 and this is eanerally
achieved by considering successive vectors of coeffieientej for Qxample,
if
<
and
<
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where £. 2 are emall, then ~+l may be consic.erej:·-;;ce a.
solutiono It is, of course~ possible to evaluate suocessive
approximating functions and compare these, though thi.6 represents
a. considerable increase in computation.
therefore are
The two problema
10 The determination of an approximating subspace .i.n wht~ll the
solution of a variational problem may be conYeniently and
accurately represented by a small number of basis runctaone,
20 The determination of a 8uitable basis for the subspa(;;e~fcr
which conditions (3.14), (3015) m~ be expected to imply ~he
accuracy of the approximating function, and vice~ve:rliao
The first of these problems is a convergence problem in
approximation theory whose solution requires an a-priori understanding
of the nature of the solution of the variational problemo Some
results of this type are given in Chapter Twoo A paper ef Delves
and Mead (), to appear) will consider the a-priori determina'Uon
of propertielilof the solution.
The second problem is referred to as a stability probl.emo
The irregular behaviour of the coefficients in Table II is caus~d
by the numerical errors involved in the solution ot (305)0 The
effects of such errors in the determination of the coeffioients of
a Rayleigh-Ritz approximation have been considered by Mikhlin (1)~(4),
Samokish (1), Andersenn (1), and others; we examine this work in
~ 303, after first introduoing oertain properties of arbitrary systems
of functionso
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302 A Minimal-Orthonormal Classification of Functions.
Let H be an arbitrary Hilbert space, and let i
·· ~',
" .r. '",¢•. ¢i l_. H I
- .;_ ,,~ ,:1
be a finite or infinite sequence of functions in H 0
l¢il is said to be minimal in H if and only if elimj.nati ..ng (ne
element of the sequence reduces the dimension of t.he subapac e spanned
by the system, ioe
and let 11c be the subspace of H spanned by ¢l ~ ¢2 c
¢k-l s ¢k+l 0 • • The liIequence {¢i\ is rnir.:.malin H :'ff
~ t ~ VK.As a consequence of this definition W~ have immediately:·-
The sequence of functions [¢i 1 iii non-minimal in H iff there
exists an integer j such that, given t. > 0 , there exists an
su::;h thatinteger N and scalars
r:
<. ~'.
where II 0 II H denotes the norm in H.
Thus any finite sequence of linearly independent functiona in ~l
is minimal in H; any finite system of linearly depend6nt functions
is n.on-minimal in H 0 In partioular, in thl; case we may take E .. 0
in (3.16). Any infinite sequence of functions orthonormal in H is
minimal in H. An often quoted reBul t (.ee Mikhlin (4L Kaczmarz
and Steinhou. (1» is the following'- The sequence [.:x:r:l;~o ill
non-minimal in L2 to,l1 0
The sequence [¢i 1 i. .aid to be strongly minimal tn H iff the
smallest eigenva.lue ~ ~n) of the Grammmatr1_x An
of the uequence [~1\~"'1is bounded below by 9. stri«Uy positive
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constant independent of n; Le. there exists an w I 0 6 t
n •
The sequence f¢i\ is said to be almost orthcnor:nai in II srr
it is strongly minimal in H and the largest ei.genvalue \ (n)/\ ' of the
1').
Gramm matrix An is bounded above by a positive constant independent
of n, Le 0 there exist rea.lnumbers w I 0, W f 0 satisfying
I w I ~ I w I such that
.('. ~(n)
1
(. -..,)" ..'~, jul.,
The sequence [¢il is orthonormal in H :iff w """ W2 1 in (.3017).
The following theorem (Andersenn (1), p.134 Throo303) aummarizes
the relationships between thelieclasses of functions, and condenlie..
several r'eaults of Mikhlin (1), (4) 0
"Orthonormal systems are almoat orthonormal, almost orthonomal
systems are strongly minimal, and strongly minimal systemQ are minimalu
At no stage ia the converae (nece8aarlly) true".
We have also the following result (Mi.khlin, (4)~ po6)u Let the
sequence f ¢11 be minimal in H. Then there exist scalars
cl.
1 '
d..2 .0. 0(,n • • 0 auch that the aequence rct. rI. i:., i)'li ~
strongly minimal in H 0
In order to puraue Mikhlin' a atudy of the aelection c·fco-crdfna+e
systems the following theorems are usefulo We remark that~ when a
sequence of co-ordinate functions t¢i 1 are chosen for the aolut7.o'O
of the equation ~ = f , (where L i8 a positive definite operator)
by the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the resulting matrix A (302) isn
nexactly the Gramm matrix of the subsequence f ¢i1 . i.nthe energy
- 1.",,1
space HL of the operator L.
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Theorem (Mikhlin (4), po7-8)
Let }.iT and N be positive definite, self-adjoi.ntoperators in
some Hilbert space H, satisfying ~ ~ ~ , If f¢i : ¢i f..' ~ ,
i=1,2 •••1 is a minimal (strongly minimal) sequence in I1r then it
forms a minimal (strongly minimal) sequence in ~.
In particular, if N m I , then Hn ::H , and since ill is positive
definite, we have ~ c l1l H • The result above implies that any
minimal (strongly minimal) sequence in H ia minima.l (strongly
minimal) in ~.
Definition.
Two positive definite self-adjoint operators M and N are
semi-similar iff ~ c EN . M and N are simHar iff D(M) = D(N) •
Similar operators are necessarily semi-similar.
Theorem (Mikhlin,(4), p.ll)
be a complete, almost orthononna.l sequence i.n ~,
and let M and N be semi-similar. Then [¢i1 form a complete,
almost orthonormal sequence in ~.
Theorem (Mikhlin & Smolitskiy (1»
Let M and N be similar, and assume
v y 6 ~1 ' m = const > o. Let (¢i1 be the orthonormalized
eigenfunctions of N , assumed complete in RN 0
complete, almost orthonormal sequenoe in ~.
Then f ¢.c 1are a
303 Stability
Loosely speaking, Rayleigh-Ritz computations are stable in some
Ilyn(x) - ~n(x)11
lI~nll
and II .!n - !:'nII or
are small whenever II E.n II
sense if the differences
and
in (3.4), (3.5) are small. More precisely, we indicate
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the four cases separately~ following the definitiona of 1:U~L.lino
The vector solution of the Rayleigh-Ritz equations (302) is
stable with reapect to errors in the equations, of the form (304),
iff there exist constants p,q,r, independent of n ~ such that for
all II£nll s r and all ~ the equations (3.4) are solvable and
The Rayleigh-Ritz approximation Yn(x) defined by (3.3) is
stable with respect to errors in equations (302) of the foml (3.4)
iff there exist conatants PI' ql,rl ' independent of n, such that
for all II[n ,,~ 11' and all ~
IIYn(x) - Yn(x)II L. P1 II Enll + ql II~nll.oo(30l9)
The inevitable magnification of the initial errors t.n '~n by
numerical methods of solution is not considered in these defini~iooao
We therefore alao introduce the following.
The vector solution of the Rayleigh-Ritz equations (302) is stable
with respect to errors in the equationl of the form (305) and errors
introduced by the method of solution iff there exist constants P, Q, R
such that for all II £0" f
1I!n - ~I~ \I
R and all ~
+ Q.
The Rayleigh Ritz approximation Yn(X) 18 stable with respect to
errors in the equations (302) of the form (305), and er.rors introduced
by the method of solution iff there exist conatants PI ' Q1 ,~ auch
that, for all IIE. n II ~ l1. and all ~n
IIYn(x)-yl~(x)n ~ PI II£nll + ~ II~nllo(3.2l)
For brevity we introduce the following terminology. We speak of
(3.18) (reap (3.19) as the numerical stability of the Rayleigh-Ritz
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solution vector (resp. the Rayleigh-Ritz epproxtmat i.on) a·.·.il of (3020)
(resp.(.302l)) as the complete numerical stability: of the Rayleigh-R~tz
solution vector (resp. the Rayleigh-Ritz approximation),
As has already been indicated, the requirement that the Rayleigh-
Ritz method be numerically stable in any of the senses (3018) ••0 (3021)
imposes further restrictions on the choice of basia functions.
Alikhlin's criteria for the selection of suitable basis functions rest
on the following theorems, which summa.rize results of Mikhlin (4)1
Mikhlin and Smolitskiy (1).
Theorem
In order that the Rayleigh-Ritz vector solution and the Rayleigh-
Ritz approximation be numerically stable (in the sense of (3018),
(3019)) for the solution of the equation Ly ..f it is necessary
and sufficient that the co-ordinate system (¢i.1 be strongly minimal
in the energy space HL•
Theorem
In order that the Rayleigh-·Ritz vector liolution and the Rayleigh""
Ritz approximation be completely numerically .table (in the ~ense ef
(3020), (3021)) it ill necessary and sufficient that the co,-ordinate
system {¢1 1 be almost orthonormal in the energy space HL 0
We remark here that the requirement that the co-ordirate system
be almost orthonormal in the energy space ~ in order to achieve
complete numerical stability is exactly equivalent to the condi.tion
tha.tthe Rayleigh-Ritz matrix: have bounded condition number , The
most appropriate condition number K(A) of the symmetric matrixn
An is defined by
~n)
~Cn)
1
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and the above remark is an easy consequence of the defini', .~~'nof a'lmost
orthonormal systems and the equivalence of the Rayleigh.·Rit~ matrix
An and the Gramm matrix in HL•
An alternative view of stability problems for a. ('.laseof methodg~
the "abstract Galerkin processesil, which LncIudas the Rayleigh-··Rit~
method as a special case, has been presented by Samokish (1). We
rely on the e.xposition of Mikhlin (4~ pp 076--81) fer de"ta.;.ls cf this
worko Although Samokish is regarding a sta.,!)leprocess a.3cne i.nwhi~h
small errors in the data and method of solution pr-oduce small. oz-roz-s in
the results, there is no formal definition of thls ",iew0
measures of stability are introducedo The first, for the Rayleigh-
Ritz method, reduces to K(An) , defined by (3022).
the equations
By considering
A 0{n -n = ~-n
where ~n(i) are arbitrary numbers satisfying
1=1
the quantity
n
Zn(X) :I
~
cl n(i) ¢i(x)
1:&1
f · mu IIZn(X) IIn II zn(x) II 000 (3025)min
and defining
is introduced, where the operators 'max' and 'min' act over all vectors
satisfying (3024) 0 With these measures, Samokish utili-zes the following
assumptions. The R~leigh-Ritz solution vector is oompletely
numerically stable (3020) it K(An) is bounded independent of n 0
The Rayleigh-Ritz approximation is completely numerically stable (3021)
if t-t is bounded independent of n.n
The definition of fA-n may perhaps seem arbitra:c:'ysbut it ma.y
be considered in the following manner. The Bet of all equa hens of
the form (3.23) for all ~ satisfying (3.24) LncLudeo, except. for B.
scaling factor and the degenerate case ~.= -12n 9 all pcaar.bl.e r::i_ght
hand sides of the equation
A a :0: b +6·n """'ll -n--n
that is, for any S F-b""1l -n there exists a scalar. k such that
Therefore the set
z ..n
n
z -n £
j=l
f!
'
A of.. ~,; ~
r..-n -n'
comafna all possible numerically computed appr'oxlmatdcne to the
solution zn(x) of the equations
A at .. b +.r
n -n -n ~
each scaled by Bome factor 11k. f!n is therefore a measure of t,he
range of norms of functione in Zn' and hence a meas~re ef tho range
of norms of functions defined by equations (3026).
Mikhlin shows that Samokish' s definition of compl.ete numerical
stability in termB of the boundednese of K(An) and IJL i.8n
equivalent to the oriterion of a1most-orthonormality imposed by Mikhlin
to aohieve (3020), (3021). This is aohieved by showing that for the
Rayleigh-Ritz method fLn is bounded independent of n iff K(An) is
bounded.
Samokish provides an additional concept of stability, wb.ich he
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terms icomputationally-stable' 0
(resp. approximation) is comput.ationally stable ::.~'
"do not grow too rapidly". Thj,s inforlnal cor.0ept makes the poi nt
that it is not necessary to have a stable method tf good approx~mat:i,r)c.s
can be obtained with a small number of co-oz-da nat.e fL..Y)ct,ione" We
might prefer to say that such co-ordinate systems a::'e t Bufficier.t.ly
stableO e
Cri teria which enable it 1;0 be asserted thnt a. c,·,ordinate systetm
is °sufficiently stable' for a particular problem and part.iGular
accuracy requirements have been given by Mikhlin (4). These relate
to the (impractical) case in which the p~urbed Rayleigh-Ritz
equations (304) are solved algebraically ratherl;han numer-Lc al.Iy , If
the co-ordinate sequence {¢i 1 is not strongly ml.nimal in the ~ne'Y:'gy
space HL then the corresponding R~leigh-Ritz method is not
numerically stableo Assuming that this is the caRe, and lettir~
denote the smallest eigenvalue of the Rayleigh·-Ri tz rna.tr.ix, we have
~n) ->
1
o as n....:;t Q() Let in (304) sa.tisfy
c: P'A (n)
1
Then the bounds
II~ - .!nIl s C. ( A (n)) -i II£ II \ (n) --I 11~11+ (J\l )1 n
1 _. ~
where C > Ily(x)1I L is an upper bound for the energy norm of
y(z;), and
~ II~ - ~II (116,.11
~
+ IIfn II.
II~-~1I1)f) .\ \n .-~1\1 ) +
holdo
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Thus~ for example, if
IIEnl1 ( ~ (n) l+k)... 0\( 1 )
II~nll ::; 0(( A/n) )~k)and
then
"!n - ~1 II I. \ (n) k-~-)o ~( 1\1 )
and
In this case we can see that it is possible to evaluate the right-han.d
side of equations (305) lees accurately than the matrix .A withoutn
detriment to the order of accuracy of the reeult.l.ngapproximationso
We also note that in the case 0 < k<! (3027) diverges? whilst
(3.28) converges. This situation, in which the (~o~ff:icit'l nte ef an
approximate solution are unstable although the correeponding function
approximation remains sta.ble (if not convergent) is well known in
several types of numerical computation, and we have examp Las "If this
for the Rayleigh-Ritz method in Table II and elsewhereo
3.4 Rescaled co-ordinate systems
It seems surprising that the criteria for the stl1bili-cy of the
Rayleigh-Ritz method should indicate that a rescaling of do cG"Qrdi'.n.ate
system (¢il of the form
{ If'i(x): lf1i = dei) ¢i (x) }
may generate an unstable approximation where [¢i 1 generates a sta.ble
one. Here the dei) are scalar functions of i, and we aasume
dei) I- 0 , so that the co-ordinate system (lY, 1 remains complete in
l.
the energy space HL 0 Mikhlin illustrates this by a theoretical
discussion (4, po139) concerning the co-ordinate systems
and
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x
j2i+i
~C
p~(t) dt
1.
x
I :.14P. (t) dtl.
0
2
for problems involving the operator d/dx2 on (.,.1,1) ~ wi ~h boundary
conditions y(.,l):; y(l) .. 0 0 For this opez-at oz- the f:.l.nct.iona[¢i1
are orthono:rmal~ and consequently gen~rate complote],y nu.merically
stable approtima.tions for eimilar opera.tors of the fez-m
y(-l) ~ yell ~ 0
where p (x)o p, (x) '> 0.L
The functions [tjIi } , on the other hand, are not Qrthonorma19 and
2
in fact for the operator d/dx2 generate the Rayl~~,gh-Rit.z matrix An
Li:l i~j 1;;:100 onAn(i,j) • i-j
Hence the functions (\fIi} are only strongly mi.mmal., and a Rayleigh-
Ritz approxima.tion in terms of these is not completely numerically stable,
in view of the theory.
To consider the practical effects of simple rescaling of the
cCmordinate system we consider the basis funotions
- sin i 'iY x
and
=
used in the solution of problems L1, L2, L30 (3029) and (30JO) may be
obtained from the functions (3.12), (3013) by rescalit~ so t~At the
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maxrmum value of each basis fun.ction ls uni ty.
calculations az-e summard.zed in Tables III and IV~ and TabJ.e~; AV,
A VI~ A VII, A VIII of Appendix Ao
A comparison of the error e given :tn Tab!es I arid IIIn
(similarly Tables A I, A V and A III, A VII) jndieatH'j ~·ha.t the
\' l{defined in terms of the cc·-oxdi.n'-::. t o Dyn tome :_3; .:
and ts~l differ insignificantlyo Furthermore, it. can be foleenfrn:n
Table III (similarly A V~ A VII) that the coefficients a"(5.) appear.
n
to be s tabl,e , and we note also that these coeff:Lcients az-e . a.s woul d
be expected since 4" < 1 , uniformly smaller :'han '~ha (:0!"ro?epcnding
i II
coefficients in Table I (respo A I, A III). In fact9 U' we denote
r J
by a~ (i, [si]) the coefficients of the basis fur.,.:;tiona tsr(x)J'
j = 172, then it is easily verified tha~ the ~oeffident;-, of
Tables I and III (similarly A I and A V and A III and A VII)
satisfy to reasonable numerical accuracy the re-lation
For e:xa.mple,Table V lists for comparison the values ef ";hf.:']Aft a.nd
right hand sides of relation (3031) for the coefficients gj.V'en in
Tables I and III, for n = 8 0
In spite of the remarkable agreement in the accuracy of the
solution vectors and the approximate solutions obtained us:ing the
basis functions r S12 1and l , it is easy t.o show that thesB
co-ordinate systems have different theoretical stability propertieso
If we denote the Rayleigh-Ritz matrices of size n for J(,he ba~i8
[s~l and
Ll
• [
1 0 1i 2 fr 2 i "",j
i :/ j
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A Compard scn of the Sc:lut:J.on VA.-:'~Qr·f::. .':i.~d ~,b:,
Approximate S01ut.iQr~fi of P~."oblem L1
usir.g the cc--crdd na te systems for n '"8 0
----,-----~----.----
a"(i
8 '
r s21,' ) 11('\. i 1 aS~' Exaot
a8(i, Ls~1 j-----------_._-------
-e n 20847648 q --4 20848654°-4
+7.177543 °-·2 +1,,594685°-1 +10594447° -1 +L594448'-1
-8.212435°-3 ~3,,6758900-2 --3.675552'-·2 ·')0675340'-2
a"(i) +20416202°-3 +10610481°-2 +10610239' -2 +1.610235'-2
n
-10014)05 v om,) -8099''697°~3 --90012881 °-3 -9.012680 °_·3
+50181345°,-.4 +5,,755877°-3 +50755014°-3 +50154190°-3
-20995014C~4 --3.99'2539°, -3 -30991965°-3 ·~3u991506°-3
+l. 0884515 °--4 +2.930871 C-J +20930347°-3 +20930339U·~3
·_·10262037°·-4 -20243145 U '-3 "-202428290 .. ) u·202424~3U-3
Table V
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and
c 1 (,2~'( 2I :2 ,-IIlo
.~1) i.c:j
:t.:-'!
Since these are diagonal ma-+;rices~ their' eigenval'.les are the
diagonal elements, and their condition number-s az-e given 'by
Ko (A r S~ 1)n 1 ::t _, (,l ~, ,-.-~-) I (1 ,.$ ••1-)2'- ,', -I'" 2
n 'ill' \'
K (An n [ -: ]) 1 / (1 ..' ., ,.,..1./':""")H •.. q~32)
and
~. 1 '!Clearly~ from (>032) t.he basis CSi ~ )9 almcat orthonormal in the
energy space of the operator of pr-ob l em L11 and thuB gel!e!'ates a
completely numerically stable eaquence of Rayleigh-Ritz a.pproximations,
whilst the basis fSi~ -1 is o':11ystI.,mgly mh;,imal, and cannot be
expected to do 600 This is no-t~ hcweyert reflected in the Rayleigh-
Ritz a.pproximat1cn~ obtained us~.r.gthe bQ.sis {51
2} 0 Figs. II and
III illustrate the behaviour of the maximum error -o:J of: the Rayleigh-n
Ritz approximation and the condd td on n:.ur.beref the Rayleigh-.Ritz matrix
for n = 200 Q 20 :for problem L1 and the basi s functions [s}] and
....
[S121 J 1.s respect",ve Yo S:'milar grail he are glven as Fj,gs 0 A. I and A II
in Appendix A for the p~oblem L20 In each case we plot loglO Kn and
e for.n .
larger values of n (n!', 12,1]) in these graphs i.e attributed to the
effects of quadrature e:rrOIo
of the matrix A ob+.ained by evaluatingn
Note also that ,Kn '
A (~)
1
the condition number
numar-Lcal Iy ,
us!ng a Sturm-sequenoe-bisection algorithm, and ehown on the graphs
for n ~ 12 ~ exhibits irregular behaviour" For n ~ 12 we have
Kn K 0n
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[S,21.j on the basis of Tables I and III muy be ma:lEJ
J.
for the co~crdina.te systems and fr-::;n 'I'ab Le s II and
IV, but it j.e not possible to make the sane deduc tions,
aI though the values for en shown in Tables II and IV are samiLar
in size, the difference between them is often of the Ha.m£':oz-Ier of
magnitllde as the errors themselveso Secondly, +.he z eLet aonahap
which existed between the coefficients of Tables I and IIr. does not
hold for the coefficients of Tables II and IV; we do not have
For example, taking n II: 8 , i la 5 in (3033) we ob+ain
a~ (i, f pt 1) = +2.021488
(i:~)i+1 a: (i, rpi} l. +0.478731
.-The unpredi(}table behaviour of the eI"r:)!" e fer the baaa.sn
fllnctions f pi 1 and is shown in Fi.g 0 IV and lI'ig. V
respectively. This time this behaviour cann;:.t be at·t;]:ibl.l.ted1;0
quadrature error, since the Gauss formulae used are ex.a."t in t.h.is
caseo However, the Rayleigh-Ritz matrix for these: pr~blems resembles
the Hilbert matrix, whose instability is well knowr.\u
[pt1 and problem Ll the matrix An is given by
lI'or th., basis
A (i ') ij
n ,J '" i+j-l
1+J+2 + ~+i+j +
i+j .+j+l
2 1 _
i+j+3i·tj+2
The condition number plotted graphically in Figa, III and IV is again
obtained by a Sturm-sequence-biseotion algorithm9 and fo~ such matrices
this procedure is not reliable, so that whilst the smooth behaviour
exhibited for n ~ 7 m~ be indicative of the roa! 8ituatiQn~ one is
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net justified in aasumang the.t the behavr ')'.U' for large.:.~
showno In fact, for n = 10 in FiguIII and no ;!;n hg"IV,
the numerical procedure determines a small negat r.ve eigBmralu13;
since the matrix An is positive definite this :ls:;learly in errQr.
That the relationship (3033) should not hold for the o~affidents
a~(i, ~p;l) and a~(i~ (pi}) need not be s,uTJri::;jclg; WIf1 might;
hope that, defining C~ (i, {Pij J ) by
n
~
aft (i, [p f I ) pj (x)n i
i=l
[ 1••• for j ::I 1
n
~
a" (i, (p; 1 ) :xi (1.-x)n
1...1
BO that
..
n+l
~
1",1
n+l
~ C~ (t , tP;l) xi
1-1
cit (1, {p~1 ) - an (1, [pt1)n n
CIt (k, (p;) - aVo (k, [p;l )- a."(k""l~ fp l~ )n n n i. i
k r. 2" " "'!l
C~ (n+l~ {p;1) la a" (n, \p;})n
we would have
]
C"(k fp 11 )8 ' . i.\ andIn Table VI we demonstrate the coefficients
Cg(k, f pi 1) , indicating that this is not the case, though clearly,
from Tables II and rv, the polynomials given by the right hand aide
of (3034) for j OK 1,2 , have similar values over the l"ange [0,11 0
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A Comparison of the coefficients of the expanded
polynomials obtained from the solutions of
1 11problem Ll using the co-ordinate systems \.P. \
and tPi21 for r,....8 ~
i C" (1 pl ) C" (i p~ )8 ' i e ' l.
1 +10885666'-1 +108828631-1
2 -90572148'-3 +80126348°·-4
3 -60152755'-2 -10855731 °_1
4 -80449268'-1 -10485677°-1
5 +20748948'+0 +6.237728°~1
6 +90713144'-1 -1.2780510+0
7 -7.646923'-1 +1.440501°+0
8 -20885118'+0 -80399349°-1
9 +6.510082'-1 +10987541'°··1
Table VI
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We have considered numez-Lca'L examples of the ",£fa::,·+:
co-ordinate systems on the accuracy of numerically ~omp'1.ltedRayleigh-
Ritz approximations. A theoretical dascueaacn of the properties of
such a rescaling, 1oe. of considering the ralat::..onshi~be t ween tha
Rayleigh-Ritz approximations in terms of a system ¢,(x) , and the~.
system
rests on the notions of 'optimally scaled matriceoC d5.scussed by
Bauer (1), Stoer and Witzgall(l), and Van der Sluis (1,2)"
by Yn(x) the Rayleigh-Ritz approximatio~9
Denoting
..
Ti
><,
1=1
r;;( (~.) 'r. (x)
i"l . 1.
n
we require
- b-n
and
DADcl .. Dbn n n - n n+-n
where An is the Rayleigh-Ritz rna.trix (fDi ~¢j)L ' i, j '" 10 0 0nand
Dn is the diagonal matrix with elements Dn(i,i) '""d(i) , Dn(i,.}) ::;0
ifj 0 Pre-multiplication by Dn corresponds to a row scaling of An
and post-multiplication to a column scaling. The latter is known to
be irrelevant, but the former can affect the order of pivotir~ in the
numerical solution of the Rayleigh-Ritz equations, and thus the aC0~raoy
of the numerical solution. This is clearly more likely when the off-'
diagonal elements of the matrix are large by oomparison with the
diagonal elements than when they are small, and this is a property
which distinguishes the polynomial basis from the trig'Y':lometri';;;one~
so that the inconsistency of solutions defined in term& of the polynomial
basis used here may be attributed to this effect of resoaling.
._ 82 -
We remark here that the pz ope rty tha~ r e sc aLi.ng has ..:~]"e
effect when off·~di.agonal el'9mer.ts are smaE is cLoae l.y ana; (.'gO·,t8
to the fact that if a matl-ix i'3 uniformly as,Y'mptotical.ly dI agcnu I
does not a.ffect this pr0pel··y (~ 2,5 1 al co Delves '3, .. d 11c>ad(r) ).
A. further dd scuesd.on of the dffect~' c:ip:cc un:J pc~~
mult1plication of.' the Ra.yle~.gh·,Ri tz t:JUtr:i,x by matrices of part.i:;u.lar
type will be conaadar ed :!.n % 3,,6.
3~5 The use_of Chebyshev and. ,Legend:~e Pc'::"yr.o:''lJ.:ill
The high accuxecy di spla.yed when lew order polynomial
approximations are compared with smooth) ncn-pez-Loda c so Lut Lona ouch
as those of problems L1> L2, L3 euggest, along with the ccnvergence
properties of polytlomial expaneaone (Mikhlin (4), Ciarlet ~ Schultz,
Varga (1), also ~ 206) t.hitt if the condd tion difficultieS'
encountered wi th polynomi,a_~ basis funcUc\!a ~ euch us and
(P: 1 ca.n be avcadad , then pclynor.:tial app::oorimation will have much
to recommend ito A number of alternative8~ all of which display
more satisfactory ~omputational propertie139 ~ro poesibl-3u We
consider in this and subaequent seoUorlsthe co-ord.lna te sYFltems
.. *x(l-1:) Ti_.1(x) J
(L; (x) L: (x) * (x) 1- x(l-x) Pi -~.L
i ~1 o c. (3037)
and
[L12(x)
x
L2 j2i+i I
.,.. 1(x) ::: P~ (x)1 ...
0 00.(3.38)i~ 1
* *where Tk (x) and Pk (x) de,note respectively the shifted Chebyshev
- 83 -
and Legendre polynomials defined on the interval tO~1] 0
The system (3038) ha.s been considered by M·,khlin (4) and Cjarlet,
Schultz and Varga (1). No study appears to have been made of the
systems (3036) and (3037), though McDonald (1) ccne Ldecs +he use of a
co-ordinate system involving shifted Chebyshev polynomials z.n thl::!
application of the Kantorovich method to certain second order part.ial
differential equations. We shall consider the Kantorovich method in
a subsequent chaptero Chebyshev polynomials have b~en widely ufled
in other areas of approximation theory; for a general survey s~e~ for
example, Fox and Parker (1).
The most convenient of the above co-ordinate systems js (.3036),
principally because of the simple closed form of the Chebyshev
polynomial. We shall see subsequently that for certain problems the
bases (3.36) and (3.37) generate matrices with an unusual.and
convenient spl1tting property, it is trivial to Bee that for
problems of the form (3.1) in which k-l , Pl(x)",l , po(x),.O , t.he
functions (3.38) form an orthonormal co-ordinate ayst~m9 and are thus
_d2 2almost orthonormal for all operators similar to Idx.
We again solve as test examples the problems Ll, L2, L3 uaed
previously, and note here important features of the computations"
The basis (3036) generatee approximate solutions to problems 111
and L2 which converge rapidly to the known solutions as n imreasea,
until the overriding persistence of numerical er'ror limHs the
The convergence process car. be observed to
oontinue past this point if the Rayleigh-Ritz equations are
constructed and solved using double precision arithmeti~o This
behaviour is illustrated in Tables VII and VIII for problems L1 a.nd
L3 and in Table A VIII ot Appendix A tor pr.oblem L2. An
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important property of the Chebyshev basis lTch, 1
J..
observed in the behaviour of the coefficients ali (j_) tabulated inn
Table VII, particularly by examining the coefficlents for
n = 11, 12, 13. We notice that
· { 10-9 i = 1,j,597,9~UI a" (1) - a" (1) I --11 12 ·
10-5 i 2:l4,6~8~lO
and
10-6 i '" 1~3,5s7~9,11·
[ 10-11
Ia" (1) - a" (1) I --12 13 1 ..2~4,6~8.10,l2
0 .. (3.39)
We remind outselves of the progress of the RsiYleigh-Ritz itsrat1otlo
In progress1ng from an approximation 1n terms of n funotions to one
in terms of n+l funotions an addit10nal unknown is jntroduced 1nto
the equat10ns, so that the Rayleigh-Ritz system is transformed f:om
- b-n
to
A a • bn+1 -n+1 -n+1
where the matrix An+1 satisfies
1,j • looon
The relationships (3.39)suggest that the transition from a system of
size n to one of s1ze n+l affects only those elements of the
solution vector whose indices have the same parity as n+1 9 and, for
problems Ll and L2 this is indeed the case, though not for pl"o·blemL30
This can be shown by considering the elements of An ~ defined
for variational problems of the form (3.1) by
- 85 -
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1
An(i,j) = J (Pl(X) ¢;(X) ¢~(X) + poe,,) ¢i«)¢j(x)l dx
o
In the case in which Pl(X) ,po(x) are constantss say Pl(x)=k1 '
*Po(X)=ko ' and ¢i = x(1-x)T1_1(x) we have
An(i, j). kl f [«l-2x)T~_; (xl + X(l-X)<~.l (x) )
o «1-2:x:)T;_1(x) + X(lc-.X)T;~.l (x))}dX
1
+ ko J {x2(1-x2lT~_1 (X)T;_l (xljdx
o
Transforming the integrals to the interval (-l~l), and using the
relationships
[i (2'ri_1+
i (2Ti_l+ •
+ 2T2 + To)
• + 2T3 + 2T1)
i odd
i even
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1» and the property
1J T1(x) TlEl • O.
-1
i + j odd
we can show that
i + j odd
-1
i + j odd
• 0 i + j odd
..0 ! + j odd
- 8'1 ••
and hence that
if i + j is odd
The matrix An therefore has the form
all 0 8.33 0
0 a22 0 1:1.24
a31 0 a33 0
0 a 4':' 0, -
an-2,n
o
a C an,n-2 n,n
with non-zero entries on the diagonal and altern~te sub and super
diagonals, forming a chequ8rboard patternn The equations ca.n therefore
be arranged into two independent systems of the form
where
A~l) (i"j) ...An(2i~bl, 2j-l) , i,j = 1 rn+Y2]
A~2) (i~j) :>I An(2i~2j) i.,j:a 1 ••• \_n/21
a~l)(i)• an(2i-l) , ~1)(i) ~ ~(2i-l), i· 1 .. tn~1J
a~2) (i) .. an(21) t ~2) (i) ..E.n(21) , i ..1 •• r/2]
000 (3 .41)
and tk1 is the integer part of k .•
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Thus for linear problems with constant coefficients •.:;~..d usir..gthe
basis lTchi1, the Rayleigh-Ritz equatLone may be ~Qr\s:'..deredas two
disjoint systems determining the odd and even coef'fLci.ents of the
approximate solutiono This property has not.been ex,ploited in the
solution of problems discussed in this chapter , but wHl playa very
important role in the study of mildly non-linear problems whL::h we
undertake in Chapter Four. We give here (Ta.bleVIII) numer-f.ca.l
results for problem L3, which does not have constant coefficients and
for which the Rayleigh-Ritz equations do not form disjoin-+;eetso
It will be seen that the property (3039) which illu9tratl'ld thie
disjunotion for problem L1 does not occur. We remark that the error
en shown in Table VIII is determined by comparison with the given
solution, in whioh the deoimal oonstants are given only to 5
significant figures1 and from tables of the :Besselfunctions involved
(Abramowitz and Stegun). It is felt that this account a, at least in
part, for the rather larger values of en as compared with those
obtained for problem L1, ehown in Table VlL
The basis functions (3037) display very s:tm:1larprop~rt"i.aato
those of (3036), and indeed, the first two oo-~:>rdinatefunctionG ef
each system are identicalo The splitting property characterized by
(3G40) and (3.41) a.gainholds for problems with constant r.:oeff'iclenta,
and the convergence and stablli ty properties of th.etwo coo-ordinate
systems (3036) and (3.37) are very similarQ Evidence of this can be
found in Table IX, where the basis (3037) is used to sol"/eproblem LI,
and in Appendix A (Tables A IX and A X ).
Although the modified Legendre basis [L~1 compares equally with the
modified Chebyshev bads [TOhil from the viewpoints of stability
and convergence, it is felt that the convenience of the simple closed
forms of the Chebyshev funotions give them considerable ccmputational
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advantageso The evaluation ot the scalar products of tn.. l{ayleigh-
Ritz matrix by a quadrature technique, which we shall examine in
Chapter Five, requires many evaluations of the basis functions and
their derivativeso The Legendre recurrence relation may be applied
to evaluate the functions, but only indirectly to evaluate the
derivatives. This presents a barrier from the viewpoint of computer
The basis functions Li (x) defined in (3038) can be
evaluated more efficiently, however. Although these functions are
time •
considered theoretically by Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1) and
Mikhlin (4), no account of a practical evaluation algorithm appears
to have been given, and we therefore illustrate aome of the
computational properties of this co-ordinate systemo
The basis functions are
x
· J P~ (t) dt
o
i = 1 •••00
where P~ are the shifted Legendre polynomials on the interval to,l].
Evaluation ot the derivatives d (L(2)(x» is easily accomplished
dx i
using
*- i Pi_lex»~, i> 1
where the general case is the usual recurrence relation for the
shifted Legendre polynomials (eogo Sansone (1), po177) and the case
i - 0 is given only tor use with this recurrence, that is, the
L(2)(x) _r' P*(t)dt is not one of the basis functiona.
I) 1 0o
function
Evaluation ot the basis functions themselves proceeds from the
relationship for Jacobi polynomials P~ q(" ~ )(x) on (-1,1) ,
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(see Abramowitz and Stegun (1), po775~ 22,13.1)
The Legendre polynomials on (-1,1), Pn(x) are a special case of the
Jacobi polynomials given by ~ - ~ Cl 0 , eo that
x
2n ~ Pn(t)dt. p~i1)(O) _ (1_",2) p~=i1)(x)
o
Considering for the moment the basis (¢i1 on (-1>1) given by
x
¢i(X) • 12~+~ I Pi(t) dt
-1
we have
0 r )¢ (x) • ./2i:n ( r Pi(t)dt + P~(t)dti ,. ...-1 0
Transformation of this result to the interval 0 ~ t ~ 1 finally
gives
and the Jacobi po1ynomia1a pi:i1)(x) are given by the recurrence
(Abramowitz and Stegun, (1), po782, 220701)
p(l,l)(x)_ (a x p(l,l)(x) _ a p(l,l)(x»1
1 31 i-1 4i i-2 tali
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where
4i(i+1)(i+2)
2i(2i+l)(2i+2)
The basis functions Li2)(x) can therefore be eva.luated by the
application of the recurrence relation, and in pariicular by a variant
of the algorithm described 'byClenshaw (1) for- the evalua.tion of
Chebyshev polynomials.
We comment now on the results of the appli(;at::'onof the
R~leigh-Ritz method using this co-ordinate system to the test problems
of this chapter, and in particular consider the stability properties of
the related ba.i. ~ P~(x) to consider the point. made bT Mikh11n
o
(4, p.138-9). Tables X and XI sunmarize the appl:ication of the two
co-ordinate systems to the problem Llo Similar results for problem L2
are given in Tables A XI and A XII of Appendix Ao It is felt that the
results shown are sufficient to indicate that the basis L~2)(x) and
the basis (2i+l)-i L12)(%) have similar computational properties,
and that stability considerations are not restric1:ive when convergence
is rap:l.do Further, a comparison with the results expressed in
Table VII j.ndicates that the ahors obtained with the basis functions
x(l-x) T~_l (x) and with (2i+l)-i L12)(%) (1~e. %(x-l) pi,:il)*(x) )
are of the same order of magnitude, though the latter are uniformly
smallero It would seem that these co-ordinate systems may be of some
importance in the approximation of the solution of a given variational
problem whose solution is known not to have special properties (e.g.
which is not periodic or which does not have a discontinuous derivative
of low order).
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306 Algebraic Transformations of CO-Qrdinate sys~~~
An abstract algebraic formulation of the eff8':-tsof ccnsidering
different scalings and combinations of a particular se .. of basis
funotions is pos~ible, a.nd we outline thls hereu Unfortunately, as
we commented in % 3.3, even the simple case of d:'agor.a1. sealing leads
to inconclusive theoreUcal discussions of optimal scaling of
matriceso In this section we e~amine choices ef combination matrix
which correspond to irnpr(.lvingthe minimal-orthon("):rmalproperties of
the basis. One of these is ob"tained by the Gramm-Schmidt process,
but we shall show that, for at least some of the purposos for whioh
we are employing the Rayleigh-Ritz method, this method has
disadvantages.
In the numerical considerations which have occupied much of this
chapter, we have supposed that in applying the Rayleigh····Ritzmethod
to the solution of the problem (r.i) with homogeneous boundary
condi tiona, we select a sequence of co-ordinah functions t ¢il:1
which satisfy the boundary condi tiona and the s.dd:i..tional
assumptions of Chapter Two~ and determine an approximation I)f' the
form (303) from the Rayleigh-Ritz equaticnso If we return to the
viewpoint taken in conside:ri~ convergence properti€1~lof th~ Rayleigh-
Ritz method in Chapter Two, we see that the selection of a aequen0e
of basis functions f ¢i1::1 can be seen as the aelec~.;jon of a
sequence o.t fin1 te dimensional subspaces [s 1QD of the enerD'VnSn",l 0::>01
space of the problem, and then the selection of a basis for thi6
space , The theoretical convergence properties of t.he ~leigh-Ritz
method are independent of the choice of baBiEl~ but not. of the choice
of sequence of subspaceo On the ether hand, the l~·.i.lIlericalproperties
of the method are determined by the choace 0! basis f'lr..c"tions within a
particular subspaceo
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Consider the variational problem
min I(y) ~ (Ly,y) -- 2(f,y)
Y
subject to yeO) = y(l) ~ 0
and let f Sn1:1 be a sequence of eubepaces of the energy space of
LoWe assume Sn c Sn+l 1 so that we can consider a sequence of
functions (91i1:1 with the property that the subsequen••::es [¢i) ;.1
form a basis for the space S for all n 0 The 'tasisfunct.ionsn
19111~1 will be known aa the fundamental basis fU~Jtions for the
space Sn 0 The Rayleigh-Ritz approximation in Sn' obtained in
terms of the basis [9111 will be denoted Yo (x, i¢'~) and is
defined by n
Yn (x, (¢} ).. ~ .!on r» 91i(x)
ia1
where satisfies
- b-n ••• (3041)
An (1,j) - (¢i' L¢j)
Let {ljI. '}~ 1
l. l.=
the property that t'f i1:.1
and and
be another sequence of basia functicns with
forms a basis for Sn for all n •
Clearly, we can write
41. Iv.
l.
and extending the usual matrix operator to sequences of functions we
denote ..
where C a (c1j) is a matrix with the property that, if C n
denotes the n x n submatrix of C. C (i j) C i j 1n ' :: 1j' ,= o. 0n
then Cn is non-singular for all n. In th$ above C is
clearly lower triangular. Although if C ls not of this form
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the sequence
does form a basis of Sn' this relationship does not hold for all
k < n 0 In terms of the basis t ~J i ~ we obta.inthe Rayleigh-
Ritz approximate solution
n
Yn(x, t If'1) .. Z
i=l
from the equations
*A cl
n -n =
*.!1n .0.(3.43)
where
The equations (3042) and (3.43) are related by expressing (3043) as
e A eT ~ .. e b
n n n -n n"""l'l
since we have *and -nb .. e bn --n From (3.44)
we deduce Ol.-n so that
n n
Yn (x, (~l> • ~ ~
e -1 (i,j) a. (1) fi(X)n n
1=1 j:ool
[~il:.1 nand expressing as C t¢i 1 we haven 1..1
lie remark here that a formalism of this kind r~s been used by Reid (1)
in connectlon with the finite element methog.
The equality (3045) is an idealized relationship attainable only
in analytic computationo In practical application of the Rayleigh-
Ritz method errors are introduced by the numerioal processes, and one
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would like a choice of the matr-i.x C (Le. of'the funct.l cns It'~)which
would minimize the effect of the numerical errorso In the literature
of linear algebra there have been two approaches -1;0 thj.s problem.
These correspond to the ·J8SeS c .. "" r dei)
lJ to
ioeo c is diagonal, and c A eT ~ I where I is the identityn n n n n
matrix of size n 0 Both appr'oachee are pleasing, the former for the
simplicity of c , and the la.tterfor the simplicity of solution of
the resulting equations, where the coaff'Lcd ents cl.. are given by-no
ot :: eT b The sIlgJ'l'9stionthat such crthonormalization might be-n n -n 0
an important tool in connection with the Rayleigh-Ritz method was
made by Davis and Rabinowitz (1), but little attention ~eems to have
been paid to this remark subsequently a There is~ however~ no need
to exclude more general transformations; for example~ the
transformation matrix e of the transformation from
to
*- x (I-x) Ti_l (x)
Tis not diagonal9 and the resulting matrix C Ae ia not the identity
matrix.
There are, however, a number of remarks which can be made
concerning the two special cases, which relate particularly to the
Mikhlin stability analysis in this chapter. Tho fi~st comment rests
on a result of Dovbysh (1) (see Mikhlin (4)9 po6)o
Let the sequence ( 1eo be minimal in the appropriate¢i 1 i-I
energy space HL 0 Then there exist scalars dei) , i "'"192~••
flf' 11 00 4'1 d (1) ¢1such that the sequence :: is1-1
strongly minimal in the energy space Hr,.
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Clearly, this is a special caae of the general tran sf'o rmation in
which C is the diagonal matrix D: d .. ~ d(i)1.:1 The
d.:.:termination of the scalars d(i) rests on the construction of a
sequence of functions
(¢i'~ ~ that J.s, the relation
If the scalars d(j.) are now chosen so
that
=
where ~ is an arbi tra.ry non-zer-o cons tant , then the functd ons
will be st:rongly minimal ~ and the eigenvalues
of the Grammmatl':ix of size n of the sequence ~\fI i1 in
HL will satisfy
A (n) .~
i
~ -2 for all n
The determination of the scalars a(i) by thi.s method is not
straightforwardo :b'or example, one might assume that a variation of
the Gramm-Schmidt pr-ocedur-e for orthogonalizing f'unc's Lona could be
Since the bi-orthogonal sequence of functions fij(x} satisfies
Gj (x) E.. HL, we may write
00
Gj(x} = ~ cl(j,k) ¢k (x)
. k=1
j=1 ••• 0Cl
for scalars «{j,k} to be determined from the bi-orthogonality condition
DD
(¢i,Gj) = i IX (j ,k) (¢i ¢k}L = ~ijk;::1
i=1 ••• 00
_. 101 _.,
Even for the single function ti1(x) this is an infinite system for
the determination of the scalars ~(1,k), and the determination of d(i) is
therefore impractical. In the case of a finite subsequence of functions
[¢il~ and a positive definite operator L the smallest eigenvalue of the
~=1
Rayleigh-Ritz matrix is strictly positive, and the construction is unnecessary.
Thus we suggest that the result of Dovbysh is here of only theoretical
value, and we remind ourselves that the condition that a co~ord.inate
system is strongly minimal i.s insufficient b give ccmplete numerical
s"tabili tyo
We might s however" use the Gramm·-Schmidt algorithm to
orthonormalize the bam.s f'untJtion::l with respeot to the
scalar product of the energy space HL, or with respect to the
scalar product in an energy space 1\ ,where M and L are simila.r
operat ors, in the latter case obtaining a. s.ystem of fUl'ctions whtch
are almost orthc;no:r.mal:i.nHL 0 Considering the case of
or-thonorma.l i.ai.ng; in HL ~ we aeek to define func'tiona
:i
lfi = ~ c· ¢j~J
J-,l
satisfying ( uY i 9 ~ ..lJ
This orthonormalization may be performed numez-Lcal.Ly , and in pa ticular
the Modified Gr-amm-Schmi.d t algorithm of Rice (1) if:'! to be preferred.
In general it w:i.llbe necessary to appr cxtma'te the scalar produc in
HL by some quadrature ruleo The 1'esu1'ing Rayleigh-Ritz matrix in
terms of the basis is then the identity matr:i,x, and the
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coefficients ~ of (3u43) are given trivially by ~-n(i) ~ (f, tf i)
'I'he determination of these coefficients is completely f11..<ll1erically
stable, since +he basis 1YI i '1 is orthonormal in HL 0 'I'he
situation is not, however, as ccnveruent as it m1ght seem, if we
wish to evaluate the solution function. /_The c~mrr.entswhich follow
no doubt have less relevance if orthonormalizaticn of the basis
functions were utilized in the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz
method to the eigenvalue problem, provided that only the eigenvalue,
and not the eigenfunction, is requireil.
The approximate solution Yn(x) is give~ by
n
Yn(X' flf' i~ ) D
~
Cl (i) LV :_(x)-n
i-I
but where the ba.sis ttt'i ~ has been constructed from [¢i 1 by
numerical orthonormalization, will be evaluated f~om
n i
00. (3046)
1=1 j...-,,.,
In the case that the basis [¢il are 'nearlyV linearly dependent,
which is the case when the basis is only minimal or strongly minimal,
at least for large n the orthonormalization coeffic:ients cij may
be large in modulus9 and of alternating sign, and the evaluation of
(3046) can be severely affected by cancellation er~Qru We illustrate
~hese points by considering the solution of the test problems of this
chapter using a sequence of basia functions f41 ~1n orthonormal
~ i>s:l
in HL derived from the fundamental basis functions f ¢i\~ by1=1
application of the Modified Gramm-Schmidt process described by Rice(l).
In practice this algorithm seems best applied in the following
manner. Let tl ' ~ be n component vectors and def:1.ne
- 103 •.
n n
(tl ' ~ 2) '"(~ ~l(i)¢i(X)o ~ ·l2(j)¢1(X) )L
i~l j~l
n n
and
The function ¢i(X) is therefore represented by the un5t vector
i T!n = (0,0,••0 0,1~0 00 0) where the non-zer-oelement occupies the
ith position. The sequence f.r i\:.1 can therefore be constructed
by applying the Modified Gramm-Schmidt process to the tl unit vectors
i!n ' i = 1 .00 n , i.e. to the columns of the identity matrix In
using (3.47) and (3.48) to define the scalar product and norm required
by the process. The scalar products (¢i' ¢j)L are evaluated
initially, and these, together with the expressions (3047) and (3.48)
may be evaluated in extended precision arithmetic if necessaryo
The results of applying this orthonormalization process to the
solution of problem Ll using the basis ¢t(x)" xi(l_x) as the
fundamental basis are summarized in the style used previously, in
Table XII. Wa give only the casas n = 2,3~7,8. For n· 11 , the
orthonormalization procedure generates a function \.jIIO(x)with
'negative' norm, so that the Gramm-Schmidt procedure failso This may
be attributed to rounding errors in the Gramm-Schmid+'process being
magnified because of the ne~ependence of the fundamental basis,
since the problem does not occur using double precision aritbmetico
For the results given, the ooefficients a~(i) deorease rapidly for
small i as would be e~ected for an orthonormal basis. However,
it will be noticed that this process does not continue throughout the
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"vectors !!7 ") !g, and later coefficient,s begf.n tel Lncre ase , This
is again a consequence of the near-dependence of the basis t ¢i (x)1.
Additionally, the elements of the matrix C by wh~.ch the orthonormal
basis [tV i~ .. C f ¢i1 is generated are large i.nmodulus and
have an alternating sign distribution. This can.be seen olearly in
Table XIII where C is given 1'01.' the case n =-. 7 • Th:~s the
computation of
n i
t 4~J) • i_ cL (1) <. c .. ¢;(x)-n <<, l.J .'i=1 J":l
is likely to be affected by cancellation error, and it will be noticed
that the results given in Table XII do not improve on those given in
Table II for the simple basis ¢i(x). %1(1_x) u Similar
conclusions may be drawn from Tables A XIII and A XIV which relate
to the application of this method to the problem L2.
We consider also the orthonormalization of one of the co-ordinate
systems which has previously proved useful in the solution of these
problems. Tables XIV and XV indicate the results obtained for
problem Ll using orthonomalizing techniques with the fundamen·t;al
*basis ¢i (x) ..x(l-.x) Ti_l (x) 0 The situation here is greatly
improved; again the coefficients of the solution vector ~-n
decrease rapidly, but furthermore the matrix C has elements which
are not large in magnitude, so that cancellation 1s not a problem,
as can be verified from the accuracy of the resultso Again, the
error of the approximation produced by this orthonormalizing
technique is little different (though in fact marginally greater)
than the error obtained by direct application of the fundamental
basis. It is clear that the modified Gramm-Schmidt algorithm
should be regarded as a numerical method for solving the problem
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in terms of the fundamental basis, and not as a metr..od()f generating
a new basiso In particular we have demons tz-at ed that. the etabili ty
properties of the numerical process are determined by those of the
fundamental basis ¢i(x) and not by those of the n~~erically
orthonormalized basis Y; i (x)
307 Linear Differential Equations with Sin~laI' B0unda!y Points.
In this section we demonstrate the applicat.i.on of the Rayleigh-
Ritz method to the solution of two self-adjoint differential
equations with singular points at the boundary of the region9
corresponding to the equations considered by V~yerg (1)0
The original equations are
"xy - y' - x = 0
and
with boundary conditions
yeO) ~ yell = 0
Thlse can be written in self adjoint form, Ba that (3049) and (3.50)
become
d (~ .~) 1 0 000(.3.52)dx -x
and
~(~)+ ~ y + l • 0 0 •• (3.53)x 2
respectively, again subject to the boundary conditions (3.51). To
the self adjoint equa~ions (3.52) and (3053) there correspond the
following variational problems, which we shall refer to ae SI and
S2 •
SI J
l
min ~ (~u 2 + 2y) dx
y
o
and
S2 : min
y
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1
~o
again with boundary conditions (3051). It as known that the equations
(3049) and (3050)~ with boundary conditions (3051) have iihe exact
solution
y(x) 1 2:::: '2 x log x
(Mayers (1), and clearly the third derivative of the l:301ution y(x)
is infinite at x ;.;O. This weak boundarY,singularity does not
seriously affect the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure used. The fealar products
which are encountered~ i.e.
and
1r (d¢i (x).d¢/x)
J dx dx
o
dx
+
are' finite in value for any co-ordmate system l ¢i 1 satisfying
the boundary conditions and, in the case of (3054) satisfying
d¢· I .--2:. c -0 for all i
dx x::o
•••(3.54')
Tables XVI, XVIlp XVIII indicate the results obtained by applying
the bases
and
¢. (x)
1.
== .E..
i 'If
== xi(l_.x)
sin i 11 x
*= x(l-x) T, l(X)1-
respectively*to the solution of problem SI, whilst similar results
. ~.~lth?ugh these bases do not satisfy (3.54'), finite approximations,
to the l.nf~nl.tel.nt?gral~ (3.54) are obtained using Gaussian quadrat e, and 1
ihe.resultl.ng Raylel.gh-Rl.tz approximations for problem 81 approximat, y
latufy Y~. (0) = O.f
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for problem S2 are presented as Tables A XV~ A XVI, A XVII of
Appendix A.
Similar conclusions ma.ybe drawn heT'e as have been indicated
earlier .. First, the trigonometric polynomial appr-oxf.mat ton converges
slowly, since the solution is not periodic. The convergence of the
coefficients of the solution vector ia no longer regularo The simple
polynomial basis (3055) again demonstrates that, whilst it may
produce reasonably accurate solutions, no reliance may be placed OTl
its convergence, and the situation in which coefficients of the
solution vector are large in magnitude and alternate in sign again
appears. Finally, the use of the modified Chebyshev basis again
provides approximations which have high accuracy and solution vectors
whose coefficients are stable and wbich decrease rapidly to zero.
308 Summary
A full treatment of the numerical application of the Rayleigh-
Ritz method fClrlinear differential equations reqllires a discussion
of the error of the approximation. Since the error of the
approximations calculated in this chapter depends on both the
numerical errore in the solution of the Rayleigh ..Ritz equations,
and on the quadrature errore in their construction, these
approximations are not covered by the error bounde of Ciarlet,
Schul tz and Varga. (1) or Gladwell. (1) 9 whj.ch apply in the case of
analytiC computatd.on, We defer a further study of the erI'ors
inherent in our approximation until Chapter Fiveo
However, it is well known that the error in variational
calculations is often estimated by oonsidering the magnitude and
rate of convergence of the coefficients of the approximate solutiono
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We have shown that, whilst accurate solutions may someti.mes be obtained
when the coefficients of an approximate solu·tion in terms of a
particular basis do not converge to zero, we ~an place some reliance on
the accuracy of a solution whose coefficients do tend to ZBro in this
way. As might be expected, we can also comment that, unless a problem
has a solution which is known to be periodic, a cCI"·ordil"_atesystem
which consists of trigonometric polynom:ials has few merits, and that
for solutions which are 'smooth' expansions in terms of a polynomial
basis may be ver,y satisfactory. In particular we recommend the
basis
*¢i(X) - x(l-x) Ti_1 (x)
as having desirable computational and convergence pl'opertieso We
shall see in the next chapter that this also proves to be the case
for a much wider class of problem than those so far consideredo
Chapter Four
Numerical Considerations in the Application of the
Rayleigh-Ritz method to Mildly !ron-Linear Differential Equations
Whilst the linear differential equations and the cor-r-espond Lng
simple quadratic variational problems which we considered in
C!:J.apterThree are sufficient to illustrate a number of important
features of the Rayleigh-Ritz method as a numerical process, most
recent interest in the method has been concerned with the solution
of mildly non-linear differential equations of the form (2027) which
we restate here for convenience. Solve the differential equation
o t(. x 1: 1
subject to the boundary conditions
1':::0 •• k-l •..(4.2)
and certain conditions on Pa(X) and f(x,y) • These last
conditions are, for example, those of Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1).
LThese have recently been extended by Gladwell (1)>> who considers the
k-l (i) (i)
case in which the right hand side of (4.1) is replaced by ~ f~x,y )
i=O
where y(i) = dii y(x) and each of the functions fi(x,y(i» satisfiesdx
rather less restrictive conditioIl!J. Under these conditions the
solution of (4.1)minimizes the variational integral
JI k s 2 y '1I(y) = 0 [:fa p.(x) ~: - 2 t rex, ~)d '7 dx
subject to (4.2) over the space of functions
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[Y E. y y(r)(O).y(r)(l)=O, r-O •• k-l, yE. Ck-l [o.i l ,
q E_ i2 \.0,1]1
dx
The Rayleigh-Ritz approximation Yn(x) of size n is defined by
n
Yn(x) = '£_ an(i)¢1 (x)
i=l
where ¢.(x) are suitably chosen basis functione and
l.
where An (i,j) = (¢i' ¢j)
1 k· t fa Pst,,)
and
1
.!In (a,,) • g"(an)(1). lf("'''n (x» ¢i(x) dx i a 1... n
The matrix A is an (n x n) real symmetric matrix, and is assumedn
to be positive definite. That An is positive definite is implied,
for example, by the conditions of Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1). In
general, as in Chapter Three, the elements of An and ~(!n) are
replaced by a quadrature approximation, though if the coefficients
ps(x} and the chosen basis [¢i(x)] are sufficiently simple, "the
matrix elements A (i,j) m~ be evaluated analytically. We leave an .
full study of the effect of these quadrature errors until Chapter Five,
but remark here that except where explicitly stated, the numerical
results quoted in this chapter have been obtained by applying numerical
quadrature to the evaluation of the elements of A and g •n .:Itn
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401 Det.ails of the Application of tho Ray1eis'h"-RitzMeth.:.;_:j.
In this section we describe the method of solution of problem3 of
the form (4.1) using Rayleigh-Ritz techni~ueso We beein with a
general approach and subeequently describe partiGular Gasen in which
convenient modifications to this approach may be made.
Applied to mildly non-linear differential equations of the form
(4.1) the Rayleigh-Ritz method ma.ybe seen to consist of an outer and
an inner iteration. The outer iteration consists of the determination
of a sequence of approximate solutions Yn (x) for a sequence of vaLues
of n, where Yn(X) is given in terms of a basis {¢ 1 n and isl i i=1
defined by (4.3) where the coefficient vector !n is given by (4.4).
This iteration may be terminated when some condition of the form
where h ( a(x), b(x} } is generally some norm or seminorm of
a(x} - b(x). For example, we might have
h ( a(x), b(x) ) ~ max Ia(x) - b(x) I
O~x~l
or
h (a(x), b(x) ) •
r
~ (a(xt) - b(.xt) )2
t=l
••• <:x:~l.r (4.5) defines a norm on the function
a(x) - b(x} , whilst (406) is a seminorm of this fUllcticno More
frequently a relation of the form
is used, for simplicity. We have seen in Chapter Three that
relationships of the form (4.5) or (4.6) m~ hold when (4.7) does not,
and in these cases use of (407) may require additional computation; in
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general, as we have seen, one prefers to choose a basis fer which (407)
is true if and only if (4u5) or (4.6) holde
The inner itel'ation performs the solution of the nor.-linear
. (c)
equat Lons (404) 0 ~hat is, for fixed n and a g:lVen ,~ We
determine a sequence of vectors (r)a ,r = 1,200 ••" such that-n
lim ~r)
r -)00.0
= a+n
This iterative soLut f on of the non-linear equations is termin.ated by
a condition of the form
II ~l') (r--1)II ..(, & •••(4.8)- an n
when We take El. = a.(r)-n -n
A great variety of iterative methods for the solution of non-
linear equations have been proposed, (see, for example, Ortega and
Rheinboldt (1»)0 A very simple approach has been tween in the
examples quoted in this chapter, though in certain special cases this
has been modified. We take an initial estimate (0)a---n
(1')
~ defined by
of the
solution "G{,~tor and from the sequence of iterates
(~(r-l»=Sn'-=n
until the condition (408) is satisfied. This simple iteration
converges if
where p (A) is the spectral radius of a matrix A. Though the
condition (4.10) is stringent, good initial approximation vectors
~ are generally available from previous outer iterations.
examples given the initial estimate
In the
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T
~r.-l ? 0)
has been used ~ th("Jgh a. more sophisticated appr-oach baaed en
ext rape LatLor; f'z-cm the el ements of the ':e·~;t~or <'1.. 1 m5.ght, b~ used 0_,,~-
In pr-actf.ce , if the coefficients a (i) are t'1.';nd:.:.ngrap:i.dly to :;:,8:rO-n
tl;.ere is 'lHtle to be gaj.ned by a more ela.borate chc •.ce than (4" 11).
It remains cnly to choose an init;:'a:!. est:'mate a(o) for the fir~t out ar--:1
iteration. In this situation the ma.tri.x A is emarI (in our caae
(2x2» and if neceasary rthe relation (4. io) may be dl.l'e'3tly checked.
In fact the method has proved very ir,sens:]. tivo tel the ohoic.0 1";1"
ini tial vec tcr-s 0
A Clore rapj,dly convergent iterative sc Iuta on of the equaticma
(4.4), and more sophisticated techniques of estimation of a 0 may+n
lead to significantly fewer eva'luat Lcns of vectors ~ n(~-l) :tn (4.9),
with considerable gains in time where this vactor. is evaluated by a
quadrature rule"
The :relation (4.8) in.dicates that the termination conditton for'
the inner iteration ma.ydepend on n, thl:) numbez of basis furl,:tions
used in the expansion of y (x). It is faIt that since then
principal purpose of the first outer iterations is to provide good
initial estlmates for subsequent iterations the iterative solution of
emall Rayleigh-Ritz systems need not be ae accurately performed as
that for larger oneso Accordingly, in the l"e3ults which are given
~ has Cr'.9 vf the following forms
'Y.
or
r
Or:. E ·-n,.1.0
whera t. 1.6 a small posi+.ive conatant and typically
E. ~ 1 x 10-5 0
The inner iteration of the app l.t.cat i cn of the Rayleie:b .. Ri tz me thcd
t o mildly non-Ltnear pr ob Iears .i.s rnodi.f'Led .J.t1 certain npec-t:'1.1 caseso
These relate to the r:ase where in (401) we have
po(x);:,Q; Le. to differential equat f.onc of the form
and to particu.lar ch0j_~es of the bas i.s functions Pi (x) wi th wh.ich
Yn(x) is determined"
The simplest case is that in which the bas:'fiia given by
x
.j21+i \
Jo
*where Pi(x) a.re the shifted Legendre polynomials.
matrix An has elements gi.ve'll by
In thie case th~
1
An(i,j) • ./21+1 j2j+l) Pt (x) P; (x)dx. ~iJ
Q
so that A '" I f wh'?re I is the identity mn"trix of order n , son n n
that equations (404) become
InAn :.:.1. a = gn(~)-n
and the iterative aehewe (409) is reduced to
(r 'Ja' (i)n
with again a termindion condLtLon of the fo::"m(401').
This very simple Ra.yleigh-R.i.tz method has t.he disadvux~t':l.ge 1>uat
eval.uata on of J~i:e i\m:;;t.icr.s ¢,; ex) , beet achieved from the rec":.J:ren,>3
given in % 304 (p.92), is very tima consumr ng~
clear from the subsequent dascuas'i.on of test examples 0
¢. (x) '-"
1.
*:z(l,-x) 'r. 1 (x)lo,
or
*x(I-,x) Pi-.J (x)
where T~(x) are the shifted Tchebyshev poLynomf.al.s on lO~11 and
P~-l (x) are t,he shifted Legendre pc'lynomi a'l.e , In ei tb.eI' of the~e
casee the matrh: An aaaume s the special form ir.di.Gat.::d ir, Ohapt.er Three
in which
i+j odd.
Hence A can be re-·ordered so that An is reducible. 1,:t
n
A(1)(i
7
j) :.: An (21-.1~2;··1)n
and
A(2)(i.j) .. A (2i,2j)n n
and de fins vec+or-s (1) (2) ugn , gn , n
~1) (l) =- g"l. (2:i..~1)
~2) (1) .. g (2i)n
and
U (i) ..~ So (2i-,1)-n =n
v (i) a (2i)...on """'Cl
i . 1 tn.H];,J:.: "Q 0 -",-". -
i-r.. ~ t'l;:'1
~.~·L.• L~l
._ 1c'3 -
where ,"-xl denotes i ir.teger pert of x' .
be rewritt.en
A(1) (, \ (uY~':.Ju ... / ....,
"Cl -':1 ~ '.io L~ '\
l
\~ e •."w(!~_,}"~)t
, (2) ( 2)
j
I
.rio V £: (u .. Y ) I11 -~1J. n \1.1 n
Star'~i ng from given j ni t.i.al es ti::rw. tas
may be solved j_ teratively by the l'el.'lti'-."r.!~
£1)( r··l 1'.1)C" -1 ,.
o!~;'r, i '-'1~
(2) l'A' v .;.
"(. ··"n
where each of the Lf.near ~llgtems of equa.tionEi for
by some numerioal method, for exampLe by Ga\~st.'i,a~),Elil1'i.nat:lc'n< This
economy in the sol.ut.ron of the Raylej.gh-Ri tz equatii'Ir;s fc',r each valve
of n 0
402 Scme_n1unel'ica:' I"SSl..l).tS for mildll. .~qn~l::'.neE ~l'obl~
the application of var-Lous choices of polyn:')mial cc-rJrdinate!:lyat(;jms t c
the variational soluti~n of m!.ldly non-linear d~f.ff:'reat.ia.l eq\laticna
eat.isfying the reatri:.:;tions of Ciarlet, S\~hultz and VU1'giJ. (1.) 0 In
section 404 examples whi·,h de not sat5,af';r these condltict:.s 1)1.4twhlJ.:.i!
aa.tisf'y the weaker coni~.Uf.ms of Gladwell (1) will be ~oniJidel€1do
The teat example~ repo~tei here are the followingu
Problel!'! NL
The eoJ.utior', of the ciifferential equation
.., 124 _.
, 3
Ii '" I 1)y ~ '~\y + x + ..
c.
c
minim::'zes the variath)nal integral
subject to boundary ccnditions yeo) = y(l)- O.
'l'be exact solution is given by
y(x) _. 2/(2..x) - x - 1 "
This example is considered by Ciarlat, Schu:!.t~ and Varga (:!., po425).
Problem N2.
The solution of the differential e'1uo9:!'ion
" yy "" e yeo) '"y(l) .. 0
minimizes the variational integral
ezp ( '7 ) d1-,1
I ..J
subject to y(O) ...y(l) ;:0, Thja soluticn is given by
y(x) = - In 2 + 2 In (c Bec (~(x-Ou5)/2»
where c ~ 1u3360557..
This e.1:ampleis oonsidered also by Ciarlet, Bchul,t z and Varga, (1, p .424).
Problem N.3.
As a third tes~ example we consider the differential equaticn
':'
z" :::: 6xz"" z(O) =r z(l) ... 1
e~m1ned by Collatz (1, po201), who shows that the operator T defined
by
T(z) .. z" 2- 6.xz
1e monotone in the rectangle 0 ~ x ~ 1 , 0 ~ z(x) ~ 1 ioe. if z
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satisfies T(z) = 0 and w.1(x) , w2(x) satisfy
T(w1(x» < 0 , T(w2(x» > 0
then the inequalities
wl(x) < z(x) <: w2(x) ••0(4.16)
hold. In particular The relation (4.16) is known to hold when
The differential equation (4015) is transformed by the eubstitution
y(x) = z(x) - 1 to the form
x(Y+1)2y" = yeo) = y(l) -::0
Since wI (x) ~ z(x} ~ .2(x), y(x) satisfies
-x +:x3 ~ y(x} ~-0~43(x._x4)
The solution of (4.17) minimizes the variaHonal integral
1 y
I(,) • I{1 ,2 + 2 f x( "/ +1)2 d"/} dx
o 0
with boundar,y conditions yeO) s y(l) • 0 0
We consider the approximate solution of these problems in terms of
eome of the polynomial cc-ordinate systems we have used previously.
The systems used are
•.• (4.18)
¢i(x) = x(l-x) T~_l (x.)
x
¢i(x) =; ./21+1 I P;'(t )dt
o
••• (4.20)
We do not consider basis functions which may be obtained from these by
simple diagonal soalings, nor do we consider the co-ordinate system
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Appr-oxrma t:\.ons Yn (:x) in terms of each of the systems
N~..lIDerical res'llts for prob l ems Nl and N2 u.sing thA
bas~s (4020) have ber:!nl"ep~')rted by Ci,arlet, Schu'lt z and. Varga (1)
All rA~ilerical experimen1;s have been performed on an
IBM360/67 ccmp'J.ter using ei tber single pr-eci.adcn (8 sig.figs.) or
douhLe prec.ision (15 sig.figs.) arithmetic. A Gauss-Legendre
quadrature f'o rmul.a using 20 poil'!ts was used to evaluate the elements
of the matl'Jcen An and the succee sfve right hand side vectors of
(4.9) or (4.14) respe.~t1.vely~ except that, since for each of the test
problems the matrix A ger,erated from the basis (4.20) is then
identity matrix In ~ this was substituted directly.
The results for problem NI using each of the~o-ordinat·e systems
(4018), (4.19)9(4020) a.re given in Tables XIX, XX, XXI respectively,
whilst similar l'es1.l1ts are given for the problems N2, N3 in Appendix B,
It is immed.ia.t.elyappar-ent t.hat t,here i.s ne, s::ignifJ.can~ difference
between thE:;a..;o1.rr.'aci.GB of the appro:x:lmate solution produced Ln each
co-ordina.te systemo The orrors in the apprc:xirr.atlons obtained by
Ci.ar!.et, S::::hul!;zand Vargs. for this problem are indicated as j n
Table XXI1 and we must attrihute the minor difference to the use of
different computing facilities.
The situation with respect to the determination of the coefficients
of the approximate solution vector and the progress of the iterative
procedure does, however, depend considerably on the choice of co-ordinate
It i.3 not useful to compare the
number of iterations perfo:xrued for very emaIl 'values of n, since
i;hl.~ depends on the accuracy of the in:l.tial estimate o!tl ' but once a
~easocable ~prcxi~tion has been obtained a ~omparieon can be made.
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We note in par-t icu'l ar the poo.r convergence of the proceaa vhcn the bae Ls
(4.18) :is l.-~sed; an ite:r-a':jon limit of 20 iterat·~on8 was imposed on the
solution of the equat.ionD (409) or (4014) at each 3tage, where -this was
That this
si tuat i on can arise feI th". bae i.s (4018) i8 indi':·Z1tive of the poor
convez-gance (,f' tt.e c()~:ff,:_,:'iet:.·ts of the appz-cxamate solution vector when
this basis is used, whi,:.b can al.cc 1:,e ~'bg8:!:ved :;'1': the tG.b1t>.. The
convergence of the 3",I'-,t:~co vec'tcr coefficients and of the i tera.tive
proeedure f01' eacl; of the .::c=c·rdina.te syat etns (4019) and (4.20) is goode
Wewould empha.s.iz6&.gain·thai. S;JluUon in "';er!!l8 of the basa s (4.20) is
expensive of computer time because of the diffi::ulty of evaluating the
basis [unct-iom,q as an indication we point OU.t that the solutions
q_uoted in Tables XIX, XXa.ndXXI (including solutions for n - 7»8,9)
were obtained in 124 sece , 173 sees and 300 S€:CB re(lpecti'lrely Vlhere the
mark + in Table XXI indio:;ates tha.t sc lutacn of t.he system of size
n • 10 in terms of the basis (4.20) ha.d not been completed in 300 sees.
Similal' timing compar5..som:~an be made for pr-obLemeN2 and N3.
We compare 'briefly new the accuracy and numez-Lca'l behava.our of
solutions obtained using different P1'9ci8ion of ari tbmetic; specifically
we look at the aoLu+Lonof problem NI in terms of the basis fun(':tiona
(4018) and (4.19) ueir.g single precision (7 sigofigso) and double
precision (15 sigofigeo) arithmetico Table XXII indicates that for
the basis (4019) the aocuraoy of the approximate solution is not
se....erely affec+.ed by a reduction in the precision of the computations
until the limit of this reduced accuracy ls approaohed (the solution is
of maximummag'~itude , 1.1'- 1) and it appears that the iterative
solution of the equations is not adversely affected, though this
behaviour is not cont tnuedj the iterative solution of the equations
for n .. 9,10 is net achaeved using 20 iterations in stngle precision
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ari"thmetico
':'.cm:putationis Much mere marker. when we consider solutiun in t errne of
tb.El basis (4018), as can be aeen from t ne rer::ultseummarized in
Table XXIII. Although low order solutions are produced in single
precision arithmetic which agree with those obtain6d using double
precision, the conve.rg8tlce of the iteration is severely a.ffected, and
the iteration limit of 20 iterations is exceeded on several occasions.
Furthermore, the iterative processes seem unlikely ever to converge;
in Table XXIV we give the last six: i tera tes of the proceas in the case
We notice that the first and last rows of the Table, 1.e.
11:a .J
~
and ~20) ar9 identica1
1
and hence that the iteration will continue
to oscillate, eo that ~onvergence will not occur.
It appears then that, although the solution of mildly r.on-linoar
problems in terms of the basis functions ¢i" xi(l-X) may produce
solu-tions equally accurate w:i.ththose obtained u.sing eHher the basis
functions (4019) and (4020), and may be more economical of compu-ter
time, the !~umerical pr-ocesaes involved are una table, and may lead to
the non-convergenoe cf iterative methods of solution. We would
therefore r-econmend that either the basis functions (4.19) (.lr(4020)
be used for mildl.y non-linear problema ha.ving solutions which may' be
well represented by polynomials, and express a preference on the
grounds of computational convenience for the basis (4.19)0 Furthermore,
we show in the next section that this basis generates matrices An with
a useful theoretical property governing the convergence of iterative
processes for the solution of equations. In ~ 404 we demonstrate that
the numerical comparisons which we have made in this section remain
valid for a wider class of problema.
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403 Iterative C~nvergence : U.A.D. matrices.
In this section we outline a property of Rayleigh-Ritz
approximation in terms of the basis
*¢i(x) = x(l-x) Ti_l(x)
which helps to justify the use of this basis for the solution of
~ertain types of variational problem. The initial result is the
followingo
Theorem 1
Let B be the matrix with elements
1
B(i,j) c J ¢l.'(X)'¢j(X)dx
-1
i,j • 1,2••••
If ¢i(x) = (1_x2) Ti_l(x) , then the matrix B is asymptotically
diagonal of degree three (3).
Proof.
The elements of the matrix B are given by
B(i+1,j+l) _ [ 0
r(i,j)
i+j odd
i+j even
where
1 3
~":2-- -2
i-j -1 i-j -9
+ 4( (12_j2)2(2i2+2j2_20) + 9(~ + r:j2)
(i+j2_9) (i+j2_1) (i_j2_1) (1_j2_9)
1
+ 24i2j2(212 + 2j2 - 10)
(----2 )(----2 )(----2 ----2i+j -9 i+j -1 1-j -l)(i-j -9)
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Hence
·3.nc1for su.fficiently large i, and fixed j,
B(i+lti+l) . k ~2iJ•
B(i+l~j+l) - d. .-2"7' l.
J.
so that.
Idil i-2
(k
i
i2 + ci)(kjj2 + Cj)] ~
~ I_dij I u i-3
Ikil.l13(j,j)/ i
Hence the matrix 13 is asymptotically diagonal of degree 3. In
order that 13 be uniformly asymptotically diagonal we require that
there exist constants w, W such that
13(i+l,j+l) W '\I i,j , ilj •••(4021)
and
B(j+l~j+l) ?- w > 0 Vj 0 •• (4022)
To pr-ove (4022) we have
13(j+l~j+l) ::r r(j,j) ~ 1 + 4/3III 2j2_9 2J2_l
+ 4-l
(2j2-9 )(2j2_l)
+ l6j4(j2_S}
3(2j2_9)(2j2_1)
For j '> 2 we have
!
3
and for j = 0,1,2,
B(l,l) = 8/3
B(2~2) .. 48/21
13(3,3) ~ 116/21
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sJtha+' (4022) holds with w.: 16/17 0 Clearly (4.2l) hclds in view
of the asyrnp+ot Lc behaviour of A(i, j), i I j , so that the theorem
if proved.
C01.'ollaI"',f 1
The Rayleigh-Ritz matrix A for the solution of variational
problems of the form
min. ICy);:
y
~y 1
~ f(x, I )d '7 d.x
o
*in t8rms of the basis ¢i(x) = x(1-x)Ti_1(x) is uniformly
as:.rmptotica.lly dia.gonal of degree three.
Proof
The matri:lL A has elements
~
l
¢' (x) ¢' (x) dx
1 j
o
whi.ch satisfy
and from Delves & Mead (2), p.l0~, the property that a matrix
!,.~. :;"~lifol'mly asymptotically diagonal is invariant under a diagonal
transfor-Illationo
The Rayleigh-Ritz matrices defined by
A(l),. i) _. A(2i-l,2j-l) i,j=lo. r~l]\~'u
A(2)(i,j) _. A(2i,2j) i,j ..l. • r/21
a.re aaympt:Jticall~' diagonal of degree three.
- 138 •.
P:r.oof
A\2i-~J2j-1)
A(2i-1,2i-l) A(2j-l,2j-l)
Puf k ""2i-1 , ID == 2j-1 ..
For fixed m
from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, and hence
so that
iA(l)(1.Jli ~ C' 1-3
( IA(1)(i,i) IIA l)(j,j)l)i
A(2) •and similarly for the matrix
Thus the results of Delves and Mead, given in Chapter Two, are
a.pplicab1e when the basis ¢i(X) = :x:(l-x)T~_l(X) is used to solve
linear differential equations of the particularly simple "type
y" =. f(x) yeo) :;y(l) ...0
Mere impo.r.tantlY9 we consider an extension of the resulta of Delves
and Mead to the iterative solution of the Rayleigh-Ritz equations (404)
or (4013), i.eo
or
where
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a (21-1) _, u (i) 1:·1 .. tn;l1-r. -r.
a (2i) ;- Y (i) i=l .. tn/2l-n +n
whit;h lietermine an approximate solution of the form
n
y (x.) = ~ a (i) ¢. (x)
n 1=1 n ~
of the differential equation
y" = f(x,y) : yeO) = y(1) = 0
where ~l) ,g~2) are defined in ~ 401. Such results clearly a.pply
to the solution of differential equations of the form
y~ = h(x)y + g(x) yeO) D Y(1) ..,0
provided that the linear term in y is included in the right hand
aide vector ~ of (4022).
Let the solution y(x) of (4024) have a generalized Fourier
expansion in terms of "the co-ordinate system t¢i 1 given by
y(x) "'"
00
~, ex. (i) ¢i (x)
i=l
Let j C Sot
We can now prove the following.
Theorem 2
Let A be a UoA.D. matrix of degree p >1/2, satisfying
I Aiil .. 1 and Aij <. C(p)i-P where C(p) is defined by
Delves and Mead (2, Thmo1). Let ~(o) be a chosen initial vector
such that BJ.!'O) E: Ra and define the sequence of vectors !.(r)
r a 1,2 •• 0 by
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If (1'0-1) E- R 81' > 02 Sr
then a(r) €.. R+ for all .1'..
where t - mi.n (61' ' p)
Proof
For each l' we solve the linear system of equations
A !oCr) = (1')s
where A is a U.A.D. matrix of degree p and ~ is a vector in R
sr
Hence by Delves and M"ad (2, Thmo6) ~ (1') (. Rt where tr = minl'
(p,sr). Hence the sequence of vectors !.(r) are all contained in
Rt where Q.E.D.
Corollary
If the iterative solution of (4.25) 1s convergent then ~ €. Rt •
We note several coneequences of these resultso The condition
A(i,~ • 1 does not apply in the case of the Rayleigh-Ritz matrix
obtained from (4024) by substitution of an approximation in terms of
the co-ordinate system ~i (x) .. ~1....%)T1"'1(x~ However, we have shown that
IA~1,i)1~ Ci12 for some oonstant Ci, and it is known (Delves ar~ Mead,
(2,p.7QU) that the UoAoDo properties of a matrix are invariant under a
diagonal transformation~ Thus we can consider a diagonal transformation
by the matrix
D : D(i,~).. (C1 i2)-1
A.ei,1):: 1.such that
A major weakness of Theorem 2 is the assumption
which appears difficult to verif,yo However, we consider the system
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where A is the Ra,yleigb. ..·Ritz matrd.x for (4024) wit,h the basis
*¢1 (x) = x(1<-X)Ti_1(x).
Writing DA = AI , Dg =~' we have the system
Ala(r) = ~,(r-l)
where A' is a Uo.A..D. matrix of degree 3 with A' (1,1) '" 1, and
where ~,(r-l)€. R2 provided there e:xists a. constant M s s t
_s:(r-l) (i) <. U V:1. Hence if A' satL.'lfiec the rem.'lining
cor.dition of Theorem 2, Le. lA' (i,j)l< C(3)i-P then' E:_(r) defined
by (4.27)satisfy ~ (r) €. R2• The elements i(r-l) (1) are defined
by
80 that
! iff
o
by the Cauchy Inequality. We can now state
Theorem 3.
Let [¢1 (x)] be the co-ordinate system
¢i(:X:) "" x(l-x)T * (x)
1-1 •••(4028)
and define W to be the set of functions
W '" (w(x): f(x, w)" 141, w(x) ~ HL ]
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satisfy (1')Y E. W ~ r :; 0,1 ••• yE.W
where a(r) are the solutions of equations (4.26).
for all r.
Proof.
We have establis!:led a (1') C R2 provided I g(r-l) (1) L:.... M 0
Since, for ¢i(x) given by (4.28)
then for all w(x) E.. VI "3 M ..CIMl
such that
g(l'-l)(i) < M •
Since y(r-l)(x) € W , we have a(r) ~ R2
Corollary.
If the iterative solution of eq,uations (4.21) is convergent, then
The results given above indicate the behaviour of the coeft1~ients
of the generalized Fourier expansion of the solution y(x} of problem
(4.23) in terms of the cc-ordinate system (4028), and also the behaviour
of the successive iterates in an iterative solution of the (infinite)
system of equations (4027). Nothing has been said concerning the
situation for finite matrices, or concerning the particular iterative
process used~ It would seem probable that results similar to Delves and
Mead (1, Tam., po2l2) can be given tor particular iterative methods ot
solution of a finite system of equations. This result asserts that the
elements of the first iterate a(l) of the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi methods-n
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of solution of a finite system of equations have the same aeymptotic
behaviour as the exact; so:'ution of the ocz-respcndang infinite system
of linear equations provt.ded that the matrix A is suffiCiently·
asymptotically dLagonaI (p large enough).
It is felt that the results of this section account in part for
the hj.ghreliability of the variational solutions in terms of the
basis (4028) quoted in this chapter. It Gan also be shown tha.tt.he
Rayleigh-Ri tz rnatri.xin terms of the basis
is uniformly asyrnptofcally diagonal of degree 3 and thus that
Theorem 3 holds in the case of (4.29) as well as in the case of (4028).
Finally in this section we suggest that the results gi.venhere lend
weight to the optimistic oomment of Delves and Mead (2, po25) that
A.D and U.A.D matrices may be of considerable importance in
variational calculations.
404 Numerical Results for q-bounded problemso
The conditions given by Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1), which
apply to the numerical examples considered in '1> 402, have recently
been extended by Gladwell (1), who shows that a wider class of
problems can be solved using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. We consider
now numerical results obtained by the R~leigh-Ritz method for the
solution of two examples given by Gladwell which satisfy his
conditions but not those of Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga. Additionally
we demonstrate the sucoess of the Rayleigh-Ritz method fa;:certain
particular problems which are not oovered by either the requirements
of Gladwell or Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga.
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The examples considered are
Problem Ql.
The solution of the differential equation
Y" "" iCy + x + 1)3 - ::r:Lt (y - _g_ +:x + 1)
:1:\1<-:1:) 2--)(
subject to yeo) ~ Y(I) = 0 is given by
y(x) = 2/(2_x) - x - 1 .
This solution minimizes the variational integral
,I (2 rY [ 1
I(y) '" J t s' - 2 xCI-x)
o 0
(,- 2~X + x + 1) -
-! ( i + x + 1) 3 J d i 1dx
subject to the bound2ry conditions yeO) = y(l) : O.
Problem Q2.
The second problem we consider i6 similar to that given by
Gladwell (1, p.62)o Specifically, we replace the derivative boundary
oondition given there~ y'(O) = 0 by the condition y(O)= O. Then,
defining
...cos
the differential equation
+ (y (x) - y + :x _ 1)2i+l
o
(K '" const, i = 1, 2, 3... )
with the boundary conditions yeO) = y(l) = 0 has the solution
y(x) = yo(x)+x-l. The equation (4030) has the form of (4.1) but
the right hand side ot (4030) does not satisfy the conditions of
Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1), but in the case K<e14 it satisfies
the ext ended cond i ti(''C.£ of Gladwell. We cons.i der- the S'): uti on of
this problem fo:!" a n'lEt;,e::" of val.ue s of K , in::lud;;.ng Bornecases
K >e2/4, for which a t.hFloratj;::al jU34;::\fi':at'cn of the methcd has
not been giveno Wa also consider the caee in wh::,c,b, U.e exponent
2i+l occurrin.g in (4030) is re:r:laced by 2i, for which the problem
again does not satisfy I}ladwell u9 cond i,tiotls v
The solution of (4030) minim:i.zes the variational integral
1
I(y) = \ [eXy•2 - 2 r[>-2... X(K('l .•x+l)+(1-K)y o(x)
Jo ·'0 2i+- 1 -\+ (Yo(X)c-(1-.x.+1)) .l ~d I . dx
... (4.31)
subject to the boundary conditions yeO )o::y(l ),;,0.
This example is interesting from an additional viewpoint, in
tha tit is the only example of a mildly non--linea.r aqua tion which WEI
shall consider fer which P1.(:x.)I 1 , so that. the elements of the
matrices An are not so readily evaluatedv
w~ ccnsrder only solution of the :pl"cbl~m8 Q). and Q2 in t erms
of the basis ¢1 (x) ::x(l.,x) Tr._'.l (:x.)0 Solui;.i.onaof problem etl are
given in Table XXV, and of problem Q2 for the values i:> l~ K = 00)
in Table XXVI. Solutions of p:rc-blemQ2 fu:;:o'ther V'al:J.esof tc and
1 are given as Tables 13YII1 BVIIl, BIX in Appendix 130 Ne
difficulties are encountered and both the solution vectors and the
approximate eolut1ons display stable and convergent behavd.cur , For'
problem Q2 it can be Been that the convergence of the iterative
solution of the equa~ione depends on K and i. Spec.lfically, ae
, is inoreased towards l/4, OL' as i. de'.~rea.oe6 ~owards zero~ more
iterations are required for the determination of eaoh approximate
solution vector !n . Thi8 reflects the b~haviour ef the integrand
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of the problem Ln te:::msof the crite:ciagiver, by Gladwe1"lv Fer
example, if K>i/4 then the Lnt agrand ef (4031) does not satiBfy
these criteria, and we have no theoretical .just..i.ficationfor the use
of the Rayleigh-Ritz method. However, we find +,hat in thj.6cane the
method proves satisfactol'Y" Ta.ble XXVII gives Rayleigh-Ritz
approxina.tions to thtil<;Iolu:tionof problem Q,2 forK = 2, i::: 1
obtained in terms of the basis ¢. (x) = x(l-A)T.* lex).
1. ~-
If the exponent 2i+l occurring in the right hand side of (4.30)
is replaced by 2i, i = 1~2~3 ••• then the variational formulation of
this problem:-
Problem Q2'
m;n f [ ."y' 2 - 2
o
y
\ [A 2e-X(K (~ -x+l )+(l-K)y 0(x)
o
+(Yo(x)_(/_X+l»2i] d,} dx
subject to yeo) a Y(l) = 0
also fails to satisfy the criterj.a.of Gladwell (1) fer any value of K ,
and again there .isno theoretical justification for t.heuse of the
R~leigh-Ritz methodu In the particular Case K = 0.5, i ~1 1
however, we demonstrate the Buccess of the method in Table XXVIII in
*which the basis ¢1(x) = X(l-x)Ti_l(x) is used to obtain a sequence of
~leigh-Ritz approximations.
405 Conclusions
Numerical results for certain examples of mildly non-linear
differential squatacne have been presented which show that for suitable
choices of polynomial c~·ordinate system accurate solutions can be
obtained in terms of a small number of basis functions
-- 149 -
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and that the ccefficit:,nts of such approximations display gocd
convergence and stanil:!.ty properties 0 A theoreticul justification
of the convergence rate of the generali2.ed Fourier expansion of the
solution has been given for a particulur co~ordinate eystemo
Additionally, in this special case it has been shown that the
Rayleigh-Ritz matrix assumes a special form which permits
decomposition into two matrices of approximately half size; the
consequent gains in the elimination and back-substitution steps of
the solution of equa.tions (4014) are a factor of 4 and 2 respectively
at each iteration.
We contrast this situation with the justification of the
admittedly powerful techniques of piecewise polynomial co-ordinate
systems given by Schultz (1, po303)o
"Indeed, were it not for the fact that spa.rseness (of the
Rayleigh-Ritz matrix) is so important and orthonormalization so
difficult, we would alwaya use polynomial-type subspaces."
We must point out that the above remark was made in the wider
context of ellipti~ boundary value problemso Nevertheless, the
impression that orthonorma11ty and/or sparseness are desirable
properties for the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method to the
one-dimensional problems we tave considered is emphasized by the
use in the papers of Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1) of the basis
x
/21+1 r p1 (t) dt
o
••• (4.32)
which is an orthonormal basis for problems ot the form y"= f(x,y).
We feel that it has been demonstrated that this emphasis is in some
ways unnecessary, and that other choices of co-ordinate system may
be equally satisfact(!r;y'o In particular it has been shown that the
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co-ordinate system
has several useful and important theoreti.cal and. computational
propertieso
We would also like to point out the application of the Rayleigh-
Ritz method to examples of the class of problems considered by
Gladwell (1), and the examples which are not included i.nthat theory.
Clearly, further extensior: of the aSElumptions on the form of the
non-linear term f(x,y) of the mildly non--linear differential
equations is possible. The situation in respect of the
application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method to mildly non-linear
differential equations is a familiar one in numerical analysis;
there exist theoretical oriteria which guarantee that the method
may be applied with success to certain problems, and there exist
certain other problems to which the method can be applied but for
which applications there is no theoreti.cal just1t~_cat,1on.
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,9_hapter Five
Er r-cr s o:t:_3u.adratU1'e and a.;pprcxima~j_on
In this chapter we outline and deve Lop a number of r-esuLts
necessary for a full un-i.era-tand:ingof the nuner-Lca I ezper-Lment a and
resul ts of the previous chapters 0 These concern the behaviour and
effect of two kinds of error implicit in the nl.ll1"zricn.lsolution ef
linear a.ndmildly non-linear differentia} equat.Lons by the application
of the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
First we consider the 9!'Tors i1'".trodunedinto the Rayleigh-Ritz
process by the approximation of certajn integrals which a.rio~, eog.
k 1
An(i,j) ::: (¢i' ¢j)L :. ~ f ps(l:) ¢~S)(x) ¢js)(x) dx ••• (501)
SRO 0
i,j :;a 1. 0 n
and 1
bn(i) .:: (r , ¢i) '" J f(x) ¢1(x) dx
o i-=loon
or
1
bn(i, ~(r-l» = J f(x~
o
n
~ ~r-l)(j) ¢j(x».¢i(x)dx •• (5.3)
by finite quadrature sumSo That is, we take
w(l) p (x(I» ¢(s)(x(l» ¢~s)(x(l»
t s tit J t
.00(504)
and
i-=1 •• n
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nor
and ab aci.aaesof eertain quadrature formulae. Expressions (5.4),
(5.5), (5.6) indi.cate thut there is no need to use the same
quadrature rule on each of the many integrand:3 ocourring in the
Rayleigh-Ritz method, and much economy might be gained in this way.
The quadrature rule used might be ma.de to depend on i,j,n in each
of (5.1), (5.3), (503), and a separate quadrature rule could be
applied to each torm in the summation over s in (501), and
different rules for each value cif r in the iterative evaluation
of (5.3). In fact, in the numerical experiments reported
previously the same quadrature rule has been used to approximate
each of the expressions (501), (502), (503), and the theoretical
analysis which we give vdll rely on this assumption.
The second type of errors which we must consider are those
most important for an assessment of the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
That is, we seek estimates and/or bounds for the accuracy of
approximate solutions; e.g. relationships of the form
or
=
wher-e y(x) is the solution of the given differential equation and
y: (x) a Rayleigh-Ritz appr-oximatc.on dependent on the number of
basis functions used, n , and the number of PQints in the quadrature
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rule, m 0 W8 shall se~, thu.t such results are not. r-ead.il; G.v:~iLlbh',
and in generG.1 we have onIy ro~,ations of thE: form
ly-(x) y(x)1 < f_ O~ ',- < , ••• (5.9)- • L ..
LI
C'1
Iy (x) _. y(x)1 - O(n·-1)n
Consistent ~ladraturG Schemeso--- -----
The application of quadr-ature schemes +'ol;he evaluation of the
ri.eht hand sid,) vec to cs (502) and (503) han been considered by
Hezbol.d (1), Hs:::-b;.ld) Schultz and Va.rga.(1), and criteria dst8x'n:jI1Gd
which allow the seJ.ection (lf quadrature rules which preserve the rate
of convergence of the appro:x.ima.t~ soluUons as n Lnc.reasee , for the
case wheZ'e the basis functions a.:repiecewisE! continuous en a given
sequen~e of meshes, such consistent schemes sometimes genera.te
appro::dma.t ions whLch 001n~ide with fi ni t e difference appI'o::ci.mationa.
We examine the requirements for consist3nt quadrature schemes for
p:!.ece ....,i~!~approximati,on BO that we can cOTlsidertheil' relevance for
global appr-oxdmat.Lona] and comment briefly on a relationship \7Hh
fini te d:i.fference methods. ,
In -this discu::'sion of quadrature approximations we use a notation
sim:i.lar to that used by Lyness (2).
+he quadr-ature approximation
t r:f (x) dx
a
(0[1:( (xl ,a, b) - {O wt C (xtl
t ..l
d . t. cP (t'"!. (x)llan wr~ ~e '1n v 'J
o
when a = 0, b ~ 1 0 We define the algebraj.c
(trigonometric) degree of (0 [CS ~a,b] •
( [0' (x) ,a, bJ is sa.id to be a quadrature rule of exact
o
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alge bz-ai,c (-'.-;riconomet rrc ) degree m iff
(x) dx ~ ( [0' (x ) ,a, b]
o
:::0
whenever G' (x) is an algebraic (trieonometric) polynomia.l of degree
~ m , but (5010) d068 not hold if O' (x) ~,s an arbitrary polynomial
of higher degTeeo
Weuse the notation ~ (0 (x) ,a,b] to denote a quadrature
o
approximat;ion of unspecified degree m (m ~ 0). No assumption :"s
made concerning t.he w~)ights wt or abscissae xt of the quadrature
rule, though we shall in general take a ~ xt ~ b , and on occasion
require W > 0t With the nota.tion here defined we can write
and
n
b:O (i, ~l) ;: ~o (f(:£, ~ !!n(j) ¢j(X)·)¢i(X)]
j=l
We can then de:r.;_nethe Rayleigh-Ritz solution Yn(x)
moequadrature approxi,!!latedRayleigh-Ritz solution y x)n
and a
by
n
Yn(x) ~ ~. ~ (1) ¢i (x)
i-I
and
n
me Cx) ..
~
mo (1) ¢1 ex)Y•. a
.A -n
1=1
where in the linear and mo satisfy the equationscase .!n !:on
"" b-n
and
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A a. '"' b (a)n ~~n -:l-n
and
tn,) ( m.o)b a-n -n
The notion ef a ccnsis-tout CJ.u~draturG noheme for the application
of the Rayleigh-Ritz method with piecewiso corrt i.uuous baai e functions
is t.he follewing. Let ;rex) be the eolution of the given
differentia.l eqol~a.tion, and assume that in the glven approximation
subspace we have result s of the foZ'Ill
where 11 (Xi - Xi_I) ie the usual parruneter of a
II ·11 ~ ie a norm related to -+;he given problem,partition II and
(cf. Cho~NO and Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (l~). Then the quadrature
scheme ~ is consistent in the given approximation subspace if we
°have results of the for-m
where k ~ °v , since thAn the convergence rate of the true and
calculated qua.drature-a.pproxima.tedsolutions ie governed by
and the convergenoe rate of' (5.11) ls preserved.
In the case of' piecewise a.pproxima.tiona. part:i.cula.rtype of
quadrature rule, the composite quadrature rule, is important.
Glven a quadrature rule ~l [Cj 1«. , ~J and a. partition
TT ",(a=xo <. ~ <. 0.0 < xN "" b) the ccrresponding composite rule is
N-l
~o [d(x),a~b,TI]. 'f. ~l [G(x), :Li'xi+ll
i....O
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Q9 r r.: f.v: ') 1LU ,. , ~l.' s x:L+1Jml
~1 fa, 01. ~ ~J by e. linea.r transfoJ_'cnation.
w1:.ere i = 0 0 0 N-1 are obt adned Ex'om
Such :rules .include the
familiar compost te trapezium and Simpson I s r~lles, and certain other
rules, including S,')!'1E\ of those conaader-ed by Hez-bol.d , Bchul tz and
Varga (1) whi.ch are based on interpolation. We say 'tha t s-
A composite quadr-a+ure rule ( Lcr(x)ya,b,Ti] is of exact
o
piecewise polynomia.l d~gree m with respect to a partition il iff
bI (0 [0' (x) ,a, b, 'IT] - J er (x)dx I = 0
a
for all functions (;S (x) which are piecE:!wisepc Iynomi.a'l functions of
degree k~m on each interval (xi' ]"i+l) , i ::O.oN-l, with possible
discontinuities only at poant s xi i""OooU, but (5.13) does not hold
for arbitrary piecewise polynomials of degree k > m •
We summarize results of Herbold, Schultz and Varga (1, ThmS8 415,
Corollary p.ll3) on consistent quadrature schemes for mildly n.on-linear
differential equations.
Theorem
Let C be any collection of quasi-uniform partitions
< ~+l = 1 , and for each 11 ,let sn(li) be a
finite dimensional eubspace of HL con13isting of polynomial L-eplines
such that v(.x) €. S (IT)n implies v (x) is a polynomial of degree at
most no on each subinterval defined by \1 , and suppcse there exists
Wj(X) , j = 1..n which fOnD
satisfy dBr (XtV(;X:) Ls
~xs
continuous in each subinteI~al of 11 for 0 S s ~ m2 ' and let y(x),
the solution of the given equation satisfy y(x) C Cno+1 lo,l] 0
Let ~l [e (x)j xi' xi+l' iTl be a quadrature rule of polynomial
Let r(x,v(x))
a eet of linearly independent functions
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degree at least one sn.t:J.eiying w_~ ~ 0 and (for each j_ )
"
(x)dx I
and let ~:~c [e;' , O~ 1, ij-] be a quadz-a tuz-e rule of the form (5012)
of piecewise pclynomial degree at least 2no
Then there ~:tists a positive constant K such that
wher~ I' -s: mf,n (m" - n + k-l._ 0 , no - k+l)
2no( ()~ C:le,
C
-10, 1, II _J isand therefore the quadrature scheme
consistent with the a.ppropriate L--spline bound given in % 2.6 if
A number of the conditions of this Theorem may be relaxed when
the given differenti_al equation is linear. The conditions on the
polynomial and p~,ecewise polynomial degrae of the quadrature formula,
which ensure a uni que solution of the non-linear Rayleigh-Ritz
equations, may be dispensed with as may the restriction that the
parti·tions \I C. C are quasi-uniform. The restriction to B'..1bspaces
consisting of polynomial L-splines, which is necessary to ensure the
boundedneaa of derivatives of the quantity
fer all O·~ j .S N and arbitrary w (, S (Ii) can also be omitted, eon
that the result holds for arbitrar,y piecewise polynomial subspaces and
arb1trarJ par1iitiona H in the linear case ,
Herbold, Schultz !lnd Varga (1) show that if the simple piecewise
linear basis
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w, (x)
r (x-xi )/hj._l
\ (X~+l - X)/hi
!
'e. 0
x. 1~ X 5 x.
1.-- l.
<. <-xi ._ X - Xi+l
otherwise
is u.sed to solve the equa.t.ion
s" .- f(x.)
y(o) ~ y(.l) C" C
then a sui table (x'r:'3iat'~'l1't quadrature is the trapoz iumrule
approximation to the integrals
....r f(x)w;(x)dx
x , ,1.....,..,
If hi ... [X
i
+
1
- :'(i'1 :0: h, a constant, this scheme yields the
usual finite difference approximation
to the different.ial equat.i.cn r" = f(x) , and the appr·o.ximation
extends to
tn the non-Ltnear case 0
For the equat Lcn
r" + ky :.' :r(x) ~ k:;s const
and the basis ()015) t.he resulting Rayleigh-Ritz equations ha.ve the
form
eo that, it the right hand side of (5017) is appr'oxima.ted by Simpson's
Rule, we are led to
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instead ef (5016). It can be shown (Appendix C) that the scheme~
(5016) and (5018) have local truncat i on err0rs of the form ~ h2 and
?•• \.::t1,!:- _ and hence there is no advantage (and the dtsadvantage of
addi.tional oomput ata.cn) i.n using (5.18). That the schemes must; have
truncation errors of eq_ual magnitude and opposite sign can easily be
noen, howevez , directly from the forms of (5.16) and (5018). Let
;r(1) be a solution of (5.16) and (2) of (5018).t:
Then the vector Z ;-.:.t; HZ(l) + Z(2» satiefies the equations
Yi-l·- 2Yi + Yj.+l ~ ~2[f(Xi'Yi) + i ~f(Xi_PYi_l)+ 4f(xi'~\)
1
+ f(xi+1'Yi+l») j
=~ If(Xi_1'Yi-l)+ lOf(xi,yi)+ f(Xi+PYi+l)]
and the scheme (5.19) is the well known Mehrstellenverfahren*
which has Lcca'l tI"I,lrwaticn error O(h4) 0 A full truncation err-er
analysis of the scheme (5 e 18) together with numerical exomples are
given in Appendix Co
The criteria of I~onsistent quadrature schemes are not directly
relevant tc global approx1matj,on in view of the different nature of
the basis functions and the different parameterization of the
appr-oxamat Lon subspace , An appropriate definition of a consistent
Tr.e quadr a ture s.;hemes
approximation might be the followingo
men)~o(n) n:::l,2•• form a sequence of
quadra ture scheme for gh)bal
quadrature SGhemes consistent with the bound
II Yn _. Y II co <. _v_, Kn (10 206)
*See Collatz (1, po168).
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i.f +hero e:xist;;:;·a cons t anf Kl
II . mo I''I' s: ~.Yn III" ! 00
sU::lhthat
••• (5.20)
At t emp+s to c.erlYe characterization theorems for consistent
quadz-at ur-e scheme s of "this type have founderedo Much of the proof
of Herbold~ Schultz and Varga (1), Thmo5, remains valid, but certain
a.uxiliary resu.l ts from the t~eory of lr-spJ.ille approximation are not
appU:able t.opolynomial a.pproximation, and we are unable to proceed
fu.:rtheraLcng these lines. One useful result which emerges from
this study ~ hcwever , is the following application of Hezbo'ld , Schultz,
Varga (l)~ Thmo4, (which we state below in an appropriate form) to
the use of globa.l polynomial approximations.
Theorem
Given any finjte dimensional subspace Sn of HL, let ¢i(x) ,
i:: Lon be a. basis of this space, and let (0 ~Ci(x),0,i1 be a
quadna'tur-erule cf pclynomial degree a.t least zero satisfying
1
(0 [¢i . ¢j 1 0, 1] - J ¢i· ¢j dx :: 0
o 1~ i, j ~ n
Ymn
O (x)Then th9:r'eexists a unique approximate solution of the
problem
(_l)e "" r(x,y)
subjec"t to ye(O) ~ y~(l) :.. 0, e '" 00 .x-i defined by
Tt
ma (x) -: mo (i) ¢i (x)Yn "" So~ ..."
i.,.l
where
A
mo mo ( mo)a ... bn +n +n \~
- l63 ._
(¢.. ¢')r
1] I
m mab 0 (a ) is defined by (5010).n +n
C ;)::.'011al'Y •
Let. Sn be a. finite d:imens.ional subspace of HL consistir.g of
fur~·Jtj.on8 vex) whi(.1.; a....~e po~ynomials of degree at most n, and 113-1;
f¢. y. be a basi.s (If this space 0 Then the above resl'.l t hol ds JfL :1. 1 i"2k
CJm t c: (x}, 0,11 is an n+l point Gausa-Legendr-e quadrature rul e u1J1o \.
In oJ.'der +o luvestigatc numerically the effect or quadrature
approxama tions tc
we consider the dJ.fferential equation
y" :-: (y + X + 1)3
yeo) ~ yell ~,0
previo'lsly conai.der-ed in Cbapter Fourt and estimate the constant '\) of
(5020) for Gauss-Legendre quadrature a.pproximations using d:4..fferent
!':.li!r.bersof pointso Equation (5021) is particularly suited to this
computation sa nee for a given m point Gauss-Legendre qua.drature rl).le
the elements Anfi,J) is ,ie-I. om are evaluated exactly (except for
lo ..mding errcrs) but the elements b:c (a:O) (l) only for i=l, ••• ~l.
*Weuae here the 'baeis ¢i (x) := x(l.~x) T
i
_1 (x) •
The known solution of (5021) is given by y(x) .. 2/(2-x)-x-l ,
which satisfies y{z) £ et to,11 for all t > 0 • In this case it is
well knowr. (eog. Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga. (1), p0406) that the classical
Rayleigh~,Ritz approximation in terms of a global polynomial basis
converges exponentially to the true solution, ioee there exists a
pAcons.tant ~ , o !: r- <: 1 such that
lim ( II Yn (x) ~ y(x) 11 00 ) lin c ~
n ~""
tor all n
In Figso VI, VII we indicate graphically the behaviour of
;1'
by plotting - In e~9
against n. Notice that mo· 20 generates, except tor rounding
error, the classioal ~leigh-R1tz approximation, since all quadrature a
are in this case exactg and it is clear :tromFig.VI that exponential
convergence is obtainedo In the case m. 8 the classical ~leigh-o
Ritz appronmation is not generated tor n-6, n-7, but it is clear
trom FigoVII that the same exponential oonvergence prevails.
We consider also the example
yo" - e:xp(y) • 0 yeO) • y(l) • 0
with the known solution
y(x) N ~ln 2 + 2 In c sec (c(x-i)/2)
The classical Rayleigh-Ritz approximation in terms at a polynomial
co-ordinate system is in this case not generated by a Gaussian
quadrature tor any value at n 0 Yet it is clear (Fig.VIII) that
eaoh ot the subsequences
mo mo
Y21-1 (x), Y21 (x), 1 - 1,2,3
converge exponentially, whilst it is believed that the breakdown at
mothis in the caBe 17 (x) is a~iributable to the approaching limits
ot machine accuracyo
We remark that in no case has the determination ot a Iquadrature
approximated' ~le1gb-Ritz solution 7:0 (x) n ~ mo ot a mildly
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non-linear differential equation prcved successful, and a.ccordingly it
may be that this condition for the uniqueness of a solution given in
the a.bove theorem is not only sufficient, as proved, but also
neceasa.r;yo
502 General Quadrat~re Approximation
We have already noted that we must consider not only quadrature
approximations to the elements of the right hand side vectors arising
in the Rayle1gh~Ritz method, but also to the elements of the matrix A,
that is, to expressions (¢i' ¢j)L where
We recall the notation
1 k
I(y) • \ [ ~
'0 . s-O
p.(x) (Bf + 2 r r(x" )d) ] dx
o
and introduce
These defin1tions will be ot use, in an extended form, in Chapter Sixo
moIf the expression Yn (x) - is sUbstituted above
the necessary conditions for a minimum ot the resulting expression, ioe.
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generate the equations
A:o ~O • ~o ~o)
wbe~~ AmnO (i~j), bmnO(Ram_.o)(i)... '=' , "-=n are given by expressions. of the torm
(504) and (506) respectively. We wish to prove that for a given
subspace Bn of HL spanned by the basis r¢ 1n there exists al. 1. i..lmounique funotion Yn (x) such that
We prove first a number of auxiliary resultso A number at the
assumptions ot Ciarlet~ Schultz and Varga (1) are given in a discretized
formo We assume there exist constants ~, K ~ 0 independent ot n
such that
K Qm [ l p (x) (92u(X») 2
~o saO s \dxS
+ ~ (u(x»2 J
tor all u(x) f. Bn
and introduce J\; n detined by
AIn - .int r;f [i P.(X)(~f]
u " S mo 0 •• (5022)n
u~O
( [u(x) 2]
1\ -
0
I
and in f An 0n
We now establish Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the proofs ot which are similar.
Lemma 1
I
Let ~). .. /\. 0 Then
- 110 -
, IS )2 ] )!Ps (X) l!-x~ + ¥ (u(x»2
is a seminorm on Sn provided wt ~ 0 t - O,loomo 0
Lemma 2
Let S - P where P is a subspace ot HL consisting orn n n ....,....
polynomials of degree at most n~ Then the expression (5023)
is a norm on Pn provided wt ~0 , t - 0,1. .mo ' and mo> n •
Proot ot Lemma 2
We must verity
i) g tu1 ~ 0
ii) g rcu] • e g [ ul
iii) g [u] • 0
\I u £ Pn
c • constant
itt u iii 0
I
1) tollows ~ed1ately trom the restrictions wt > 0, ~ '> - A, and
(5022), i1) is a consequence ot the detinition ot ~ , 11i) tollows
(dSu)2 0since u ~ Pn » u 1=0 is such that bS has at most n-.8
distinct zeros (s. 0,10 ok) and hence wt > 0 mo.).n are
sutticient to ensure g tu1 '> 0 , u -1= 0 whilst g tu1 • 0 , us 0
is immediately obviouso To prove iv), squaring both sides gives
g [u+vJ2 S g[u] 2 + g [~] 2 + 2g[u').g lv]
which reduces to
p (x)&. dSy
s d. S sX ch
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Defining t;he vectors
Wr .. wt po(Xt) + ~ ,
Wi- • wt Pa(Xt)
dSU,
d S \x x=x
t
r • 1 0.0 m+1
r ...ma+ 2 o. R, B ~ 1
r • 1,2 0 0 R
r - 1,2 •• R
where r - ts + 1~ R g (m + 1).(k + 1)0
(5024) ca.nbe e:z.pressedas
R 2 R R 2
(~ (f 2 )o( ~Wr Ur Vr )~ " U W V )r r r rr-1 r-1 r-1
which ha.s the torm of a tini te Cauc~-Bun1akowski inequality (Liusternik
and Sobo1ev (1»)0 Hence we may write
The proof of Lemma 1 is identical except that iii) is not required, and
for general spaces Sn is not necessarily true.
Corresponding to Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (lp Lemma 1, p.396) we
have
Lemma 3
- pn o Then
1\', > 1/ : it2-~
which tollows from the detinition et ~~ and since
< Ilull~o
2
where
II u II ~o
2
•
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Theorem.
Let
and let S = Pn n , let m > n-o and W t > 0 , t .. 0,
Ymo(x)Then there exi.ets a unique function n which minimizes
Prooto
where
n-2k+l
un· ~ an(i) ~i (x)
i-1
Using (5.25), clearly (e.g. Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1), po396)
p
n·
I:O (un) ~ II unll:o + ~o [~ u~ (x) J
-Ilun II ;0
Hence~ as Im is a continuous function on the finite dimensionalmo
subspace P , bounded below by 0 and satisfying
n·
for any norm II u II on Pn ,since all norms on this tinite
subspace are equivalent, a standard compactness argument shows that
there exists at least one un such that
m
Imo (u) s Im (un) tor all u e Pn ~ n
To prove that un i8 unique, we continue to tollow the arguments
mof Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga«l), p.398-9)o I (u) i8 twice
110 11
ditterentiable with respect to the elements !Q(i)o We have
- 113 -
m ~o[i n~·2k+1 J~ I (u)- p (x) { .!n(j) dS¢j ~a¢img n~ an(i) aa-O j";i dxs dxs
n
l!.n(j) !lj(X)),!l1(X)]+( t(x, ,/
~0 j..1
and 1, i ! n..2k+l
•••(5.26)
moWe detine B (un) to be the n-2k+1 x n-2k+1 matrix with alements
~j • '02 I:o (Un)
~ !on(1) ~!on(j)
mo(and show that B Un) is unitormly positive detinitel
aD1'!unctions
n-2k+l n-2k+1
un - ~ Au(i) 91i(x) , Tn" ~ otn(i)¢i (x)
1-1 i~i
E. Pll there exists a positive constant c such that
T
e oi. ell!
"'11 • - n
But substituting (5026) and trom the detinition at II ull:o ,
clear17
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and siuce all norms on the finite space Pn are consistent we have
m
ve.dfied that B O(u) is unif'ormly positive definiteo-n
With this result established the arguments of Ciarlet, Schultz,
Varga (1, p.398-9) follow immediately, so that the uniqueness of
mo
y (x) 1s proved •n
We notice that the restriction (50200 evident in the Theorem of
Herbold, Schultz and Varga (1) has here not been required, but that the
above Theorem severely restricts the choice of approximation subspace.
It would appear that generalization of the above result to the ease of'
piecewise polynomial approximation can be readily accomplished; in
this respeot we state the f'ollowing theorem f'orwhich the above proof'
also holdso
Theoremo
Let 1\ 0 .. xo''''" ou <~ - 1 be a partition of'\.0,1) ,
and let Su(Tr) be a subspace of HL oonsisting of'funotions vex)
such that vex) - 1f1(x) xi~ x~xi+l ' i • 000 N-l , where wl(x) 1e
a polynomial of'degree n in the interval LX1, x1+1J. Let
~l [G (x)~ 0, 1] be a quadrature rule satisfying
r 1 III
Q~l le' (x}, 0, 1 J - ~ wt C; ( )j)
j-O
1ft > ° , ~".f. (OJ 1) j • 00 • ID..'"\j J.
and let ~o le' (x), o, i, T1] be the oorresponding composite
quadrature rule ot the torm (5.12)0 Then there exists a unique
function y:o(x) C Sn (-er) which minimizes the expression
- 175 -
subject to the condatdons
1 =: 09 1 0 0 k-l •
We remark that the above theorems do not show that
lim
ID -)poO
'0
•
where y (x)n minimizes I(y) in the subspaces pn.-k
moand so the convergence of' y (x) to y(x) where y(x) is then
solution of the given differential equation is not established by these
resultso
Aa an example using non-Gaussian quadrature; we consider the, .. ~ , --
quadra"tUl.'eapprorlma ted Rayleigh-Ritz solutions obtained in terms of
a global polynomial ba.sis~ of the differential equation
y" ... exp (y) y(o) :z Y(l) ...0
obtained by minimizing
over the subspace P usj.ng as a basis the functionsfl=l'
*:x:(l=x)Ti __1 (x) 0 The expression
~ [r.-"" (x)'l '" ml ,rumo·C (l/mo)
o 0 ~.
J.= 0
denotes the trapezium quadrature rule and
,.fJ<. indicates that first
and last terms in the summation are taken with weight 1/2. In
Table XXIX we list the values of the approximation so produced at the
points x = loh i = 10.9 h· 001 tor n - 2-7 , and also the
,.,
values of the true solutiono This app~oximation is .ob_tained ~i ~h mo • 10
and we should not be sur~r~sed at the low ac~ur~cy of these solutions
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even for moderate values of n since the integrand contains polynomials of
high degree. The coefficients of the approximate expansion, displayed in
Table XXX, become increasingly innaccurate as n increases, reflecting the
larger errors in the matrix ~n and the vectors En (~n).
we display the coefficients of the approximation obtained with
mo -10give a comparison of the maximum errors in y (x), denoted en n
In Table XXXI
m = 20, ando
-20and en ' in
the two cases. It is clear that there is some improvement when m iso
increased, though m = 20 remains too small.o
This example and our earlier use of Gaussian quadrature illustrate
that where we expect the integrands of I(y ) to be smooth functions, as isn
the Case with a polynomial basis and a differential equation with smooth
coefficients, Gaussian quadrature is, not surprisingly, to be preferred.
5.3 The overall error...£f:Ra'yl.eig£-Ritz~x.imatio_~.
We have seen that the error in a numer'Lcal, solution o.! the
differential eQuation
k
Ly == :[
13=0
::: r(z,y)
l"Co) = ~l(1) = ° r == 0,1 .0. k-l
by the Rayleigh-Ritz method is due to a cumulation of errors from
three sourceso These are the error introduced by truncation, that
is by the determination of the nth Rayleigh-Ritz approximation
n
y (x)n ;f ~ (i) ¢i (x)
i=1
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instead of
~'iO
y(x) R { a (1) ¢i (x)
1...1
by the effects of quadrature errors in the evaluation of the elements
of the ~leigh-Rjtz equations, and by the effects ot rounding errors •
and the magnification of both rounding and quadrature errors by the
method of numerical solution ot the equations. Error bounds
including the etfects of all three of these sources of error do not
appear in the literature. Iudeed, the truncation error problem seems
to be the only one tor whioh there is an adequate treatment.
Results concerning the magnitude of II '1 - yl i . are typified by
I n ~
the a-priori and a-posteriori bounds of Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1)
(see also Gladwell (l)~ Schultz (2). We recall the assumptions of
<f, 206, ioe. there exist constants K, ~ such that either
Ilw(x) II~ ~ ••• (5.28)
or
1 k P.(X)(~:)2+ ~ w(x)21 dxII D1w(x) lieD -c XI' [f
o s.o
or
1 k
IIDlW(X)112 x} f~' (. y 1d:x~ p (x) ~ + 13w(x)2s d:xs
o s-o
and
where
and
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and
max
\
ij r(:x:,y)
,,\y
M = max I f(x,O) I
Then defining
the a-priori bound (Ci.arlet, Schultz, Varga (1), ThIn.,3,p.403)
where
C • K (1 + max ( r0 - ~ , 0)\ i
J\+~' J
is valid, where we assume only (5028). If either (5029) or (5030)
hold then this a-priori bound can be extended to derivatives of order
up to and including 1, taking the torm
C
2
l-t in!
wE Sn
It we detine the residual 'Y (x) of a function .(x) , where
w(x) <2 S by
l' (x) a - f(x,.)
then the a-posteriori bound
is valid9 (C1arlet, Scultz, Varga (1), Thmol7, po421).
The bounds ot Gladwell (1), Po45, p.55-7, represent extensions of
bounds essentially of the above form to the more general problems
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c.onsidered by Gladwello In the case ot non-linear problems of the
type we have considered they reduce to the form of (5.31).
Though Gladwell (l~ pol3) states that the determination of the
constant K of the assumptions (5028), (5029) or (5030) is on
occasion possible, these error bounds ought more properly to be
regarded as indicative of the pointwise convergence of the Rayleigh-
Ritz solutions rather than as practical error bounds for general
problems.
Bounds on the effect of the other terms are in general equally
impractical. For example, in the case of consistent quadrature
Bchemes for piecewise Rayleigh-Ritz approximation it is not
practical to compute a value for the constant K of (5014),
(Herbold, Schultz, Varga, (1) Corollar,y, p.113) and the determination
of constants PI ,~ for the definition of stability of Mikhlin
(3021) ie not in practice achieved without numerical computation of
the eigenvalues of the Rayleigh-Ritz matrix by some numerical
process itself subject to error.
Accordingly we believe that the situati,on is that rigorous
error bounds on practical Rayleigh-Ritz approximations are not
produced by these means. In practice the situation is very similar
to that for many other methods tor evaluating series approximations
to the solution ot differential equations, for example, the
Chebyshev series direct eJPansion method (Clenshaw (1), Lanczos (3»
and collocation (Clenshaw and Norton (1), Wright (1»0 That is, we
obtain an estimate of the reliability of the approximation
n
?' .!n (s.) fli (x)
i-I
by examining the behaviour of the coefficients an(i) for a sequence
of values ot n 0 In practice we must assume that the computed
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values of !n(i) are the exact Rayleigh-Ritz coefficient.s so that
careful selection of the basis, so as to minimize the affects of
rounding error~ and the quadrature, must be made as discussed above.
From the computed coefficients !n(i) and the assumption
y(x} '"
<i~.~
)' .!(i )¢1(x)...._
i",l
we can write, in the usual fashion
.. /;;1)<.!(i) - !.n(1» ¢i (x) -~. a(j)¢ j (x)
j-n+l
so that
\ .!(1) - .!n<il\. I~1(x) I ~ ~"'I!{j)I.I~j (x) I
j..n+l
Delves and Mead (1) suggest tha't the second term in this error,
quickly dominates, so that
00
(1+(;,) ~ \a(j)\,II¢j(x)iiee
j-n+l
where «< 1 0 Accordingly, if the differences
iMl, •• ,n-l
are small by comparison with 1.!.n(n)loII¢n(x)lloo we can regard
E •
n
as an estimate ot II£ III, n I sa As with other series expansions it
is more appropriate to consider
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as an estimate ot IIf. n II~.·
It the Rayleigh-Ritz matrix A is uniformly asymptotically
diagonal of degree p ~ 2 it might be thought that more elaborate
procedures might be used to estlma te .!( j) , j > n , and hence to
estimate
either by use of the prediction coefficients detined by Delves and
Mead (1), using C!n, Q) as an iniUal vector, or by an approach
based on the tollowing remarkso We shall show, however, that the
estimates based on this second approach can be very pessimistic.
Typically, provided that the right hand side vector b or the
sequence b (a(r» satisty certain conditions, (Delves and Mead (1),-n -n
Thmo3, po14, also Cho4, Thm.2, po139) we have
C '> 0 ,
so that
It II ¢j 11\\0- K , a constant, then
''lCl
...1)
1\ E nil ~ C K i ...L. c C K ) Iq-jqj-n+l n+1 j
Hence, provided q ~ 2 , we have
C K
(n+l)q-l
In the case ot the application ot the basis !Unctions
i ..1,2 0 ..
to the problem
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yeO) ...y(l)
we have established (Cho4, Thmo2, p.184) that provided r(x,y) £ M,
a constant, for all y inearV the solution then p = 3, q - 2 .
Noting that K:;o 1/4, we have
C
4(n+l)
If the coefficient vectors detined by the Rayleigh-Ritt method,
~n ' are such that the elements !n(i) are tending smoothly to zero,
we may estimate C by
Cn• jn2!on (n)!
or more generally by
c! - max i(n-l)2 !n(n-l)I
()!.l:St
wher'e t is some small integero Substituting trom (5033) and
(5034) into (5032) we obtain the estimates ot the error bound
Eo. / (n Cn 4 n+l)
and
t t
En - On / 4(n+l)
In Tables XXXII, XXXIII we illustrate the magnitude ot these
estimates tor the problems
L(y) ~ y" + y - -x
yeO) • y(l) • 0
and
L(y) - yft _ i(y+x+l)3
for ditterent values ot n, and t. 2 0 The measured estimate
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of \1 t n Ii ,,0 defined by
1'1' E. nIl ;,. en .. max IY(Xi) - Yn(Xi) I,ut.lO xi
whare xi "" 1/20 ~ i ..0 •• 20 is given for comparison. We
o 2observe immediately that the estimates En and En and particularly
the latter, are very wide bounds, and might well be thought
impractical. The estimate En ' based on the final coefficient
!nCn), is more satisfactory, and indeed seems very good in the case
of the non-Lanear problem (Table XXXIII). We remark that the linear
problem is somewhat exceptional in that its solution is approximated
very well by low order polynomials.
o 2The est1mates E and E do not seem to be without practical
n n
use, however. A comparison of Tables XXXII and XXXIII reveals that
the magnitudes of these estimates become larger when the error en
becomes larger, that is when numerical and quadrature errors have
serious effect. This has been observed for a number of test
examples. Accordingly the estimates o tE and E may be of valuen n
in providing a criterion for the automatic termination of the
evaluation of the sequence of Rayleigh-Ritz approximations Yn(X) ,
n ::: 1,2000 •
These methods of estimating the error of the ~leigh-Ritz
approximation are weak due to the asymptotic nature of U.A.D
properties. Similar remarks apply to other techniques based on
this theory~ such as the prediction of the coefficients a(n+l) ,
a(n+2) .u. from !n by application of the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi
iteration to the infinite Rayleigh-Ritz matrix, as described by
Delves and Mead«l), p.2l2).
The determination of readily computable error estimates and bounds
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Error Estimates
*;Ii - -y~x ¢1(x)-x(1~x)T1_1(x)
-,-
n en E En En n
7 5036°-7 301'-7 408u-6 500°--8(50189,-11)
8 5036u-7 506'-7 600'-6 605'-7
(3000) °-11
12 5096'-1 1.3'-5 10)9-5 101'-6
(3019°-11)
Table XXXII (see Table VII)
Error Estimates
*¢1(x)-x(1-x)Ti_1(x)y". i(y+x+l)3
n En En
4 1.7'-4
6 401'-3
10 308'-7
Table XXXIII (see Table XX)
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for the Rayleigh-Ritz method is a problem which is not eaBily resolvedo
Acoordingly we are ot the opinion that the only practical criteria
which can be applied to the determination ot a suitable value at n,
and the corresponding approximate solution 1n(X) are those based on
a careful choice ot the basis tunctions ~i and the quadrature scheme
used guided by the remarks ot Ch's. 3, 4 and 5, and a study ot the
convergence at the computed vectors !n and functions Yn(x). Of
the estimates ot 1\ E n \\~ the value
E •
n
seems most satistactor,y; it should nevertheless be used with cautiono
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Chapter Six
Extensions and Conclusions
In this last chapter we comment on extensions of the principles
and methods of earlier chapters to more general variational problems
than those previously considered here. In ~ 6.1 we consider an
approach to the use of the finite element method for general second
order elliptic partial differential equations, and in ~ 6.2 present
a natural formulation of an approximate extended Kantorovich method
(Kantorovich and Kr,ylov (1), p.304, Kerr (1), Andersenn (2»,
described with reference to Laplace's equation, but readily extend.ed
to other equations.
We consider briefly the possible application of a Rayleigh-Ritz
method to the "simplest problem" of variational calculus in its
general form, including the class of problems considered by
Allen, (1,2). Finally, in ~ 604 we summarize the conclusions which
may be reached from our numerical investigation of the RB11eigh-Ritz
method emphasizing again many ot the results and comments of this
and earlier chapters.
601 An approximate finite element methQd tor elliptic partial
difterential equations in two dimensions
We consider in this section the application ot a finite element
method involving the use of piecewise planar functions defined over
triangular elements to second order elliptic partial differential
equations in two dimensions, and suggest an approach which may be
useful when the differential operator involved has coefficients
dependent on the space variables.
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The application of the finite element method in a nun.: ~'of f'orn.c
and to various problems is described in a vast and expanding li tel'a lure,
to which we can make only token reference. An important text for many
mechanical and mathematical aspects of the method is that of Kolar,
Kratochvil, Zlamal and Zenicek (1), whilst a mathematlcal formuldion
appropriate to this section is given by Birkhoff, Schultz, Varga (1).
Many aspects of the method are described in conference proceedings
edited by Bramble and HUbbard (1) and Schoenberg (1). An extensive
bibliography on the finite element method and its applications has
recently been compiled by Whiteman (1).
For convenience we consider only positive definite self adjoint
partial differential equations of the torm
Lu - ix (P1 (X,7) ~) + iT ~2(X'Y) t~)- r(X,7)
, x eil
u - 0 on ~'(1
••• (6.1)
••• (6.2)
where.O ia e. bounded region ot R2 with bourd ary ~)C2 •
Extensions of the pr-opcsed scheme to the case Lu = f(x,y,u) and ·~o
the case in which L is not a selt-adjoint operator, may be made using
a Galerkin form1.1lation.
Corresponding to the equation (6.1) we have the variational
problem
-c f [ I~u)2 (~u)2 '1 ."I(uo) - I(u). JJl (x,y )\rx + P2(X'Y) ty + 2f(:X:,y)u,d~ L
*ith the bcurd ary condi tiona (6.2) above, where the functions u(x,y)
satisfy
'flu(x,y) ~ dv ({l) .
2
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It is known (e.g. Mikhlin (1,4» that the function :\;;..,y) j_s
a weak or generalized solution of equation (6.1).
The finite element method we wish to consider generates
approximations to uo(x,y) in the following manner. A triangulation
T is super-imposed on the region ~ such that each triangle uf T
has at least one vertex in fl not on ~ C2..
triangles having any vertex external to (l. .
We do not consider
Algorithms for
constructing such triangulations of a given region i-). have been
described by George (1) and Reid (2).
below (Fig. IX)
We depict such a triangulation
Fig. IX
For simplioity we now assume that the region ~ is approximated
by the polygonal region n.' whose boundary ~ {1_' is described by the
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straight lines connecting' adjacent' points of the triangu ; v._cn T
lying on ~ [)_',although Reid (2) considers the case in which the
original region J1 is retained during the finite element procedure,
and the simplification is not essential to our method. We new
suppose that there are k vertices Pl •• Pk of the triangula tion T
J,I (n' •internal to . Land n - k vertices Pk+1 •• Pn lying on 0 1 L
In the simplest case, which is the one we pursue in detail, we
associate with each internal vertex Pi ' i - 1 v. k , a function
¢i(x,y) having the properties that
1) ¢i(X'y) is a planar function in each triangle of the
triangulation T
2) ¢i(xj'Yj) • Sij
where Pj = (Xj'Yj)
j :a 1, •• , k
j - k+l, •• , n •
Such a function is clearly non-zero only on triangles of T
having Pi = (x1'Yi) as a vertexo Then an approximation ur(x,y)
to uo(X'Y) of the form
is determined by the cQndition
where
Substituting for ~(x,y) and differentiating with respect to
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ai i = 1 .0 k , we obtain the equations
A ~ = .£
where A is the k x k matrix
A(i,j) =
i,j = 1 0< k
and .£ the vector
b(i) = ) dD'f(x,y) ¢. (x,y)fl! 1 i = 1 •• k
We remark briefly that, in view of the form of the functions
¢i(X,y) the coefficients ~(1) satisfy
so that the resulting coefficients are the values of the approximate
SQlution at the vertices of T •
The expression tor A(i,j) admits immediate simplification if
the vertices Pi 'Pj are not immediate neighbours in T, that is,
if no triangle has both Pi and P j amongst.its vertices, for then
by definition ot ¢i(X'Y) , ¢j(X'y) , we have A(i,j). O. In fact,
even if Pi' Pj are immediate neighbours in T , only two triangles
have them both as vertices, so that, depicting these two triangles in
Fig. X we can write
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P.
l.
Fig. X
Similarly the region of integration il" in the definition of
,£(i) may be reduced to the region covered by all triangles of T
having Pi as a vertex.
The evaluation of A(i,j) and b(i) is not, however, trivial
unless the coefficient functions Pl(x,y) t P2(x,y) are simple,
and in practice the method is often only discu3sed with reference
to the Laplace and Poisson equations where Pl(x,y)" P2(x,y)'" 1 .
Quadrature approximations are often necessary for more general problems~
although little study seems to have been made of them. We can,
however, cite the thesis of Herbold (1), who considers quadrature
approximations to the elements ot ~ for equations of this type"
We now suggest a practical scheme tor the case where Pl(x,y) ,
P2(x,y) are general functions of x and y which we believe hae
some merit. In particular we show how certain simplifications which
can be applied in the case ot Laplace's equation are also applicable
to the new method, and brietly indicate how the new method m~ be
applied using basis tunctions which are, for example, cubic rather
than planar in each element.
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Only one ter'mof (603) is considered, since the eXf...;.:~('n r.wy
'Je formed by surmnation of similar termso We take
C(i,j) ::
where Tl is the triangle (FigoX) with vertices (xi!.y].L (Xj ~Yj)'
(Xr,y r)' Reid (1) considers that in this triu.n(;le we may r epr-eneur
the planar function ¢i(X'y) by a linear combinQtion of the
Lagrange functions. Extending this, we defi ne theor'3 LD{7TaDt:n
functions on TI by
u.v (..i,j,r
and the additional condition that lu is linear in 'x and y, and
express PI(x,y) approximately as
Z PI (xu,y) lu(X'Y)
u=i,J,r
(Leo PI (x,y) is approximated by ita pla.nar interpclant en Tl ).
Then the expression (604) may be approximately written as
C(i,j) =
Each of the integral terms is now a triple product of the Lagrance
functions and their derivatives, for we note that
so that
. \
~
~l. I'll. ;
,.. 1 (x,y) r 0 ~ d .il
T u o x ~ Y
1
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and the integrati.on on the right is compar-a t ave Ly si.rnpl> .voupari aon
with our earlier expressions for A(i,j) .
George (1), has proposed a further ;:lC'horn8 for the ;.;irTJ·i.j'ic:ltion
of the sval.uatLon of A(i,j) for Laplace's equ.:.:.t~cn v/h~..::h in :::o:dlly
applied to our more general problem.
define a canonical triangle r.r(, with vez-t i ces (0,0), (1,0), (c.:),
and on this triangle the basis functions ¢o( \.. ,.. ,\~t~)1. ,. ! i"" 1,2,3
with the properties
1) l~ ( ~ , 7) is a planar functicn
- ~ ..l.J i,j = 1 3 , where the
o ~ .)triangle T has vertices ( ) j' 7 j)' Let the line'Ir transformation
( ~ ,~J) = J (x,y)
(~
l '
'Phen
".._ J
and (x,y) C 1 tiff
be such that
10 ( ~
u )'
+ ••. ".
where the remaining terms are similar quadX'utic forms tntroducad. by
the transformationo Thus inte[,"I'uls of the form
l~ (\ ' 7 )
may be evaluated once only, and then premultiplied by t~e appropriate
Jacobian determinant and the v~lue of the coefficient funvtion at
Pu' u = i,j,r , before being added in to A(i,j) 0
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We remark that the scheme is in reality 0. s imp I e quc.. ... ~,u:re
approximation of the integrals occurring in the fi m.t e eler;lE;"t
method derived so as to be exact. when the coef'f ici errt fund: OLS
and the baai e function:a are piecewise 1)1anal' f'unctLcnn on T •
In particular it generates the usual planar finite element
approximation to the Laplacian operator ei nce in this cane the
coefficient functions are exactly represented by tbeir interpolant
in the planar ba.sis on T. The scheme ext ends to athol' fin;' te
element approximations, for example to bi-linear functions definod
over rectangular elements, or to cubic f'unc t i one on t ra angul an
elements. In this last case the usual parm~le.terization of the
cubic basis function is in tel'IIlS of i.ts VulUI.J3 and taose of its
x and, y derivatives at the vertices of the trhmgles together
with the function value at the centre of the circumscribing circle.
This would lead to approximations of the eoeffj ci.ent functions
and
Ify Pl(x,y)' \
. (x.,y.)
1 1
and a simple quadrature formula involving c""~· values of the
ooefficient functions and their derivatives.
Finally in this section we comment th.:ltfinite element
procedures have of't.en been rega.rded as variants of a fin:i.te
difference procedure, and this view can clearly be a.pphed to
the approximate finite element method which we have described.
Nonetheless, the 'finite difference' equations produced by our
finite element method are of non-standard fo:cm, even on a
rectangular mesh. For example, considering the use of bi-lineur
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functions on a square mesh, our method Genera tee t.he same .(.;'"'·f3tanc.ard
fini te difference approximation of the Lapl acian 119 t::e finite eLemerrt
approximation of Birkhoff, Schultz and Varga (1, p.253)o
602 The Kantorovich and Extended Kantorovich l.lethods.
In this section we comment on some a.spects of the 'method of
reduction to ordinary differential equat iona' proposed by Kantorovich
(see Kantorovich and Krylov (1), p.304-337, and fOl' an example of
its practical application McDonald (1) ), and on an extension of this
method suggested by Kerr (1), and studied in a particular fOl'lIlby
Andersenn (2). Following Ka.ntorovich, we outline the method a.nd its
extension, i.n relation to their application to Laplace's equation in
two dimensions,
L u d 2u d 2u f <.!) ...(6.4~=
~x,_ 2
+
~x 2
2
defined on the rectangle .cl : -a !. Xl o' n , -b ~ x !: b , and2
subject to the boundary cond.a tions
u(-.a) = u(a) = 0 ••• (6.5)
u(.•b) = u(b) '" 0 ••• (6.6)
Extension of the discussion to other differential equations involving
a :positive definite operator L, and to higher dimensions is readily
acud eved ,
Corresponding to the equation (604~ with bounda~J conditions
(605), (6.6) we ha.ve the variational principle :-
Let u(x) be a.function such that
I(ii) ;S I(u)
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--where we cons i der- only fllnctions u, u satisfying the bOt:,~:bry
conditions (605), (606) and such that
-u, u
The functi on u<.~~)is then a. weak or Genercl Lz.ed solu~iion of (6.4)
with the boundary corrlitions (6.5), (6.6), from the: variational
theory of Chapter Two.
The Kantorovich method determines a. sequence of approximations
to u(x) ,of the form
N
~(x) Z 1 (Xl) G ~ (x2) •••(6.7)gt
t=l
, 11 = 1,2•••
where the functions 8!(x2) are prescribed linearly independent
(606). 1 (Xl)functions satisfying The functions g are determinedt
so as to satisfy the remaining boundary conditions (6.5) and so that
I (1,l1J) is a minimum of I(u) for all fundions u of the form (6.7).
1
We pur-sua the deterrninatio\'lef gt (Xl) subsequently.
The extended Kantorovich method detennines a sequence of
approximations to u(x) of the form
n
= -f' g; (Xi)
....t=l
••• (6.8)
i 1,2
n = 1,2 •••; N a 1,2 •••
The function g; (X2) is chosen as in the Kantorovich method fOl'
n = 1 , and subsequently by the relations
9~(~)
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The unknown functions g~ (xi) are deterr.;inedat each i ter.,~ion as
in the Kantorovich method, by the requirements that they satisfy the
boundary conditions (605) if i = 1 or (606) if' i = 2 , and to
ensure that I(~,i) ~ I(u) for all functions u of the form (6.8).
We now take i = 1 , for convenience. Substituting ~~'i for u in
I(u) , Vie have
Integrating with respect to %2' and using the boundar,r conditions
(6.5) to eliminate terms (see Kantorovich and Krylov (1), p.306-7)
we obtain
I(~,l) = I<it (~»
r [ N n 2 N 2~ pn dgt(x1) ~ n• + ~ gt(xl)t-l t d, t ..l.-a
N
("1) } <t;e:
n n
- 2 Z. Ft gt
t""l
••• (609)
In the case of Laplace's equation, and the torsion equation considered
n n nby Kerr (1), Andersenn (2), the expressions Pt ' Qt ' Ft '
t = 1 ••• N , a.reconstanta. For more general positive definite
differential equations, these expressions will be functions of ~ •
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nThe functional (609) may now be minimized over its paramct,Jl':3gt(xl)
fI.,1 ( ).in ordar to determine ~~. .!. This rmnimdzut.Lon is achieved by
Kant cr-ovt.ch and Krylov (1), Kerr (1) and Andersenn (2) by solving
analytically the corresponding Eu.ler eqtlationo
d I (~ (xl» == 0
~g~ (xl)
t ... 1 , •• N ••• (6.10)
with the boundary conditions
g~ (-a) = g~ (a) = 0 t = 1 ••• U •
These equations are linear, and for Laplace1s equation and the torsion
equation have constant coefficients, so that exact solutions are readily
obtained, particularly for small values of N •
Where these equations do not have this simple form, it will in
general be necessary to Bolve the differential equation (6.10) or
the corresponMng variational problem (609) approximately. We can
therefore conceive a number of'approximate extended Kantorovich'
methodsQ From our viewpoint the appz-oxf.ma't e solution of the
·variational problem (609) le an interesting possibility. We aseume
that for each t, t = 1 0 •• N, k independent basie functions
are chosen, each satisfying ¢t (-a) =
,I'
¢t,r(a) = 0 ,and g~ is represented by
ks.
Substituting in I(tt) , and minimizing with respeot to the scalar
parameters n~t ,t = 1 0 •• N , r ~ 1 ••• k , leads to a linear,r
system of Nk algebraic equations, the Rayleigh-Ritz equutions for
the minimization of (609).
We remark that this aleorithm remains untriedo It is apparent,
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however, that the careful,choice of co-ordinate system l¢-Cil\ will
be governed by the same considerations which apply when the Rayleigh-
Ritz method is used in the solution of ordinary differential
equations, together, perhaps, with some additional criteria.
Andersenn (2) has already pointed out that a careful selection of
the function 9~(x2) is necessary, even in the simple case }T = 1 ,
nto ensure that the iterative determination of the sequence ul (.!)
converges. Further research along these lines is indicated.
603 The 'Simplest Problem' of Variational Calculus
Some investigations of a series expansion method for the
determination of approximate solutions of the 'simplest problem' of
variational calculus have been made, which are considered only briefly
hereo Amongst such problems are those considered by Allen (1),
which may be stated (see Chapter One) as
Determine - y(x) s.tr =
ICY) i I(y) = )1 F(X,y,yD) dx
0
subject to
y(O) == y(l) = 0
0 •• (6.11)
••• (6.12)
For convenience we do not include the similar boundary conditions
y (0) = ee, , y(1) = ~ , which are readily reduced to those above. The
fUlwtions y(x) are restricted to those for which the integral I(y)
exists and has finite value. To be more specific a knowledge of the
form of F(x,y,y') is required, and we wish to avoid further
assumption concerning the nature of the integrand. In particular we
do not restrict ourselves to those cases in which F is quadratic, or
'nearly so', in the dependent variables y, y' , since these cases
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correspond to those for which the Rayleigh-Ritz method has been
derived in earli.er chapter-e,
Allen (1), (2), nnd others have derived methods for this problem
baaed on finite difference approximations of y'(x) and simple
quadrature approximations of the integral. Allen's methods closely
resemble shooting methods for the solution of boundar; value problems
in ordinary differential equations. An analysis of theoretical
properties of methods such as these for this 'simplest problem' is
given by Stepleman (1).
We investigate an approach closely analogous to the Rayleigh-Ritz
procedureo If ¢i(x), i = 1, •••,00 are a chosen set of basis
functions satisfying the boundary oonditions (6.12), and forming a
complete sequence in the appropriate function space, and ¢i(x),
i = 1, •••, n are linearly independent for all n, then an
appro:dma tion
n
Yn (x) ~i=l
a (i) ¢. (x)n J.
might be determined by the minimization of
fl n
I(Yn) = I~) :::J F(X' ~.
o i=l
an(i)¢i(X), ~ an(1)¢~(X») dx
i-l
•••(6.13)
The expression (6013) is a function of the n variables an(i) ,
and minimization with respect to these might be achieved in a number
of wayso Pursuing the analogy with the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the
equations
= 0 i :::1, ••• , n
are obtainedo In the case that F(x,y,y') has the simple form
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considered in earlier chapters these a.re the usual Ro.yleiGh-Ri tz
equations. tiore generally, these are non-linear equations and may
have any non-negat ive number of solutions (as may the original problem).
Though this method introduces no additional theoretical complexity
to the problem, in practice differentiation of the function r(a )n
may be inhi bi ting, and a more d.irect appr-oach r-equared , One of the
many algorithms (see Powell (1») for the minimization of a function
of n variables might be employed. The p'.lrposeof this section is
to illustrate that whilst thi.s method is 'practicable, difficulties
similar to those encountered using the Rayleigh-Ritz method in its
usual fol."'lIlar-Lse , In particular the selection of the co-ordinate
system ¢.(x) again affects the performance of the method, as we
l.
show in a simple example below. 'rhe further point, that the
minimization techniques locate local, rather than global minima,
must also be born in mind.
Problem Ml
Find y(x) s.t
1
I(;;;) L. I(y) = J (x2y' 2 + 12)'2 + 2O>y} dx
o
subject to
yeO) = y(l) o
This example has the unique solution
s » .x3_x
as may be verified from the Euler equa.tion, and for which I(y) = -4/3.
We summarize in Tables XXXIV, XXXV the performance of the Davidon
minimization algorithm (Fletcher-Powell (1)) using the basis functions
¢1(x) =xi(l_x)
and
*= .x(l-x) T. l(x)
l.-
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Convergence of Davidon Minimization, n=2
Problem Ml ¢. (x) = xi(l_x)~
FunfJtion an (1) an (2) I(yn)Evaluations
0 -10200000 -00800000 -1.328000
17 -10133464 -0.771484 -1.331689
26 -10137132 -00781446 -1.331733
37 -10077520 -0.930959 -1.332415
49 -10000427 -1.038437 -1.333028
68 -0.995719 -1.007085 -1.333332
80 -00997066 -1.003156 -1.333332
87 -0.999401 -0.999447 -1.333333
96 -1.000484 -0.999259 -1.333333
108 -00999828 -1.000008 -1.333333
hact
Solution -1.000000 -10000000 -1.333333·
Table XXXIV
Convergence of Davidon Minimization, n-2
Problem Ml
Funotion an (1) an (2) I(yn)Evaluations
0 -00600000 -1.400000 -0.901333
6 -10440000 -1.280000 -1.256533
13 -10369822 -0.665295 -1.323521
24 -10501329 -0.499896 -1.333332
Exact
Solution -10500000 -0.500000 -1.333333·
Table xx::J3
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with n. 2 , for which the exact solution may be expressed exactly in
terms of either basis. We note the comparatively rapid convergence
of the minimization procedure when the trial function is expressed in
terms of Chebyshev polynomials. This has been observed in this and
other examples, and for larger values of n. In the case of
problem MI, we can make the following remarks about the convergence
of the Davidon algorithm. For any trial function Yn(x) which is
a linear combination of n independent basis functions, the function
I(Yn) = I(!n) is a quadratic function of the n parameters !n(i) ,
i ..l .••n • For such functions the Davidon algorithm converges in
n iterations provided that the one-dimensional minimization problems
occurring in each iteration are solved exactly. In practice this
will not be the oaseo From Tables XXXIV, XXXV, where each row except
the first, corresponds to a Davidon iteration, we can see that
convergence requires more than two iterationso We can attribute the
differing convergence rates to the different accuraoies with whioh the
one-dimensional problems are solved, and the observed superiority of
the Chebyshev expansion in the minimization algorithm mB1 be a function
of parameters of the one-dimensional minimization prooedures.
The example considered above is of the simple quadratic type for
which the ~leigh-Ritz method in its usual form is appropriate. We
experiment further with the following example considered by Allen (2,
Ex. i) for which minimization techniques seem more appropriate.
Problem M2+:- Determine i(x) such that
:r- .This example is given also by Allen (1, po208, Ex.iii), where the
expression (1.05 exp(1-4z'»
is printed
(1005 - exp(1-4z'».
The latter form appears to be in error since in this case we believe
I(z) may assume arbitrarily large negative values.
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I(z) <: I(z)
I'll
\ 1.05 exp(1-4z' )(l-z)~~(x) ,( 2 _ c(x) \ dx
~O (1+z2) , 2(1-Z))
subject to z(a) = 005, z(l) = 0 , where
2 -1
c(x) • (1 + x exp(-6(x-004) »
This problem arises in the study of the utilization of fuel by a ship,
and its practical significance assures a unique solution (Allen (1».
To apply our minimization techniques we prefer to utilize the
transformation
z(x) - y(x) + tel-x)
and write 1
I(z) - I(7) - 16 r(%,7,7') dx
1
., 1.05 exp(3-4y' )(!(x+l)-y). c(x) (2 _ c(x) \
)0 (1 + (y _ !(x_l»2) \ (x+1-21) ) dx
with the homogeneous bouIdary comitions 1'(0) - y(l) - o. The
unknown function y(x) is approximated by
n
Yn(x) -~' !neil ¢i(x)
i-l
where ¢i(x) are admissible functions, and the integrand approximated
by a quadrature rule ~ \_t, 0, iJ , so that the funotion of !n'
o
is minimized 0
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We have oonsidered the basis functions
¢i(x) = Xi.(l-x)
¢i(X) *= x(1-x)Ti_1(x)
and
¢i(x) ""= sin i ',I x
and have used eight and twelve point Gaussian quadrature schemes.
The resulting functions, I ~), for various values of n, havemo n
been minimized using the Rosenbrock minimization algorithm
(Roeenbrock (1); see also Palmer (1» since in this case we prefer
not to differentiate the integrand f(x,y,y') with respect to y
and y'. In Table XXXVI we present typical results of this
procedure for various combinations of n, mo and the basis ¢i(x).
The minimum value I and the value of the correspo,nding function,mo
z(x) at x = 0.5 are given. Table XXXVII records the progress of'
*the procedure in the case n· 4 ,mo • 8 ,¢i(x) ..x(l....X)Ti_l.(x) •
The results are given at the end of each iteration of the Rosenbrook
algorithm. N denotes the number of evaluations of the function
Im (an) whioh have been performed. The asterisk * indioates that
o
the step size parameter used in solving the sequenoe of one-dimensional
minimization problems whioh ooour in eaoh iteration of the Rosenbrpck
algorithm was reduoed after this point to enable increased accuracy
to be obtained.
We contrast tbese results with those given by Allen (2), wbere
the value z(005). 002233225 110-8 1s given. We have applied one
of the seoond order algorithms (approximation 5) due to Allen (1) to
this problem and obtained the value z(005)· 002281458 with h ..0.1 •
Corresponding to the approximation given by this method we have
obtained an approximation to I(z) by application of Simpson's rule
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to the integrati.on, taking 0(h2)
of z(x.) g~ The resulting value
approximations to z,(x.) in terms
l.
(h = 001) is r(z) - 1.752381'+1.
The disparity between our results for this problem and those of
ADen, whilst not of major proportions, is not readily explained. We
might suspect that in using an algebraic or trigonometric representation
for y(x) , we are assuming that y(x) has more continuous derivatives
than is in fact the case, but if this were so then we should not be able
to obtain a smaller value for I(z) than by Allen's methods.
Additionally, the assumption that Allen's methods are second order in
h depends on the requirement that y(x) has at least a Lipschitz
bounded fourth derivative, and since Allen (1) has shown numerically
that 0(h2) convergence does occur, low order polynomial approximations
can be justified. We therefore consider that we have shown that the
combination of the techniques of the ~leigh-Ritz method with those
of numerical minimization algorithms prove a valuable alternative to
'discrete' methods such as those of Allen, for 'simplest' problems
of the calculus of variations having smooth solutions.
604 Conclusions
It has been shown that a user of the ~leigh-Ritz method for
the numerical solution of two point boundary value problems in
ordinary differential equations is presented with a number of choices
which govern the success or failure of the method as he applies it.
The stages in the application at which these choices must be made can
be summarized as
i) The selection of a sequenoe of approximating subspaces,
1i) The selection of basis functions for each subspaoe of the
chosen sequence,
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iii) The evaluation of the elements of the Rayleigh-Ritz equations,
iV) The determination of the solution vector of the Rayleigh-Ritz
equations,
v) The evaluation of the corresponding approximate solution,
vi) The estimation of the error of the approximation,
though we emphasize again that these choices are not independent.
It has been the purpose of this investigation to evaluate criteria
which have been proposed in the literature of the method by which
such a choice may be governed, and to identify areas in which
previously accepted criteria may be inadequate or too restrictive,
and to suggest, on the basis of numerical and theoretical results,
alternative and, we hope, more suitable criteria which m~ be
applied.
The investigation has concentrated in parts on ordinary
differential equations of second order, though much of the theory has
been formulated· for equations of arbitrary order, and some of it for
partial as well as ordinary differential equations. We consider
that second order ordinary differential equations are sufficient to
demonstrate the effects ot different choices at each of the six
stages outlined above, at least for ordinary differential equations,
and remark that this view seems widely held, for few examples of the
application of the method to equations of higher order appear in the
literatureo
The selection of a sequence of subspaces in whioh to approximate
the solution of the given equation should ideally be determined from
a knowledge of the properties of this solution, for these, and
particularly the degree of continuity of the solution, govern the
rate of convergence of the Rayleigh-Ritz apprOximations, as is
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indicated by the results of Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (1), and others,
described in Chapter Twoo We have chosen to emphasize in this work
the situation in which the solution can be assumed to be reasonably
smooth, and high accuracy is required, and are thus led to the choice
of subspaces of polynomial fUnctionso We acknowledge that if the
solution is known to have points of irregular behaviour, and
particularly if the solution y(x) only satisfies y(x) €.. Ct l0,11
for some t, k.st.!~2k , then provided the points at which this
irregular behaviour occurs can be isolated, and included in the mesh
ppints of a piecewise approximation, this approximation will in
general be more satisfactory than any polynomial approximation.
Equally, if a solution is known to be periodic, it should be
approximated in terms of periodic functions, whether they be
periodic spline functions (Ciarlet, Schultz, Varga (2)) or trigonometric
functions depending on the continuity properties of the solution.
The choice at a sequenoe of approximating subspaces being made,
we have shown that an appropriate choice of co-ordinate system for
each subspace is still required, and is governed by more stringent
requirements than those of admissibility and independence. However,
we have demonstrated that the criteria proposed by Mikhlin to ensure
oomplete stability are unnecessarily restrictive for ma~ practical
problems, and have indicated a preference for the informal notion of
'sufficient stability' introduced by Samokish, which requires a choice
0: co-ordinate system in whioh rapid convergence m~ be expeoted.
Numerical investigations of co-ordinate systems satist,ying these
criteria for second order ordinary differential equations have led
us to derive an efficient evaluation algorithm for the co-ordinate
system of integrated Legendre polynomials, which satisfies Mikhlints
oriteria for these problems and which has been used by Mikhlin (4)
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and Ciarlet, Schultz and Varga (1), and to a theoretical investigation
of a co-ordinate system which has been shown by experiment to satisfy
the less restrictive conditions of Samokish (1). For this system,
based on Chebyshev polynomials, we have shown that for a certain
class of problems the ~leigh-Ritz matrix assumes a particularly
convenient form~ and have established that it is uniformly
asymptotically diagonal of degree three, allowing the theorems of
Delves & Mead (2) to be utilized to derive asymptotic convergence
results for the resulting R~leigh-Ritz approximations to the solution
of linear equations. The results of Delves and Mead have been
extended to apply in the case when this co-ordinate system is used to
solve mildly non-linear equations, allowing asymptotic convergence
results to be deduced for these alsoo This modified Chebyshev
co-ordinate system has been used to solve successfully a number of
test problems taken from the literature, including problems with a
weak boundary singularity (M~ers (1» and problems satisfying the
extended existence results of Gladwell (1)0 In this conneotion the
successful solution of problems to which no known existence results
apply should be mentioned, indicating that further extensions of
the existence theory for the Rayleigh-Ritz method are possible.
We conclude that these modified Chebyshev polynomials represent a
useful alternative co-ordinate system to the integrals of the
Legendre polynomials, for second order ordinary differential
equations having vsmooth' solutionso
A Bcheme for the construction of a co-ordinate system based on
the orthonormalization of a prescribed co-ordinate system with
respect to the energy norm of the co-ordinate functions, suggested
by DaVis and Rabinowitz (1), has been investigatedo If the
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orthonormulization could be performed exactly the resultinc co-ordinate
system would satisfy the criteria of Mikhlin, and thus be completely
stableo In practice, the orthonormalization of the functions must be
performed numerically, and it has been demonstrated by example that
the stability properties of the resulting co-ordinate system are
identical with those of the original prescribed system, and
theoretical reasons for this have been investigatedo It has been
shown that the orthonormalization of the co-ordinate system corresponds
to a method of solution of the Rayleigh-Ritz equations which is known
to be less economical of computer time than standard methods. Since
the accuracy of the resulting approximation is not increased the
suggestion that orthonormalization of this form could be a powerful
tool in variational calculation has to be rejected.
In the literature of the Rayleigh··Ritz method the effects of the
quadrature approximations which are frequently made in the evaluation
of elements in the ~leigh·-Ritz equations has previously been
neglected, with the exception of the contributions of Herbold (1)
and Herbold, Schultz and Varga (1)0 We have been able to modify
some of these results, which are applicable when the co-ordinate
system used consists of piecewise polynomials and only the free term
vector is approximated by quadrature, to the case of a polynomial
co-ordinate system. Additionally, extensions to the case in Which
quadrature approximations to the elements of both the matrix and
the free term vector have been derived. It has unfortunately not
been possible to extend all the results in this manner, and in
particular we have been unable to show that the convergence rate
which applies when the sequence of Ra¥leigh-Riiz approximations is
computed exactly is preserved when quadrature errors are presento
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However, this property has been shown to hold for certain ,·j8t examples
using a polynomial co-ordinate system and particular choices of
quadrature ruleo
We have indicated our belief that the error bounds given in the
literature for the Rayleigh-Ritz method are of theoretical rather than
practical signif'i.cance,and in general are not easily computed.
Accordingly, we express the opinion that simple and previously popular
error estimates based on the magnitude of the coefficients in the
R~leigh-Ritz expansion have to be accepted. Estimates developed
from the theory of Delves and Mead (2) are shown to be extremely
pessimistio for a number of test exampleso However, the behaviour
of a sequenoe of these estimates provides a guide to the growth of
rounding error in the ~leigh-Ritz prGoess, and this m~ have
applioation in the seleotion of a partioular member of the sequence
of R~leigh-R1tz approximations as a final solutiono
In the last chapter extensions of aspects of the previous work
to partial differential equations are oonaideredo An approximate
finite element method for second order elliptic equations, derived
by applying an extension of the work of Herbold (1) for partial
differential equations analogous to that used in Chapter Five to
extend his work for ordinary differential equations, haa been
proposed. This method has a simple form, and in particul~r is more
eas1ly applied to general operators than standard finite element
techniqueso Further investigation of this approach is clearly
necessary, both from a practical and a theoretical aspect, but in
particular it is hoped that uniqueness, convergence and consistency
results similar to those of Herbold (1) may also be derived in this
caseo
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A unified desoription of the Kantorovich and' extend,':!Kantorovich'
methods as applied to second order linear partial differential
equations in two dimensions involving a positive definite differential
operator has been presented, and 6.xtensiona to other equations
involving a positive definite differential operator indicatedo An
approximate method whi~}h arises Ln a natural manner' from these methods
has been outlinedo It has been emphasized that the successful
application of this method rests on the criteria which govern the
application of the ~leigh-Ritz method to ordinary differential
equations, and the relevance of earlier discussions has thuB been
extended to a wider field.
An attempt to extend the Rayleigh-Ritz method to general
formulations of variational problems of the so-called 'simplest'
type, based on algorithms for the minimization of a function of
n variables, has also been consideredo Further research into this
approaoh is required before its difficulties can be isolated, but in
particular the high overhead of quadrature approximation is again a
serious practical disadvantageD
In conclusion we comment on the usefulness of the Rayleigh-Ritz
algori thm for the solution of the pr'oblems with which we have been
primarily concerned, two-point boundary value problems in ordinary
differential equations, in comparison with other algorithmso
Broadly speaking, numerical algorithms for these problems approximate
the solution in one of two w~s, either in terms of pivotal values
(values at a sequence of points) or as a series expansion of the
approximate soluticn in terms of prescribed functions. These
classifications are not independent, and we have seen that for the
Rayleigh-Ritz method a particular choice of prescribed piecewise
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polynomial co-ordinate system for a method regarded 9.S beir.g of the
second type generates an approxi.mtion considered to be a classical
example of methods of the first type. Nonetheless, we preserve
elements of this classification in our brief comparison of these
methods.
A choice between type of method must be made on the basis of
required properties of the approximate solution and on the nature
of the problem, and its exact solution. If the value of the
approximate solution may be required at many arbitrary points,
then a series expansion is frequently to be preferred. Further,
we have seen that if the exact solution of a problem is suffiCiently
smooth, polynomial expansions are appropriate,and whilst this remark
has been made here in the context of the Rayleigh-Ritz method it
remains largely true for other series expansion methodso Pivotal
methods, whether of the 'shooting' or 'boundary' type,are well
suited to problems with solutions which are not known to be smooth,
and these methods, particularly 'shooting' methods are often very
readily applied to very general ordj.nary differential equations.
Of the methods for the determination of series expansion
approximations to the solution of ordinary differential equations
we comment only upon the more popular oneso These are the direct
power series expansion method, the method of collocation and the
least squares method in both its continuous and discrete forms,
together with the Rayleigh-Ritz or Galerkin methodso
The direct power series expansion method, usually applied in
terms of Chebyshev series (Lanczos (3» is regarded as a method
appropriate to the solution of linear equations with particularly
Simple coefficients, and is out of place when considered for a
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wider class of pr-obl.ems,
The least squares method may be app l.Led in two forms, corresponding
to the choice of an integral least squares norm, or a discrete semi-normo
In the former Case the resulting least equares equations for the linear
differential equation Ly ~ f are equivalent to those obtained by
applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method to the differential equQtion
L*Ly = L*r where L* denotes the conjugate operator to L (Mikhlin
and Smolitskiy (1), Po226). In view of this similar difficulties
regarding the selection of'co-ordinate systems can be encountered in
the least squares method and in the Rayleigh-Ritz method. However,
one of the criteria appl:i.edto this selection of the co-ordinate system
Ii iiin the Rayleigh-Ritz case, that Ii LYn - r] ~ 0 as n ~ so ,
where II· II denotes a norm other than the energy norm, does not
apply in the least squares case, where II Lyn - t I! 2 -7> 0 as
n -->~) from the definition of the least squares approximation.
On the other hand, convergence of the least squares approximation
Yn(X) to the true solution yex) requlres more restrictive
differentiability assumptions on the true solution y(x) and on
elements of the co-ordinate system than is the case for Rayleigh-
Ritz calculations.
The difficulties of numerical quadrature which are apparent in
the evaluation of matrix and vector elements for both the Rayleigh-
Ritz and continuous least squares methods are avoided by the discrete
least squares method and by the collocation method (Wright (1),
Clenshaw and Norton (1», both of which are powerful algorithms for
the solution of problems of the type we have considered. In
particular there are powerful convergence results for the collocation
method (Karpilovskaja (1)), for linear equations,comparable with the
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results convergence of the Rayleigh-Ritz method using polSl1urnial
basis functions, given in Chapter Twoo 'I'he se include convergence
results for the derivatives of the approximate solution up to and
including the order of the differential equation. In view of
these results, and the well known observation that the collocation
method is a particular case of the discrete least squares method,
we acknowledge the efficiency of the collocation method for linear
equations. For non-linear equations such resul'~s have not been
found in the literature.
We have shown therefore the power of the Rayleigh-Ritz method
for the solution of linear and mildly non-linear boundary value
problems in ordinary differential equations, and extended known
results for this method in a number of di.rections. Though
extensions of some ot these results into the field of partial
differential equations have been outlined, it is clear that further
research in these areas remains to be undertaken.
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Notes on Figures A.I and A.II
The numbered asterisks shown in these figures have the following
significance.
Fig.A.I
*1 An incorrect large eigenvalue is determined by the
numerical pr-ocedure for n;; 11 •
*2 An incorrect small eigenvalue is determined by the
numerical procedure for n c 12 0
*3 Incorrect large and amall eigenvalues are determined
alternately as n increaseso
Fig.A.II
*1 An incorreot large eigenvalue 1s determined by the
numerioal procedure for n· 13 •
*2 An incorrect small eigenvalue is determined by the
numerical prooedure for n. 16 0
Appendix B
Additional Numerical Experiments
concerning the
Stability ot the ~leigh-Ritz Method
!or Mildly non-linear Ditferential Equations
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Appendix C
On the Order of the Error ot a
New Finite Difference Formula.
- 258 -
In this Appendix we consider finite difference approximations of
the solution of the ordinary differential equation
s" = f(:x:,y) ••• (c 1.1)
with the boun:iary conditions
y(o) := Y(I) '" 0
and in particular present a formal analysis of the order of the error
of the new finite difference approximation (5.18) proposed in % 501,
together with numerical experiments in its useo
We assume that the equation (C 1.1) is such that a variational
formulati.on exists (~ 206), and denoting its solution by )'O(x) we
have
1 y
I(yO) s I(Y) - If y,2 + 2\ t(X,"!)d)} d:J:
o 0
Applying the ~leigh-R1tz method to the determination ot an
approximate solution ot the variational problem ot the torm
n
y(x) ..~' ;:~ wi (x)
i-l
where wi(x) are the basis for the subspace ot piecewise Hermite
polynomials of degree one on a partition
II: 0 .. Xo < xl ••• < xn+l • 1
xi - i x h , h - l/n+l
leads to the equations (Herbold (1»
Yi+l - i.Yi - Yi-1
h
_ ~X1+1t(X,7(X»W1(x)d:J: ••• (C 1.2)
x
i
_
1
i-I, 0 •• , n •
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Herbold shows that it the integral of (C 1.2) is expressed as
ti xiil
· J f(x,y(x»wi(x)dX +f f(x,y(x»wi(x)dx
x. 1 x.1- 1
and each term approximated by the trapezium rule, then the familiar
second order finite difference formula
,...,
+ Yi-1 - ••• (C 1.3)
is deduced, and similarly, that if the integrand f(x,Y(x».wi(x)
is approximated by f(x,y(x».wi(x) ,where ?(x,y) 1s the
quadratic polynomial satisfying
, j = i-l, i, i+l
and the integration performed, the fourth order Kehrste11enverfarhen
scheme (Collatz (1» results; ioe.
y~+l - 2Y~ + y~-l - l~ (f(xi_l,yl_l) + lOf(xi,yi)
h2
••• (c 1,4)
The new scheme m~ be derived in at least two w~so Trivially,
we may choose to approximate the integral of (C 1.2) by Simpson's Rule
(which is consistent in the sense of Herbold (l»to get
••• (c 1.5)
Leas arbitrarily, we consider the case in which
f(x,y) u ky + g(x,y)
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where k is a constant, including linear equations of this type
automatically. Integrating the right hand side of (C 102)
exactly yields
~Xi+l
J
x. 11-
f(x,y) 0wi (x)dx
Xi+l
+ ] g(x,y)dx
x. 1l.-
The motivation for Simpson's rule approximation of the remaining
integral term is clearly apparent, leading again to (C 1.5).
As indicated in ~ 501, it is olear that this new finite
difference formula has an error of order h2 with leading coefficient
opposite in sign from that of (C 103) trom the relation between (C 103),
(C 1.4), (C 105) and the known orders ot aocuracy ot the established
methods. We present here a verifioation ot this in terms ot a tormal
error analysis tor linear equations ot the torm
y" + k(x)y + f(x} - 0
and write (C 103) and (C 105) in the forms
Y~-l- 2Yi + 71+1 + kili + fi - 0
h2and
To consider the errors ot these approximations, we write
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Then
and, as is well known, this results in
"J
k. t. ..- 2
1. 1.
• -2S(~ ••.(c 1.6)
which we take to be the definition of S(~ •
A
Similarly, for £ i ' we can write
Assuming yO(iV) to be continuous, we can write
yO(iV)(X) _ _ d2 (~+ t)
ch2
+ (ti_1- 2ti + fi+1) + S(k1o+ t)
h2
so that
Expanding -2S(y) from its definition, we have
k r: h2 "o(iv) + O(h4)i ~"i • 12 "
and from (C 106)
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Thus the conclusion that the finite difference algorithms (C 1.3),
(c 105) have local truncation errors of order h2 with coefficients
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign is verified.
We report br'iefly numerical results from the application of the
methods considered here to the linear ordinary differential equation
It
Y - .•gz_ + _1_-0
(X+2)2 x+2
with the boundary conditions
yeo) ...Y(l) - 0
which bas the solution
y(x) = -(19(x+2) - 5(x+2)2 - 12_) / 38
x+2
This example is adapted from Collatz (1, po178). The behaviour of
the error as a function of h is indioated, illustrating the 0(h2)
error behaviour of the new method. In Table C I results for the
finite diffeI'ent approximations (C 103), (C 104), (C 1.5) for a number
of values of h are given. In Table C II the results of an
application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method in the form of Chapter Three
with the modified Chebyshev basis funotions
are given for comparisono
The new method cannot be recommended as an alternative to the
established central difference formula (C 103), since it requires
three times as many funotion evaluations. We suggest, however, that
the jOint application of methods (C 103), (C 105) oan be considered
as a useful alternative to the direct application of (C 104)0 No
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A Comparison of the Maximum Error of Three Finite
Difference Formulae as a Function of h •
h - 001 h = 0.05 h - 0.025--
Method (C 103) +20661'-5 +6.669'-6 +1.669'-6
Method (c 105) +10362'-6 +3.542'-7 +8.967'-8
Method (c 104) -20677'-5 -6.679'-6 -1.669'-6
Table C I
The Behaviour of the Error of a Polynomial ~leigh-
Ritz Expansion.
n 2 6 10
e
max 1.274'-4 1.247'-8 1.869'-11
Table C II
additional function evaluations are required, and in the general
case s" = :t'(x,y) , (c 1.3) and (C 1.5) generate non-linear
algebraic equations of the form
with the same matrix A, so that the Bame iteration matrix A maT
be used to solve these equations iterative110 As a result of
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applying the two O(h2) methods jointly one readily obtains the
solutions y, y and y+ = (1+ Y)/2 , for which the relations
o E r...., A]y . ly , y. and yO ~ y+ hold tor sutficiently small h
(neglecting rounding error effects). Thus readily computable
expressions of the nature of asymptotic error bounds are provided
by the jOint application of these formulaeo
